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lntroduction

IAUL GREADv AND JoNATHAN ENsoR (fr)

(n recent years human rights have assumed a central positíon in the
discourse surrounding international development. S, recognition of the
fundamental links between rights denial, impoverishment, vulnerability
and conflict has led to the incorporation ofrights-based approaches into
the funding strategies, policy f<rrmulations and practice of a diverse range of
actors' including United Nations agencies (UNDP, UNICEF)' maíor donors
(the UK's Department for Internátional Development [DFID], the Swedish
International Development Cooperation Agency [SIDA]), international
NGOs (ActionAid, CARE, Oxfam) and local grassroots NGOs and social
movements. }Ýhile there is a growing literature on policy forrnadons and
the politics ánd principles of rights-based .approaches, it is clear (i) that
there is a great ďversity in understandings of what constitutes a rights-
based approach, and (ii) the next major step for this approach requires
assessments of opportunities, advantages and challenges in the realm of
practice.

This volume seeks to address these issues. Its first aim is to contribute
to a small but growing body of studies that attempt to identifi, what dif-
ference a rights-based approach makes in practice. What is the .value

added' by a rights-based approach? How does a rights-based approach
alter developmentwork ánd progtarnming? What, possibly new, difficulties
and tensions arise? Secondly, the collection aims to make a contribution
to a greater common understanding of a rights-based approach. Top-down
attempts to formulate policy coherence in relation to rights-basecl ap-
proaches have made some progress towards identiffing common themes,
but have largely failed to convince sceptics that they go beyond repackaging
existing best development practice. While acknowledging the diversity of
rights-based approaches and practice, and seeking to explore its implica-
tions, this collection aims to build a greater common understanding of
its core components' from the bottom up, based on insíghts provided by
practitioners.

In Parts I and II of the book the experiences of practitioners are de-
tailed in case studies of rights-based approaches in practice. Authors in
tlris section are from the NGO and inter-governmental organization (IGO)
communities from across the spectrum of development, humanitariánism
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and conflict resolution. Part ItI ct\tains three longer chapters explor-
ing contemporary challenges facing the irnplementation of rig.hts-based
approaches:[he implications of rights for development in an era of neo-
liberalism a'd 'good-gou...r"n""'J the relationship between rights and
culture, and aid politicization and the 'war against terror'. This Introduc-
tion sets out a theoretical, historical and political context for the chap-
ters that follow. It provides a (re)conceptualization of human rights that
speaks to the international political and economic changes associated
with globalization that have accompanied and contributed to the rise of
rights-based approaches. Following on from this foundation, it outlines tne
history, recent emergence and policy content of the relationships between
human rights and development. The Introduction ends by detailing some
of the major critiques of the rights-based approach, drawing out a series
of thematically organized questions. These questions are returned to in
a conclusion that uses the practice-based contributions to both provide
some provisional answers and to continue what will undoubtedlv be an
ongoing conversation.

The first humon righfs revolution

The modern era of human rights bega' during the Enlightenment with
the us Declaration of Independenee (1776) and the French Declaration
of the Rights of Man and the Citizen (rZ8S). TWo concepts of enduring
significance to human rights jostle ťor influence within these documents:
natural law/rights and the social contract.

The declarations hacl a common foundation in natural law and rights.
In natural law/rights, foundations and justifications are located in God
and religion, nature (the 'state of nature', given or inspired by nature), in
the nature of 'rnan', and/or through a shared capacity for reason. Rights
are potentially universal in all these guises - individuals, for e;<ample, can
be seen as having rights simply by virtue of their commo.n humanity and
slrared characteristics - in the .state of naturel outsidě and before the
fprmation of any social grouping, political arrangements or legal dispensa-
tion. But rights are also simply a;g*atterof faith. Not surprisingly, such a
theory of rights, once secularized and stripped of religious justification,
has come under sustained criticism from philosophers, political theorists
and lawyers.

Macdonald writes: 'It seems a strange law which is unwritten, has never
been enactecl, and may be unobsewed withorrt perralty, and peculíar riglrts
which are possessecl antecedently to all specific claims within an organized
society' (t984: zz). A host of challenging questions have threatened to
sweep natural rights aside: which rights are natural? Who clecides? How

can disagreements over these issues and changing views over time and
across cultures be adjudicated? what are the implications of the chasm
between ideal and reality? But, as we shall see, this conception of rights has
enduring and cross-cultural significance because it speaks to the idealism
and activist agenda of hurnan rights. To claim that we are all free and equal,
that we have original rights, is, arguably, a moral fiction, but it can be a
very empowering fiction and has had profound political impact.

The social contract moves beyond rights as an article of faith to provide
them with a socio/political-contractual grounding (Rachers 1993). Hobbes,
who, alongside Rousseau, is most closely identified with social contract
theory, famously believed that life in the ,state of nature', without rules
or accepted enforcement mechanisms,.would be a state of constant war.
To escape this condition, the individual joins in voluntary association with
otheťs to forrn rules to govern social relations and to establish an agency
- the state - with the power to enforce the rules. certain rights are sacrificed
in exchange for an agency to enforce and protect those rights that remain.
In short, we exchange unconditional freedom in return for the advantages
of social living, as a balance is sought between our rights and the rights of
others, and between rights and responsibilities. under such a set of rules
a society can develop in which everybody is better off and in which we can
afford to become morar agents. The social contractis therefore rational, and
the rationale for rights is located in re.lationships, reciprocity and mutual
benefit rather than in religious, or increasingly secular, belief.

The idea of the social contract, which entrenched the notion that there
is no divine or absolute right to rule but, on the contrary, a right to govern-
ment by consent, was truly revolutionary: ,[The us and French Revolutions]
are revolutions in the sense that they sought a radical transformation of
the accepted principles of social organization, rather than a mere seizure of
powet within the existing order' (Evans zoott t7).The relationship between
the i'dividual and the state was transformed. By challenging an organic,
hierarchícal vision of society, feudalism, the aristocracy' the church' mon-
archy and colonialism, the traditional relationship bet\.veen the rights of
rulers and the duties of subjects was inverted. specifically, this meant that
the relationships between the state and the individual, state legitimacy and
consent to be ruled, were founded on respect for human rights. Both the
us and French declarations contain rights that formed the basis on which
the individual consented to be ruled, and rights thereby cohstituted the
justification for rebellion in the event oftheirviolation. The rights revolu-
tion was, therefore, both conceptual and, in time, political"

Natural rights and the social contract remain significant in contempo-
rary human rights discourse and practice. Natural rights are philosophically
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contested, but undeniably real. They are real in the sense that history is

littered with examples, frorn the suffragettes and tl"re anti-slavery move-

ment to opposition to apartheid and the communist regimes of the forrner

Eastern Europe, of occasions when individuals and groups have acted on

a powerful moral sense of injustice, believing that they are neither mere
pawns nor property' They do so not because states or laws encouÍage

and protect such protests - in fact, more often than not they hinder and

oppress - but instead they mobilize support through a shared belief that

sometlring is unequivocallywrong in a higher court of morality. The naturál

law approach to legal interpretation insists on a necessary link between law

and morality, where moral principles are sought if necessary beyond the

confines ofthe text and legislative intent. A bold interpretive strates/ argues

that an amoral law ii not law. It is useful for our purposes to examine the

recurring use of this conception of rights, and its seminal role in struggles

over their conception, construction and implementation,

Confirmation of this understanding of rights cotnes from the contribu-

tions to this volume, for example, when participants in a study of the impact

of a human rights training course developed by the Danish International

Development Agency (DANIDA) and the International Law Institute, Uganda
(ILI-U), state that the rights-based approach 'helped me recognize that one

is born with these rights ar-rd they are not given' ancl 'I came to realize that

rights are free and are for all' (Okille, DANIDA/ILI-U).1 Rights are not, and

cannot only be, seen 'in postinstitutional terms as instruments', but must

also be understood as 'a prior ethical entitlement' (Sen 1999: 229).

The social contract, similarly, resonates through contemporary societies,
politics and international relations. Various social and political arránge-

ments - from discussions about the challenges of reforging official aid

relationships through partnership along the continuum from conditionality
to 'contractuality' (Maxwell and Riddell 1998), to P,oveiry Leductien strategy

Papers (PRSPs), described as a new form of social conlract with donors
(World Bank zoo3: r3), to corporate codes of conduct - are discussed

in these terms. Criticisms of the social contract theory also retain their

relevance today: what do the povlěrful, the rich and those with superior

krrowledge gain from such rules? Given power imbalances, Ís there any

guarantee that the rules will be fair? How can the social coutract be ex-

tended beyond the state, or the international community of Štates, as its

basic unit(s)? Whywould an agent complywith a rule if there is no effective

sanction? But the social contract, here seen in a new guise as operating

within and across states but not yet at the level of a global contract, remains

a means throug'h which power imbalances and inequities can be challenged

by allocating rights and responsibilities to all parties, in the interests ofall

parties, backed up with monitoring mechanisms and sanctions. Although
there are significant critiques and other important theories of relevance
to human rights - consequentialism/utilitarianism, positivisrn, Marxism,
constructivism, postmodernism - the argument made here is that rights
continue to evolve at the' interface of natural rights idealism/activism
and social contract pragmatism/enforcement, and indeed must involve
an ongoing interaction between the two to remain vibrant and responsive
to change. Examples of contractualism from the case study chapters are
discussecl in the following section. If the Enlightenment heralded the flrst
human rights revolution, conceptually and ultimately politically, the current
era of globalization contains ancl demands a second revolutionary break
with the past.

The second humon rights revolution

The second human rights revolution is ongoing, inextricably impli
cated in the era of globalization. The post-second World War era - the
establishment of the UN, drafting of the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights (rgq8), and subsequent proliferarion of human rights treaty and
non-treaty bodies - is better understood both conceptually and politically in
evolutionary rather than revolutionary terms, notably in relation to natural
law/rights and the social contract (Marks 1998; Morsink r9B4; Shestack
1998).(contemporary globalization) while retaining an important role for
these two, co-re co.ncepts, constitutes and dernands a more radical break
with the p&st.tt ťesituates the nation.state' both in terms of its dorninance
as a political artor and in terms of its relationships. In short, government
has become governance, with significant implications for a human rights
regime basedl on the relationship between the state and tlre individuať
While some a,ngue. th,at the state is declining in importance, with the global
market marginalizing it to a merely administrative and facilitative role,
many aspects of globalization remain driven by-state-based policy deci-
sions. Howevi;r, the state is unquestionably now only one site of power
alongside other power-brokers such as IGOs, multinational corporations
(MNCs) and NGOsr)

Equally importantly, relationships between NGOs and other actors,
including states, are increasingly characterized less in adversarial and
competitive terms, and more in terms of complementarity and partner-
ship. The reasons for this move towards cooperation include an initial
post-Cold War opening up of international politics and strategic decisions
on all sides, in both the human rights and development flelds, about the
need for greateť effectiveness, dialogue and utilization of complementary
capacities. More specifically, there was an increased use of NGOs as service
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deliverers and subcontractors in the provision of development aid and

humanitarian relief, and an incremental, more constructive' but also in-

creasingly contested use of human rights discourse beyond its conventional

range./,Such developments have complex implications for NGOs in terms

of funding relationships, independence, accountability, power relations

and their ability to combine both advocacy and partnership.,{he second

human rights revolution can thus be characterized as inextricably linked

to the shift from government to governance, from 'antlstatism' to 'col-

laborative activisml (Falk zoo4), and to the cliffusion of human rights into

new areas' in the search for, and struggle over' á new rights regime. The

rise of rights-based approaches to development is part of this revolution.

More concretely, how are these changes rnanifesting themselves?',The

chapters in this collection repeatedly illustrate the ways in which new

actors are being framed as rights holders and more particularly as duff

bearers.,f Jonsson notes: 'There is a need to extend the claim-duty re-,..

lationships to include all relevant subjects and objects at sub-national,

comrnunity, and household levels.' International actors are also often

added to the mix. The system of claim-duty relationships is called the
.patteŤn of rights:, witlr each understood as roles individuals/actors may

perform, rather than immutable labels. Individuals/actors often occupy

both roles simultaneously in relation to other inclividuals/actors at differ-

ent levels of society. Building on this conceptualization' pattern or role

analysis - the identification of key claim-duty relationships for specific

rig$ts - can become an important component of programming (Jonsson,

UNICEF). Within such an expanded human rights terrain, NGOs, IGOs

and others seek to build the capacities of rights holders to claim rights

arrd of duťy bearers to meet their responsibilities (also Brouwer et al.,

Oxfam; Jones, CARE Rwanda; Theis and O'I(ane' Save the Children). In

short, the veÍtical pole of rights (state-ir-rdividual) is complemented by a

consideration of horizontal relationships (Jarman, Institute for Conflict

Research; in the Northern lreland context about which Jarlnan writes this

includes paramilitaries and communities in confliet)/

ftelationships between the refevant actors are ,.d."*tt in a variety of

ways. The stress is on alliances, coordination, complementarity' or on bal-

ancing such partnerships with advocacy, lobbying and critique, from local

to global levels.pontributors talk of the dual role of civil society,'6dv664sy

and service delivery (Mander, consultantl Okille, DANIDA/ILI-U); of,devel-

oping networks between community organizations to influence local and

national policy (Antunes and Romano, ActionAid Brazil; Akerkar, ActionAid

India; Theis and O'Kane, Save the Children); of blending a 'violations' and

a 'promotional' approach (Jones, CARE Rwanda), or a prescriptive human

rights approach with the facilitative conflict management approach (Galant
and Parlevliet, Centre for Conflict Resolution); while Oxfam assert: 'Work-
ing ... from the local level upwards, building the awareness and capacity
to promote human rights, and joining forces and linking different actors
and different levels are strategies that - when done well - give expression
to Oxfamls quest foť global equity' (Brouwer at al., oxfam). These refor-
mulated relationships, and their implications for human rights, constitute
the building-blocks of the new contractualism.

The Sphere Project, for example, can be categorized as a new form
of social contract, and it engages with all aspects of the second human
rights revolution (a range of dífferent actors' reformulated relationships,
and an expanded, creative, contested use of rights). The Sphere project,

initiated ín t997, consists of the Humanitarian Charter, a declaration of
principle(s), and Minimum Standards in Disaster Response, largely by sec-
tor, e.g, health services.'

It is an attempt to establish system-wide quality and performance
standards. Human rights pervade this project in various ways (Darcy zoo4).
Crucially, the service standards are framed as entitlements, indicating a
willingness on the part of those who subscribe to Sphere to be account-
able for their performance measured against the standards. The Minirnum
Standards are an attempt to define the minimum content of a 'right to life
with dignity'. In doing so, Sphere draws on international human rights
law, international humanitarian law and refugee law as the basis for
more specific, sector-based formulations, for example in health services,
of minimum requirements for humanitarian assistance. Thus, Sphere is
an extrapolation and development of rights. It also includes what are,
in effect, new rights, notably the 'right to assistance', seen as implicit in
the right to dignity. Those affected by conflict and disaster become rights
bearers rather than objects of charity and benevolence.

Drawing an analogy between Sphere and commercial and public sector
'performance' charters in which customer rights are articulated in the form
of minimum service stándards' Darcy identifies a further way in which
Sphere is'rights-based':

[Public service] charters were based on an actual or presumed contract
between the service provider and the 'customer', and provided a basis for
holding public sector bodies to account for their performance in a way
that was becoming familiar in the commercial and professional sectors.
In the broadest sense, this could be seen as an articulation of the social
contract between state and citizen. More specifically, such charters usually
referred (explicitly or implicitly) to more general rights principles ... By
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reference to such principles, the individual citizen becomes a legitimate
claimant with regard to public servicesl and the service charters provide

a vehicle for defining the substance of the claim. Unlike a true contract,

these were unilateral declarations of intent, but were based on an assumed
relationship that could be seen as analogous to that between humanitarian
agencies and their'bene6ciaries!. (Darcy zoo4: rt6)

Darcy notes the lack of consumer choice or political sanction in this
particular context, although the humanitarian ombudsman concept (again

drawing on a public service model), now the Humanitarian Accountability
Partnership, represents an attempt to fill the accountalrility gap.3 How-
ever, rnechanisms for ensuring accountabil ity and enforcement remain
underdeveloped.

f Finally, rigl-rts have importantly informed the stress on responsibilities. '
NGO accountability is situated within a wider framework of legal and politi-
cal responsibility/Darcy identifies diverse actors - the UN, the International
Committee of thé Red Cross (ICRC), the International Monetary Fund (IMF)

and World Bank, military and commercial actors - under the heading'the
globalising of responsibility' (zoo4: rzo). Both the nature and degree of.
responsibility, or duty, varies, but that there is debate and evolution in
this area is beyond question. Within a hierarchy of responsibility, Darcy,
echoing Sphere itself, cautions against exaggerating the role, power and
responsibilities of humanitarian agencies, noting their dependence on
pQitical actors and parties to conflict and that outcomes are contingent
on factors beyond agency control. Darcy argues that states retain primary

resporrsibility, and that the politicď contract betr,veen governments and
people remains crucial and should not be undermined.a While largely an
NGO initiative, Sphere has gained widespread support from other parts of
the humanitarian system (the UN, ICRC, bilateral and multilate.ral donors).
over and above suclr support, Sphere can be used aŠ a pl4tform or advocacy
tool to appeal to responsible political actors and lobby responsible parties,
a basis for: negotiations over access, resources and relief provision, and as
a standard of assessnrent for a|l áctors and for tlre humanitarian svstem
as a whole.s

Sphere is one of numerous, related strands within an emergent human
rights regime, many of which are informed by the rights-based approach.
What does this mean for our understanding of what rights are and how
their use can be, and is being, justified? One of the arguments of this
volume is that locating rights at the intersection of natural rights and
contractualism places rights, and the securing of rights, firmly within the
realm of moral, social and political processes. Law, ideally, frames the

everyday and provides á last resort in terms of enforcement. However, if
we had to go to court for everything to which we felt entitled we would
have time for little else. Most rights are violated and secured in everyday
life and relationships, in social and political procosses; Fufthermore, the
interaction between the everydayand.the extraordinary, and the private and
the public, and the way the one folds into the other, is often overlooked
in mainstream human rights discourse and practice.

These understandings ofhuman rights guard againstwhat can be called
the legal reflexwithin human.riglrts disco,urse, the automatic and unthink-
ing resort to the law in the belief that it is the most effective and perhaps
the only form of protection and remedy. The legal reflex can be counter-
productive because the law is oppressive (part of the problem rather than
part of the solution), because it is inaccessible, or because no effective legal
system or remedy exists. Jonsson (UNICEF), in this volume, argues that
human rights standards and principles are not precise enough tii concretely
inform development programming, while Galant and parlevliet (Centre for
Conflict Resolution) concur that a narrow, Iegalistic interpretation of rights
provides little guidance for operationalizing how rights can be integrated
meaningfully into conflict managernent processes. Okille (DANIDA/ILI-U)
notes as a recommendation that as the judicial and social/political environ-
ment is inhospitable to the legal approach (the context is Uganda), human
rights training should emphasize the search for alternative, lhome-grown'
ways of ensuring accountability that can work within local contexts, while
Akerkar (ActionAid India) notes how vast sections of the Indian population
continue to be discriminated against not only because of unfair laws, but
also due to the failure to implernent progressive laws.

A narrow, legal approach is also unhelpful because establishing legal
recognition can become an end in itself - as allucled to above, the real life
of even progressive laws can easily become implicated in presewing the
status quo as rights become institutionalized - and because the ambiguity
of legal recognition can include a reduction in creativity with regard to
activism. Formal recognition of a right is not enough (Tomas, UNDp). In
the field of development, the legal reflex can sometimes be seen in rela-
tion to children's rights and the right to health, where reference to the
Convention on the Rights of the Child and the International Covenant of
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR, specifically Article rz and
General Comment r4), can serve to preclude combination strategies, that
may include but go beyond the law, and the non-legal innovations detailed
in this volume. Again it should be noted that these arguments do not seek
to deny the importance of the law, but they do seek to establish the equal
importance of political and social processes in securing human rights.
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Contributors to this collection speak directly to a broaderunderstanding
of human dghts,\For them, justice is a social process,, utilizing informal
and formal ,,.".rí"',i,*s, and not purely legal (Jonsson, UNICEF; also
Okille, DANIDA/ILI-U above); rights-based approaches act in the social,
political and economic spheres as well as the legal (Akerkar, ActionAid
India); .how people relate to the law and its institutions is critical, not
just the content of the law itself (Tomas, UNDP); [uman rights are more
than just a legal code as, more fundamentally, they represent an ethical .'
framework for human relations, applicable to a[lJones, CARE Rwanda);
gnd rights-based approaches target laws ,and regulations, but also beliefs
and public opinion (Brouwer et al., Oxfam).)Mander (consultant) points out
that rights approaches 'may derive st."ng[h and legitimacy [from sources
such asl socially acknowledged ethical principles of equity and justice, or
from the organization and struggles of poor people's organizations'.

\More conceptually, the equal importance, indeed interdependence, of
processes and outcomes is a common refrain. Galant and Parlevliet (Centre
for Conflict Resolution) write 'the quality, legitimacy and sustainability of
the outcoffie depends on the process used to achieve it', while for Jons-
son (UNICEF) human rights standards define benchmarks for desirable
outcomes (the minimum acceptable level of an outcome) and human rights
principles should inform the process designed'to achieve the outcome
(the minimum level of conduct, values, e.g. participation). Good process
can itself be understood as the achievement of a human rights outcome
(Jounes, CARE Rwanda). The most useful and comprehensive conceptualiza-
tion of human rights as the everyday is provided by Galant and Parlevliet
(Centre for Conflict Resolution) in their discussion ofjdj$..E-rlgiq$S-Of tights'
-ríght$as:rules'rightsasstructures/in,tit.,tion.,*ffi
(like Jarman, highlighting the vertical and horizontal axes of rights), and
rights as processes. As the application of this schema in the caqe study of
Pieter Mambo High School illustrates, it provides a framework for analysis
and intervention,

The study by Okille (DANIDA/ILI-U) on the impactof hurnan nights train-
ing in Uganda generates useful inslghts into the ways in which participants
from various walks of life applied the knowledge gained of human rights in
their everyday lives.lshifts were reported in mind:sets and attitudes, values
and belief systems. Aside from using rights in new ways in the workplace
(government ministries, local government, schools, NGOs and community
organizations), impacting on staff and inter-personal relations, program-
ming, policy and legal formulation, and more, rights also influenced farnily
life, personal development and confidence, and political awareness.

TWo frnal points on the human ríghts of tlre everyday, as essentially

social and political processes, can be drawn from the analysis above. First,
culture and local specificity are integral to this agenda as indigenousjustice
mechanísms may be more real tharr formal legal structures (Tomas, UNDP),
and culture is among the factors influeneing local authoriťy and power
structures (Ensor, consultant). Moreover, the local dynamics that underpin
discrimination and power may be observable by or understandable only to
tftog-q yl"t"Iil"99mmuliqi"e-.ghighlighting the need to ensure rhat problem
analysis also comes frorn within affected communities (Akerkar, ActionAid
tndia|Ývhereas fundamental human rights andjustice can be construed as

-aP"*gLy,"L.:..:,.g"Icepts 
and pp"t;"a$S.Qiiable, the application, interpretarion ancl

realization of rights and justice are negotiable within the context of specific
political, historical and cultural conditionfEnsor, consultant; Galant and
Parlevliet, Centre for Conflict Resolution; Jarman, Institute for Conflict
Research; Jonsson, UNICEF; Okille, DANIDA/ILI-U; Theis and O'Kane, Save
the Children; Tomas, UNDP)./he second point is that a conceptualization
of rights as implicated in social and political processes is intrinsically
.generative'' with rights..c-oJrJirrsa!..lx''gr-'.der con9tructiQn withinsociď and
political struggleO'(Antunes and Romano, ActionAid Brazil; Brouwer et al.,
Oxfam; Ensor, consultant; Jonsson, UNICEF; Mander, consultant).

Among the range of conceptual and theoretical formulations that speak
to this emphasis - one avenue alluded to but not explored,in detail here,
for example,.is legal plgralism - is the distinction_pgtween choice_and
tn|e;"e-S-t,!ItSp*lg,.t,,gf .i.igllJ:,,(Edmundson 2oo4; Ensor, consultanr). Choice
theory argues that a right exists when a right holder is able to exercise
control over his/her.claim on another's duty. In essence, a right requires
a right holder and that right holder has the power to enforce or waive
the duty relating to the right. This is most persuasively a legal rheory of
rights. Interest theory grounds rights in the interests of the rights holder,
identi$'ing interests as the justification arrd foundation of rights. In this
volume, Ensor argues that an alternative ,mode' of rights-based practice
is revealed through focusing on the interests that rights represent rather
than on the legal formalization of,those,interests. Complementing the
legal mode, an attention to interests

Ýl:t3.:i:;i,l: .' .

*'it'"t'..'"''Y.l!l{'ql !orms|. dravs attention to the pÍocesses of individriái and
communal change, and suggests that the struggle for justice is at times
best served through rights de$ne4,fo.9,,qllv,,fr1q_13}Ci"$.qF.4!y s.egp.!.d- By
grounding rights in individual interests - that is to say, well-being.- the
political, social and moral necessity for legal rights is also revealed, and
their aspirational aspect, emphasizing w|tat should |tappen oveÍ w|lat can
happen, is explicitly stated. This latter point is particularly pertinent as
it underpins the social change function of rights. As Edmundson points
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out, interest theory 'exhibits a kind of generztive power that many find
attractive, but others find disturbing' (zoo4: tzz).

In a related argument, stressing the need for greater flexíbility in t}re rela-
tionship between rights and duties, Sen utilizes Kant'sdistinction between
'perfect obligation'('a specific duty ofa particular agent for the realization
of that right') and the broader notion of imperfect obligation' (,[t]he claims
are addressed generally to anyone who can help, even though no particular
person or agency may be charged to bring about the fulfihnent of the rights
involved') (1999: z3o). This Introduction emphasizes the interest theory of
rights and the notion of imperfect obligations, not to the complete exclu-
sion of their twin concepts, but in the belief that these understandings of
rights are both neglected and speak to the challenges and dynamism of
the second human rights revolution. The Sphere project, for example, can
be located within both of these conceptualizations of rights.

Given the backdrop that globalization provides to.therrew human rights
regime, the idea that there are rightiin search of duties, rights holders in
search ofduty bearers, is not only relevant, but necessary. Otherwise, rights
will be too legal, too state-centric, too static and conservative to assist in the
pursuit of social justice. notlxlJ*tum;*{"iglrqg alg:lg:'ia! c, rl.lirap!,ipfluence
are evident in this reformulated social, political and legal agenda, as the
former go in search of the latter. While an expansion in our-understand-
ing of duties and duty beare.rs is necessary, it neecls to be informed by an
acknowledgement, such as that in the Sphere project, that the responsibil-
ities of different actors:will inevitably vary.(Here the distinction between

*keffi*ffieg.1 (a negative obligation of avoidance, not ro interfcre in
the enjoyment of, or violate, a right), to plgt.ect (measures to protect people
from rights violations committed by others/third parties), and to fulfil (the
adoption of appropriate measures to aid and assist), a"á.TďilTffi"ťor.ttre
performanqe of multiple kinds of duties to secure tr'e .offiltiq ffiifi"Íi'iď'i
dťŤiÍ}iíť; p;ovide a useful set of ton.ceptuat toois (ihue iigál:i

In sum, the case study chapters in this book illustráte that the rights-
based approach is being driven by and through divese.sets.of actors,
forging new sets.of governarrce'rďdtionships, often using social contracts
in the form of .uni}aterál.declarations ofintent' and innovative reworkings

.i.':i.1 !,trt6}*ihs.#4 Í.f,rtsÍ' H j- Ý'

of the rights-duties binary, anrl reinvěriiiirg and contesting human rights
in everyday life. Agencies seek to set up.circuits or eontfacts.of ríghts
and responsibil it ies, to l ink real rights to equally real duties in reeipro-
cal relationships of recognition, lepJitirnacy and accountability, in their
work and spheres of operation. These contracts, like Sphere, are not legal
contracts, but exist within social and political processes. Accountability is
potentially profoundly, and positively, rervorked and redirected downwards

by new contractualism. But, within the broader context of partnersbip and
collaboration with more powerful actors such as states/donors, makiug
accountability real also represents its major shortcoming and future chal-
lenge. Mander (consultant) hopes for more active states that can intervene
on behalf of the poor, taking back a layer of aqcount4bilitycurrently ceded
to the market. National and international law, citizenship and building
local civil society capacity to hold national governments to account, and the
evolving legal position on non-state actors, constitute part of the picture.
But they are not sufficient to deliver broad-based accountability.

r
(In redrawn vertical and horizontal relationships, a wide range of indi-

viduals and actors are reconceptualized as accountable for their actions,)
Notably, advocates of a rights-based approach also attempt to alter rela-
tionships with the recipients of their goods and services, constructing
such recipients as rights bearers and their own agencies as duty bearers
(CARE, Oxfam, UNICEF: this is less true of governrnental donors such
as DFID who remain reluctant to see themselves in this lightffiome of
the specific examples detailed in this volume - such as CARE Rwanda's
participatory, interactive monitoring tool designed to provide a forum
for orphans and vulnerable children to critique and direct CARE's work
(Jones, CARB Rwanda) and the code of conduct developed by Somali civil
society, including standards to which civil society aspires to adhere and a
monitoring rnechanism (Brouwer et al., Oxfam International) - raise ques-
tions, beyond declarations of intent and socio-political process, ofwhether
those with less power in the arrangements have access to real sanction
and redress. The Afghanistan government reconfiguring its relationship
with donors by stressing pledges made and donor responsibility is an
interesting attempt to enforce a rights-based accountability, but ultimately
faces similar challenges (o'Brien, CARE Afglrarristan)'Ás Cornwall and .

Nyamu-Musembi note, rights-basecl approaches will mean little if they
clo not transform power relations among development actors themselves
(zoo4: t,43 rtomas (UNDP) is forthright on this point, noting that while
the potential for improving the accountability of state actors and power
holders is one of the key contributions of rights in development, the lack of
monitoring and accountability within, between and over NGOs and donor
agencies is the critical obstacle to its successful implementationr/

7Á final development witlrin the second human rights revolution re.
lates to the rnuch-proclaimed interdependence and indivisibility of human
riglrts, mainly with reference to civil.polítical rights and social-economic
rights. In mainstream human rights discourse this has become a man-
ffa, epitomized by the Vienna Declaration ancl programme for Action of
the 1993 UN World Conference on Human Rights, which proclaims: All
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human rights are universal, indivisible and interdependent and interre-
lated.' From the mainstream human rights community the claim remains
rhetorical, more a statement of intent and a recognition of the need to be
more relevant to nfw, particularly Southern, audiences and constituencies,
than it is reality. fhe literature that most effectively both conceptualizes
human rights indivisibility and interdependence, and seeks to validate the
argument with concrete examples, comes from within development. Two
seminal examples are the work of Sen (1999: 16o-88) and de Waal (rggZ)
on famine. As the following sections of the Introduction indicate, through
the history and conceptual evolution of the relationship between human
rights and development, these interactions were largely hidden. However,

-ť
f

\The modern era of developntent emerged as overseas aid in the r95os, in
an environment dominated by independence movements and the gradual
ending of the colonial period. Aid was provided by European states to
their dependants, soon to be demanded as a duty by former colonies, ancl
large capital injections were provided in the belief that modernization
projects would have a catalytic efťect on emergent economies' Aid was
considered to be a transitory arrangement which would induce .take-ofť

and was accordingly defined by an economic agenda: growth was sought
and large-scale infrastructure projects were the rnechanism for its achieve-
ment (Toma3evski 1993: 3o-{.á!hls'1!!q.sggs' such 1s welf1re.and rights,
were, if considered at all, assumed to follow as a consequence)lHowever,
while the macro-economic effect of aid, measurea in iermi ďf írrdicators
such aspross National Product, was occasionally positive, it became clear
during therg6os that even where growth was achieved it often failed to
improve conditions for the poorest sections of societylhe realization that
aid would not have the immediate effect that had been hoped for forced
donor countries to reassess their role, leading to the institutionalization
of hitherto diverse aid delivery mechanisms and the birth of a longer-term
goal known as 'development', The unanticipated failure of aid resulted in
a period of transition during the r96os in which the delivery and purpose
of assistance was questioned by recipients and donors alike. Much that is
familiar today in development emerged during this period: demands for
fairer trade and aid policies, which would become the proposals for a New
International Economic Order (NIEO), resulted from the first UN Confer-
ence on Trade and Development (UNCTAD, a forum that lives on) (Looney
zoorl. t,:.z9); aid flows stagnated or reduced; political and commercial
'conditionalities' emerged (Toma3evski 1993: 31); and direct approaches
for improving welfare were sought to replace unsuccessful growth-based
mechanisms. This latter point clrew gyt developql.ffiB$,S"J.T,llp'4l"spipti"-
arygpd.e-a".v.g.grfor the first time, resulting in a redefinition that was to
characterize development practice during the r97os.

fhe 
upheavals of the r96os brought about a new vision of development,

characterized by anti-poverty initiatives and welfare and gender strategies,
and as a'broad-based, people-oriented or endogenous process, as a critique
of modernisation and as a breakwith past development theory'(Elliot zooz:

+**#p#,Adgme.and, indivisiblllV were to be of defining importance in
the emergénce and content of riglrts-based practice.
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The rights-based approach to development is at the heart of the trans-
formations that characterize the second human rights revolution, span-
ning the various actors involved. rewEking the relationships identified,
and irrevocably changing tlie ways in which rights are understood and
used. Whether these tra.nsformations will deliver a political revolution in
Evans's sense - a radical'transformation of the accepted principles of social
organization, or even a mere seizure of power within the existing order
- remains to be seen. Conceptual changes, as with the earlier revolution-
ary era, inevitably precede a protracted set of political struggles. Despite
still drawing on versions of natural rights and the social contract, what is
not in doubt in the developments already underway and documented in
ttiis volupe is the current reality of significant conceptual and political
cnange.Á!![gnu3J9.!"YnqT- i#s PgP'-sib'} re*i nventing dgvelopment, but

{gystep$.$st."h$F""9.hg.p.9Í'9J}[i4r t.9.'{'9$y-e4! '.!Hman rights1

The evolution of the relotionship between humqn rights ond
developmenf

/tr. t ir,ory of developrnent is. one of ongoing chahge, influenced to
varying degrees and at different times by diverse pressures: dominant poli-
tical ideologies; particular regio.pdl circumstances; trends in academic and
non-governmental discourse; and the continuing failure to generate lasting
solutions to poverty and human insecurity, to name but a few. While the
changes in development practice inevitably form a continuous process, a
review of the last fifty years reveals a series of trends that can be broadly
associated with each of the last five decades of the twentieth century.
However, as will be demonstrated, the second human rights revolution
constitutes a decisive moment in the relationship between human rights
and development.7í

46)fihi$'rcdg$gil*gh9faurs \pqwn aq the !a-s_ic needs approachlstung bv
the failure of earlier macro-econorni"c.stratěgies, economists championed

iredistribution with growth' in an attempt to pass on the benefits of finan-
cial surplus, but a failure to reduce poverty sharpened the focus on basic
needs. The new approach proposed three themes: to increase income for
the poor through labour-intensive prclduction; to promote public services;
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and to encourage participation. However, participation remained narrowry
definecl (Mohan and Holland zoor: r8z), while in most countries, onry an
increase in pro-poor public services materialized (Jonsson zoo3: z), with
programmes designed to meet basic needs such as health, education and
farming receiving cronor age'cy funding. Despite the promises of the nelv
agenda, the targeting of aid towards poor or excruded groups during this
period pro'ed to be a transitory phenomenon. the debt crisis at the starr
of the next decade, fed in part by private lending to southern governments
seeking to free themselves from the ties of increasing aid conditionarity,
prompted a swift retreat from human-focusecl development. The i'troduc_
tion of structural adjustment policies in the rg8os reflected a contraction

o.-ol 1o'o. 
ttrinking, once ap;ain focused on n".,o,i;,ni.áii; i.;#i;i# ťě:

ť 
.'|'..n: states being required to enter into supposedly palliative financial

f 
a.dministration in order to quali$, for aid. Four decades of development had,

fjherefore, been sufficient for aid policy to turn full circre, from the failure of
economic grofih strategi.es, to poverty alleviation and back to growth.

This characterization o'f deveropment history offers a simpre schematic
of the dominant themes that arose following the moral and poritical cor-
lapse of the colonial system. However, wh'e discourse, and investmenr,
undoubtedly followed the trends outlined above, challenges to the ideo-
logies and mechanisms employed in aicr and deveropment remained a
constant featuťe. It is in this sense that rights can be seen as having had
a continuous relationship to deveropment throughout its history, even if
the link emerged as a defining feature only after five decades of remaining
tarqbty hidden.

.,p;erslou1'e{::?l,Pe:f a:i!o"l,gf 5y.+,1L,$h, j:gp,,F*tbothcoincides
with the emeigěncě of 

..|.:d1..' 
a.""ropmgp.i'é án1l. p*sents one of . .

the strongest statemenis of rights 
"r 

itt. *..tr"nism for human realization\
phe UDHR not only redefined the relationship between th'e ipdividual and
global political order (Sano zooo; 737), but diá so.by declaring the indi.
vidual to have both civil and poritical freedoms and th'e right to cultural,
economic and social welfare. ivtrile ttre rerationship between the differ-
ent rights became disputed pot,llicaf terrirory, due in no small part to the
polarization of global ideologi'és in the post.Second World War period, the
unified presence of arl rights in the UDHR is crear and relates to th. goals
of personal arrd social well-being that are synonymous wíth the.*rnodern

gress of the International Commission of Jurisrs (ICJ), thejnd,iv..i_Eibiliry of

fig*ffirffi{tped within an expanded understanding offi;;i-

International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights IICBSCR]).
As mentioned above, it was to take until the 1993 Vienna Declaration to
secure rhetorical reconfirmation of the indivisibiliry that was clear in the
text of the UDHR)

I

outside the parltisan porver struggles of international politics, the inter-
relationship between the rights identified in the uDHR and their centralitv
to development continued to be recognized. In 1959 at the New Delhi Con-

a view reinforced in subsequent meetings of the Congress and through the
urging of lawyers to maintain and enforce cultural, economic and social
rights (MacDermot r98r: z5). Moreover, the ICJ traces its relationship with
development back to this time and, in 1978, made its understanding of the
relationship between development and rights clear: ,development should
not be conceived of or un{erstood simply in terms of economic growth, nor
as an increase in per capita income, but should necessarily include those
qualitative elements which human rights constitute and which provide an
essential dimension' (ibid., p. z7).

Mohan and Holland observe that in the negotiation of the human
rights covenants 'the priority ffor newly independent African countries]
was development' in which 'abstract debates about rights had little rele-
vance to this cohort of modernisers who used centralised mechanisms
to push through grandiose development plans',(zoor: r8o). This role, or
rather absence, of human rights in development did not go unnoticed. As
Toma3evski points ouL ť,the review and appraisal of tlre first UN Develop-
ment Decade [the r96os] encompassed in its critique of development the
disregard of human rights' (1993: rz). The purpose of this criticism was
limited to raising human rights awareness in development, seeking to
ensure respect for human rights rather than extending to protection or
fulfiIment. The.^rpís.D.eclaration .on.Social' Progress. and..D.evclQp.ment,
however, was significantly more forthright. Article z of the Declaration
begins: 'social progress and development shall be founded on respect for
dignity and value of the hurnan person and shall ensure the promotion
of human rights and social justice.' The idea that development should
'ensure the promotion of human rights' is a radical statement at the end
of a decade that struggled to shake off the economic imperative in develop-
nrent discourse and practiceo/

,$4rile the dominant paradigm of the r97os shifted to anti-poverty strat-
egies and basic needs, human rights remained a theme amongthose critical
of or seeking to expand the concept of development. participation came
to be an accepted aspect of prograrnming during this periocl. Although

development agenda. However, the separation in
on the one hand, and.pl&{,S{;lie.g_g} m;g",,,ua,a nqffiimffi'" ;
was reified by the approval of tlre uN ceneral Ái*."itifái t*" related, yet
indisputably distinct human rights covenants two decades later in 1966
(the International Covenant on Civil and Po|ítical Rights IICCPn] and ihe
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predominantly focused on using local knowledge in development projects
rather than popular political participation (Mohan and Holland zoor:
182), not all shared this narrow conceptualization. In 1976 the Director
General of the International Labour organization (ILo) observed that ,a

basic needs oriented policy irnplies participation of people in making the
decisions which affect them ... For example, education and good health wilt
facilitate participation, and participation wíll in turn strengthen the clairn
for the material basic needs' {lLO 1976t 3zr). Basic needs, when taken in
this broader sense, served to raise awareness of the fulfilment of hurnan
rights as funclamental, 'not as ends in themselves but also to contribute
to the attainment of other goals' (ibid.). However, it is characteristic of an
iclea whose time had yet to arrive that the ILO's 1976 World Employment
conference resolution ultirnately failecl to include reference to the role
of hurnan rights.

Important developments did arise during the 197os in which human
rights gained a prominent profile, including the coming into force of the
two international human rights covenants ancl the instrumental role of the
carter administration in exposing internatir:nal politics to human r,ights.
However, it was the third meeting of UNCTAD in g7z that brought rights
squarely into the development discourse through the clairning of the right
to development by the governments of the south. Although itwould be 1986
before the Declaratio' on the Right to Development would be adopted by
the uN General Assembly, the idea gained significant momentum within
the uN in the interveningyears. rn ry77 the commission on Human Rights
proÍrpted the secretary General to undertake a study into the international
aspects of the right, and two years later the commission affirmed the exist-
ence of tlre right to development (Alston r98r: ror). As párt of his report,
the secretary General attempted to outline a definition of development.
The content of this definition is worth reproducing here, if orlly due to its
strikingly rights-based quality, and the secretary.Gene.ral's opinion that it
is representative of a 'general consensus' on the meaning of development
in r97g:

the centra| purpose of deve}oiiůerrt is the realization of the potentialities
of the human person in harmony with the community; the human person
is the sub.ject not the object of developrnent; both material and non-
material needs must be satisfied; respect for human rights is fundamental;
the opportunity for full participation must be accorded; the principles of
equality and non-discrimination must be respected; and a degree of indi-
vidual and collective self-reliance must be achieved. (ibid., p. roz)

From this background it becomes less surprising to find that alongside

the rise of fundamentalist market economics, the momentum behind ideas
that embraced both development and rights continued through the r98os.
The central ancl perhaps best{<nown advocate to emerge in this period was
Amartya Sen. Sen has now become famous for challengingthe technocratic
approach to managed, welfarist econornic development ancl introducing
the notions of freedom, agency, capabilities and entitlement. Undoubt-

, cdly, his early rg8os challenges to conventional development wisdom ar:rd
'ultimate redefinition of the overall goal oť clevelopment - development as
freedorn * has played a central role in the emergence and acceptance of
the interrelationship between human rights and development. The link
to rights is made strongly through the 'entitlement' concept, which cap-
tures those things that a person is in control of, or has command over,
in life. Entitlements are acquired by virtue of the attainment of rights.
Sen postulated that complex interdependencies link matters of life and
cleath, such as starvation and famine, with rights, through the entitle-
lnents concept: mass starvation occurs through a lack of entitlements in
a population (or rnore probably a particular, disenfranchised section of a
population) rather than as a result of shortages in food production (Sen
rg8r). Moreover, through capabilities, Sen is concerned with the ability of
individuals to choose and achieve different and important aspects of life
(or 'functionings' in the Sen lexicon), encompassing physical needs (such
as nourishment) through to more complex social elements of well-being
suclr as participation and self.worth (Sen 1999: 74-6).Ín this latter sense'
Sen's approach echoes the broader understanding of basic needs argued
for by the ILO Director General some years previously, while more generally
it is possible to see Sen's contribution as a coherent and, importantly, an
econornist's contribution to the ongoing rig'hts-based discourse.

While the significance of Sen's work is beyond challenge, it remains
important to see his contribution in the broader historical context: by
situating Sen's ideas within a continuum of thought relating rights and
development it is possible to see the eventual bmergence of rights-based
approaches as the product of an evolution in thinking rather than the
result of a revolution instigated by the work of one individual. This context
is also important for understanding how the emergence of rights-based
approaches constitutes a significant break with previous development strat-
egies. By providing a body ofdocurnents that identiff rights as a challenge
to mainstream development, the history of rights-based thinking offers a
perspective that presents the recent emergence of rights-based approaches
as the achievement of a contested goal rather than a simple 'repackaging' of
the status quo (Uvin zooz: z). The turn of the decade at the end of the r97os
provides several examples: the rights-based understanding of development
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outlined by the uN secretary General in 1979; sen's seminal contribution;
and the outcome of the ICJ's rg8r conference entitled .Developrnent, Hu-
man Rights and the Rule of Law'. convenecl in the same year as sen's work
on famine was published, the conference brought the ICJ's understanding
of the relationship between rights and development to a head. In a conciu-
sion that is underpinned by the need for the indivisibility of rights, global
action and revised social contracts - the pillars of the second human rights
revolution - and that resonates with many of the chapters in this book,
the ICJ synthesized three decades of discourse:

the satisfaction of basic needs would be permanently achievable only with
structural changes at all levels, local national and international, thatwould
enable those concerned to identifu their own needs, mobilise their owu
resources and shape their own future in tl'reir own terms. Developn-lent
should, therefore, be seen as a grobar concept i'cluding with equal ernpha-
sis civil and political rights and economic, social and cultural rights. (ICJ
tgBt: zz4)

The emergence of rights-bosed opprooches

The rg8os are now well known for the adjustment policies that formed
the reaction to the debt crisis and the demands of the New Internatíonal
Economic oraer (NÍno). However' the foregoing offers a view of how under.
standings of the role of rights in development were sufficiently broadly
held, in institutions such as the ILo and the ICJ, in sections of the uN, and
by individuals such as sen, that they were sustained through the reversals
of the r98os. A critical backlash against structural adjustment emerged
towards the end of the decade, embodied in concepts such as,Adjustment
with a Human Face', launched by UNICEF in r9B7 (Cornia and Jolly r9B7)
and the world Bank's rhetorical engagement with poverty alleviation (Ein-
horn zoor: 26). UNICEF's influential challenge to adjustměnt advocated
empowerÍlent policies and people-centred developmeht, and was scathing
of the rnarginalization tlrat had taken place urrder econornic stabil ization
programmes (Jonsson zoo3: z| More broadly, Molyneux and Lazar identi$,
a 'conceptual shift' across a range of large international NGos towards
the end of the r98os, in which NGOs moved from being ,needs-based
and service-driven to a more strategic approach, in which rights issues
were increasingly incorporated into their work' (Molyneux and Lazar zoo3:
6, emphasis in original). Thus, after several decades on the sidelines of
clevelopment discourse, the failure of the neoliberal reaction provided an
environment receptive to an alternative development paradigm, allowing
the human rights approach to emerge.

Recognition of the shortcomings of structural adjustment coincided
with a profound shift in the global political context brought about by the
ending of the cold war. Frorn a rights perspective, the most striking evid-
ence of this change was the content of the vienna Declaration. Released
from the icleological stalemate of superpower politics, the Declaration was a
work of compromise between North and south rather than East and west,
in which the indivisibility of rights was conceded by the Norrh in return
for an acceptance of universality by the south. The broadening of the ac-
cepted definition of rights that took place at uN conferences throughout
the r99os (Hamm zool rooT) was aided by the increased participation of
NGO representatives at international fora, including in influential agenda-
setting processes (Molyneux and Lazar zoo3: z3), Indeed, Molyneux and
Lazar argue that NGos operated decisively in the transformation of develop-
ment priorities. with many NGos having adopted the language of rights,
the centrality of their role is demonstrated by the range of levels across
which they operated in the r99os: along with participating in the flurry of
'end of millennium' uN conferences, NGos were influencing and being
influenced by donors' demands for a broad-based, social justification for
project funding, while also communicating and reacting to the concerns
of their southern partner organizations (ibid., p. z4). In societies that were
transforming themselves from authoritarian regimes, civil and political
rights were assumed, and used to demand cultural, economic and social
justice. social movements understood Katarina TomaSevski 's obsewation
that 'impoverishment and disempowerment are two sides of the same coin'
and therefore 'economic and political governance ... became the target of
popular protests' (rgga. s)..,ťhus indivisibility finally started to be realized
across a range of actors, not only from above in the rhetoric of govern-
ments' but crucially also in the emergence of 'development from below.l
(Sano zooo: 739). In terms of the emergence of rights in development,
this transition towards a common recognition of all human rights proved
crucial: as those who had articulated a vision of rights-based development
had identified for more than three decades, indivisibility of rights forms
the key element in the approach. Thus, with the ending of the Cold War
and a consequent opening up of international politics, the threads of fail-
ing neo{iberalism, resurgent indivisibility, social movement activism and
long-standing intellectual support combined to form a bond tying rights
to development.

The contributors to this volume reinforce this view of rights indivisibility
as a core component of rights-based approaches (see, for example, Brouwer
et al. on oxfam's five 'aims' and the importance of freedom of information,
expression and assembly in sustaining short-term subsistence gains, and
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citizens ancl civ' society organizations. This is due primarily to its history of
operatíonal programmes, whereby oxfam GB tealns in count'y programmes
work in direct collaboration with government, as well as witrr civil society.
While this area of work is clearly inrportant (Tornás zoo3: rr_16), oxfam
is mindful that where governments are not genuinely interested in justice
and promoting rights, a commitment to capacity building must not provide
a fagade to deflect criticism and action.

By contrast, Novib oxfam Netherlands rras consistently worked to
strengthen the capacity of autonomolrs partner organizations and NGos
in particular, both at an internal/micro level (organizational developmenrj
and at an external/macro revel (institutional development). over time, this
institutional development has deepened into alriance-building, lobbying
and advocacy, and building citizenship, which is r.vell illustrated in the
Somali case study.presented above. In a recent policy paper (Novib zoo4J,
this stancling poricy has been reaffirmed: a strong civil society is crucial
in order to create a system of checks and balances between the agency,
the government and the private sector.

A common longuoge ond o coordinoted opprooch

As this chapter has demonstrated, a variety of methods to promote the
fulfilment of human rights has emerged from the adoption of a rights-
based approach across the oxfams and in different national contexts.
Although the emphasis and mod.us operandi of particular Oxfams may
differ, common to all are the shtfts that occurred when they redefined

otheir work according to five rights-based aims and related strategic change
objectives, and when programme and campaigning work focused on well_
defined targets for holding institutions accountable for their poricies and
practices' Despite some differences in their ways of working, the oxfams
have demonstrated how a rights-based approach can be.impremented in
programmes and campaigns to transform a spirq.f of poi;erbi llnd human
rights abuses into a virtuous circle, in which rights bolders benefit, and
duty bearers fulfil hurnan rights. This can take place at regionar, national
and international levels, or indeed - and most powerfully _ at multiple
levels combined. i!.{
' The examples presented here illustrate efforts by one or more oxfams
to develop their rights-based approach f'rther. one way is to assess the
outcomes of partner organizations' work against rights.based.ái.s und
strategic change objectives. Another is to improve the awareness and capa-
city of duty bearers, either the state or multinational corporations, to meet
their obligations to respect human rights. A third is to strengthen the
voice of local actors through capacity building and murti-lever advocacy
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and media work. A fourth is to ensure that the full continuurn of rights
is addressed, whether by Oxfam or others.

while the implementation of a rights-based approach in terms of i'-
stitutional accountability has become a significant feature across the
work of the oxfams, there has been less discussion and collaboration
on an equally important component of the RBA: that of incorporating
human rights principles throughout oxfam's practice. These pri'ciples
are of qourse enshrined in oxfam's stated intent; but ensuring that they
are consistently put into practice, not merely enshrined in institutional
rhetoric, is a continuing challenge.

The extent to which oxfam staff practise these principles in their da1 16-
day work depends on a whole host of factors, including levels of awareness,
capacity and willingness to uphold the standards through programme and
campaign cycles. It also depends on how well staff and their counterparts
are supported to uphold these standards in the face ofother organizational
demands.'u Arguably, Oxfam struggles with translating theory and good
intent into good practice no more or less than the typical international
NGo. But because of its increasingly high profile, it is particularly important
for oxfam to be mindful of its responsibilities when it describes itself
as an agency with a rights-based approach at its core. A focus on global-
le'iel campaigning must not lead oxfam to overlook the real situation of
local communities, and oxfam must meaningfully evaluate whether global
successes are being translated into improvements for the world's most
marginalized people. Rights such as the freedom of information, expres-
sion and assembly must be exercised everywhere, or short-term gains will
be lost. Indeed, the requirements of broad-based campaigning and the
increasing demands on CSOs for sophisticated planning and reporting
mechanisms are in some ways competingwith this imperative for attention
and resources. Nevertheless, it is evident that mainstreaming the principles
of human rights will be an increasing aspect of oxfam discussions, both
internally and externally with counterparts and other stakeholders, in the
coming years.

oxfam faces other challenges i' implementing a rights-based approach.
Many people are not aware of their rights, so awareness-raising will be a
lengthy process. Some governments are not committed to protecting and
promoting rights; even in cases where they express commitment, they may.
Iack the necessary resources. And at times, oxfam refrains from pressuring
governments about specific violations, for fear of risking legitinracy or of
creating future risks to staff and programmes.

Despite these challenges, the universal language of rights has helped
the Oxfam affiliates and their partners to speak a common language, and
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ro express in authoritative and internationalle s s e n tia r er e me nts ro, ̂ "hi;;;;;;;ffi i#:ff "i f ffi:t, fl,,l:The unequal power relations that constrain human development can beconfrontecl more forcefu'y when internationar principles and instrumentsof human rights can be brought to bear on nationar legislation, and in turncitizens can draw on both revers to demand trreir rights. Rights-based dever-opntent programmes and campaigns are an imporrant complement to thelo'ger-estabrished activit ies of organizations decl icated to tbe protection ofhuman rights' working on these issues from the rocal lever upwards, build-ing tl-re awareness and capacity to prornote human rights, and joining forcesand linking different actors and different levers are strategies that, whendone well, give expression to Oxfam,s quest for gtobal equity.

Noles

1 For more information, see Oxfam International (zooo); available at<www.oxfam.org/eng/about*strat.htm> 
Hereinafter, references to programme

;;;,T:.1''.' 
encompass both,development and humanitarian goď, Ina

z In this chapter, 'oxfam' is-used when it is appricabre to the twerve affiri-ates of Oxfam Internafional, rather rhan 
"ny,pji. affiliate.

3 When adopting the OI Strategic plan ,Towards Global Equity,(zooo), theRBÁ Was one feature of the oI p.oál", tr'" oo., ir,.". being .humanitarian
response and development action,; ,action, advocacy and learning,; and ,work_
ing with autonomous, local partners,.

4 For more on this vicious circle, see Williams (1995).
p For an excellent overview of how an analysis of rights holders versus dutybearers is intrinsically linked to trre a.tion-á.ie,,."á .n"."",", of rights, andhuman rights in particurar, see the contribution of Bas de Gaay Fortman inBoerefi jn et al. (zoo r: 49).
6 Through claiming. respect for and protection and fulfilment of rights.

T|.. ':í',iT".' 
of development actors to contribute to fulfil|ing riglrts isdescribed in an analysis of He'ry Shue,s work o,", ttr" trinity of obligationsíBrouwer zoor: r8).

7 The Mil lennium Declaration, adopted by the UN General Assembly inzooo, which has generated.the Millerrnium oáu"iop,o"nt Goals as specifictargets for zor5, can be se
B The rwelve oxfams ;en 

as a rl!{$mation of the uN charter'

, re gi ons, rhat fo rm,,i,; r#:.""'ff;T"T: jiilff l; :::,:#: 
i n ro twe rve

9 For example, OxfamGB,s Global Citizenship programme has had a, .,significant impact on the development of grobal ciiizensrrip stucries within theUK National Curriculum.
ro Make poverty History represents a shift in Oxfam,s Education Nowcampaign towards a broader.alliance and ttr" go"t oi persuading governmentsand donors to achieve the Millennium O"u.toi_"rrt Co"fr.
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11 For more on this relational character of rights, see Lund_Madsen
2OOrt 3-4.

rz Interestingly, these are classified as elements of 'the human rights
approach', 'the responsibilities approach' and, to a lesser extent, ,the-human
rights education approach'(Marks zoo3: 5-6, t6-zz and z3_6).

13 The wro paner found that $3.2 billion in us cotton subsidies and $r.6
billion in exports credits (for cotton and other commodities) contravene wro
rules. This represents almost all cotton subsidies and close to 50 per cent of
all exporlcredits used by the USA in zooz.

r4 This emerged as a key priority during consultations conducted among
the staff by oxfam America and Novib oxfam Netherlands on imprementing-
an RBA. A comparison of the outcomes of those consultations máy be
obtained from the OI secretariat (Brouwer zoo3).

r5 For example, by taking advantage of opportunities for policy clialogue
that do not permit thorough consultation with affected communities.
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3 lThe cqse of CARE
ANDREW JONES

Internqtionol in Rwondo

Adoption of a human rights approach to CARE's work would mean that
we view the people we assist as rights holders, and not simply as benefici-
aries or project participants. our central airn - across all our programmes
- would be to facilitate, irr collaboration with others, á process of self.
eÍlpowerrnent of poor, disenfranchised peoples and communities in order
to help them pursue and achieve progressively their rights, broadly definecl,
as human beings. This central aim would not deny the importance of
cARE's provision ofbasic supplies and services, often critical to livelihood
preseruation and recovery as well as longer-term development. Neverthe_
less, across all CARE progÍammes' the provision of supplies and services
would be thought of as a means to an end, and the end _ the engagement
of marginalized and vulnerable people in the realization of their rights
- would be central to programme desig', impleme'tation and evaluation
(CARE Intemational statement, February 1999)

over the past decade, many retief and development organizations have
embraced and sought to integrate a human rights or rights-based approach
(RBA) to their work. such a shift reflects the growing recognition that
development, at its core, is not about injecting resources and technical
expertise to facilitate the delivery of basic social and economic services.
Rather, it is about a much wider set of human conditions that enable
people to live with dignity and to develop their full potential as human
beings' This chapter is an attempt to present CÁRE's RBA integTation
process through the lens of its experience in Rwanda.

Rwanda is a country and society seeking to recover from a history of
political and ethnic violence culminating in the 1994 genocide. The geno-
cide had a devastating impact, leaving profound physical and psychological
scars and reinforcing deep divisions in Rwandan society. A mere ten years
Iater, the government and the population in general are faced with the
overwhelming task of rebuilding, even as armed elements and sympath-
izers of the previous, genocidal regime remain at large in the region and
a constant threat to Rwanda's security.

In Rwanda, government has long been dominated by a select few to
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the detriment of the vast majority of the popuratio.. There is virtua'y no
tradition of popular participation in pubric affairs. The freedoms of e*ires-
sion and association have long been suppressed by a heavy-handed state.
Long-term institutionarized contror (and often abuse) ofpower by a rerative
few has frustrated if not hijacked poor, marginalized Rwandans, deverop-
ment efforts, That saicl, the current government of Rwanda is making an
effort through, for example, the poverty reduction and decentrarization
pťocesses' to tolerate and even invite civil society participation and, to a
limited degree, dissent. Most significantly, there is now some space for
citizens, including women and youth, to participate in and shape develop_
ment opportunities. Arthough the preva'ing culture remains one of fear,
distrust and silence, these are positive signs.

From needs to rights: o look ot CARE,s RBA
The wider cAkE contexl From its origi's delivering cARE packages topost-second world war Europe, .ARE International (or cI) currently corn-
prises twelve member cAREs in the fotowing countries: Australia, Austria,
Canada, Denmark, France, Germany, ;apáir, the Netherlands, Norway'
Thailand, the united Kingdom and the united states. cl,s secretariat is
in Brussels. Trre organization provides relief and clevelopment assistance in
more than sixty-five countries across Asia, Africa, the Middle East, Eastern
Europe, Latin America and the Caribbean.

At the sarne time as cARE was deveroping new rnission and vision state-
ments in the late r99os, the organization also was exploring a human
rights-based approach to its work. This stemmed from an internal push
to become a more principled organization and reÍlected the broader com.
munity's efforts to address the shortcomings of apolitical rrumanitarian aict
and micro-level economic a'd social developmenr programming, which
had yielded far too littte in the way of lasting, systemic resu.lts.

cARE's RBA initiative started, informa'y, witrr hfg.h-level. discussions
reviewing our work, especiauy our emergen"y ,"rpo*rr..."ff".,;, ;;;;;
human rights perspective' These more trreoretical discussions led to four
country.specific case studies, throug}r which CÁRE staff in different parts of
the world and in a range of operatrifig environments explored the implica_
tions of a rights perspective for their work. By the late r99os, the initiative
was formalized, with a fuil-time staff person dedicated to increasins staff
understanding of RBA, promoting field experirnentation ',"irl, . 

";;;i;_ment to ongoing learning, adapting organizational policies and systems
to incorporate RBA principles and o'-the-ground rearning, una a.u.Lofi.rg
strategic alliances with like-minded organizations worrdwide. since that
tirte, a growing number of cARE country offices worldwicre have experi-

mented' more and more profoundry and systematica[y, with RBA in relief
and development work.

Within CARE, we understand human rights holistically, as entitlements
all people have to basic conditions supporting their efforts to rive in peace
and dignity and to deverop their full potential as human beings. Those
basic conditions span the spectrum of civil, political, economic, social
and cultural rights. For cARE, as defined at a global conference in zoor,
RBA means that:

r. We support poor and marginalized people's efforts to take control of
their own lives and fulfil their rights, responsibilities and aspirations.

2. we stand in solidarity with poor and marginarized people whose rights
are denied, adding our voice to theirs and hording ourselves accountable
to them.

3. we hold others accountable for fulfilling their responsibilities towards
poor ancl marginalized people.l

4. We oppose any discrimination based on sex/gender, race, nationality,
ethnicity, class, religion, age, physical ability, caste or sexual orienta-
t ion.

5. we examine and address the root causes of poverty and rights denial.
6' we promote non-viorence in the democratic and just resorution of con-

flicts contributing to poverty and rights denial.
7. we work in concert witrr others to promote the human rights of poor

and marginalized people.

These deflning characteristics of RBA say little about practicar imprica-
tions, which depend on how an organization integrates in its operations a
commitrne't to human rights.'zone could argue that development organ-
izations since long before the r99os espoused principles such as participa_
tion and solidarity with the poor. what is really different about RBA, or is
it just the latest pacl ging of good development work? severar important
differences come to mind. First, the fact that such elements of good de-
velopment practice become mandatory in a rights-based frameworkr there
is nothing optional about participation whe'viewed as a human right, for
exa'rple. RBA transforms relationships between governmental or develop-
ment agencies and the recipients of their goods a'cl services. RBA i*rplies
that development actors assume responsibility - morally if not legaily - for
the impact their assistance has on people's ability to realize their rights.
Beyond that, three marked differences are worth highlighting.

First, RBA demands equal attention to process and outcomes. process
- in the form of genuine participation and rerationships of accountability
between poor people and respo'sible actors - represents, in and of itserf,
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the achieveme't of a human rights . ' tcome. process also is essential
to the long-term, institutionarized changes neecred to ensure that otherhurnan rights and poverty reduction outcomes are sustained. second, RBAdeepens the focus on people who face discrimination and exclusion in theircommunities and societies, people whose rig'hts are systematicalry denied.
Development assistance through a rights rens focuses on fostering respect
for their equal dignity and worth and on enhancíng their opportunities inIife' A criticar part of this equation is their right to participate meaningfully
in public affairs, and especially to hold their readers to account. Third,RBA telrs us that we have to hckre legal, policy and socio-culturar issues
impeding development at the roots, both to live up to our commitment
to advance human rights and to mal(e maior and lasting gains in poverty
reduction.

These changes, if fully put into practice, are radically different fromtraditional, mainstream developrrent approaches. CARE and many other(governmental and nongroundtheirwork'''ff;;'.t.Jri.*"JljffT:.",.T:^'::;.""í[::
part of a decade now. Even where tlre commitment to change is genuine,
change tends to be evolutionary as such a paradigm shift cannot take place
overnight.3 Part oť the explanation for this is that RBA calls for internal,
organizatio'al change, which is extremely difficult because it shines thespotlight on our own shortcomings in respecting and fostering human
dignity and rights. yet only by going ao*., ihis ,house cleaning, path canwe be effective role-models and agents for change externally.

CARE Rwanda,s adoption of a rights_based approach In Rwanda, CARE;developed a lo'g-range strategic plan in l"t" zooo and early 2oo1. At thattime, the country was emerging from a decade-long period of strife, pre-
ceding arrd following the genocide in 1994. CARE staÍf reflected on theirtraditional aid philosophy, approaches and results and agreed.thut C;;;had to do what it could, in partnership and alliance *rn 

",n"r., 
,l 

""i1"the underlying causes of poverty and social injustice in Rwanda. othe^,rdse,
the organization risked accomplishing littte and, even worse, becoming
part of the problem. ,, i

The final versions of CARE Rwanda,s mission and programme goal,
as refined at the mid-term strategy review workshop in December zooq.are as fol lows: -- ---J '

.ARE Rwanda's mission is to work arongside communities to enabre them
to overcome underlying and specific causes of poverty, achieve positive
lasting change and live with clignity.

I
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By the end ofJune zoo6 (i.e. the end of the current 51ear strategic plan),
poor and rnarginalized communities targeted by CARE programmingwill
have identified and taken action to address specific and underrying causes
ofpoverty and fulfil their rights in peaceful coexistence.

The staff went so far as to identi$ rights (defi'ed as ,respect for the
dignity of all people', 'solidarity with communities' and the promotion
of social justice) as a core value of CARE Rwanda. On paper at least, RBA
became h central paradigm for ail our prog'ramrning, of course, translating
commitrnents on paper to daily practice is the hard part, and we are cur_
rently struggling with this. The staff is overwhermingly Rwandan and thus
comes from a culture where conformity and acquiescence to authority are
deeply engrained. Moreover, in spite of favourable policy developments in
recent years' the reality on the p;round is not conducive to diversity of civic
thought and action. The state continues to view NGos as essentialry tech-
nical assistants and subcontractors in trre shared endeavour ofdeveloping
the Rwandan population.

In the following section, I will describe our strategy for integrating
RBA to development within cÁRE Rwanda, followed by our experience
to date.

CARE Rwondq,s strotegy for becoming o rights-bosed
orgonizolion

Internal transÍormatio,2 CARE Rwanda's change strate8y is predicated on
the assumption that, in order to promote rights externallywith any measure
of credibility and success, we have to transform ourselves internally. The
emphasis, externally, is on both empowering poor, marginalized groups
and nurturing an environment enabling them to mobilize, express them-
selves freely and realize their rights. This is vastly different from traditional
'business as usual'. we thus have begun constructing a culture of rights at
the workplace and, staff member by staff member, a heart_felt, personal
commitment to advancing rights in our work. Without interíal ownership
of RBA, outward action is doomed to fail. The following objectives are
guiding the change process:

r' cultivate staff ownership of RBA, building on supporting values and.
norms in Rwandan culture/society and encouraging open discussion
rvhere there are tensions.

z. Weave basic and rights education, and support of the grassroots-level
defence and pursuit of rights, into new programme and project de_
signs.

3. Engage in policy dialogue at ail levels with an emphasis on the commit-
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ment of resources and creation of opportunit ies for poor, marginal ized
Rwandans to rearize their rigrrts to participatio'in public affairs, healtl.r,
education and an adequate standard of livins.

4. strengtherr part 'erships and ai l iances with Rwa'dan and internationar
organizations sharing similar objectives.

It is impossible to view .ARE Rwanda's internal change process, through
which local ownership of RBA is cultivated, as anything but a long-term
one. The process has been characterized by widespread curiosity among
staff and, over time, a growing enthusiasm among a core set of committed
colleagues. one key driver of this commitment is the crear link certain
staff have made to the viorations of human dig'ity and rights that have
underlain Rwanda's episodic ethnic violence, and most noiably the 1994
genocide. colreagues increasingly realize that without grappling with the
underlying societar issues that foster division and exclusion, CARE cannot
and will not achieve much in terms of contributing to Rwanda,s sustainabre
developrnent. They also see increasingly how human rights norms and
standards challenge, with a universal legitimacy, generations of social and
political discrimination and cďntrol, of resources and opportunities for
advancement by a relative few in Rwanda. They want to ."" ..ui change
in Rwandan society and systems of governance, even as they are acutely
aware of the risks associated with cl-ralrenging the status quo and are thus
cautious in how they proceed.

of course, in a society where open criticism of authority remains taboo,
*,outright resistance to this shift in cARE's directions has not been highly
visible, although there undoubtedly are many who are uncomfortable about
the change process, particularly those who are risk averse. They may go
along with it, at a surface level, but are not genuinely part of it. To address
this problem, a central glement of CARE Rwanda,s approach has been to
facilitate local leadership of the process. Even with a progrgmme direc-
tor who served as cARE's globat rights-based program-mi.! adviser prior
to coming to Rwanda, or perhaps especiall). becausě of this, emphasis
has been placed on supporting emerging leaders from among the Rwan"
dan staff' Emerging readers wgrc those who showed trre most interest in
learning more about RBA and contributing to its integration within .ARE
Rwanda. Nurturing these seeds of change, CARE Rwanda has invested in
such colleagues' conceptual understanding of RBA and develÓptnent of
such an approach for application in the Rwandan context. rhis hai resulted
in the formation of a corps of change agents (or ,ambassadors,) who are
themselves driving the process (and not merely following for reasons such
as job security). At the end of the day, sceptics are much ress likery genuinery
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to buy in to the change process on the basis of a foreigner,s as opposecl
to a fellow Rwandan's appeals.a

with the ernergence of a core group of Rwandan staff firmly behind
the rights-based change process in CARE Rwanda, programme and project
teams have engaged in a growing number of pilot initiatives to integrate
rights analysis and action into efforts to combat poverty and social injus-
tice' Bxperimentation ranged from new toors and approaches for poverty
analysis and participatory programme design, monitoring and evaluation
(DM and E), to non-traditional programme activities to complement our
more traditional local-level assistance to community groups and service
providers. such new approaches are changing the way cARE defines and
interacts with its primary constituency, towards greater focus on the poorest
and most marginalized Rwandans and greater accountability for the results
of its intewentions. They also have brought us much more squarely into
broader social and poritical arenas, wel beyond the narrow confines of
technical support to the hearth, agriculturar, micro-flnance and education
'sectors'. This is shifting cARE's relationships with civil society and with
government.

I will focus the rest of this chapter on two practicar changes to CARE
Rwanda's programme DM and E brought about by RBA integration. These
centre on how development assistance agencies (i) anaryse the causes of
poverty in programme planning/design processes and (ii) monitor anc
evaluate how they are doing. After presenting new approaches being tested
by CARE Rwanda, I will close with observations on key challenges and
opportunities for practitioners moving in the rights direction.

From purely technicar solutions to socio-poriticar action: rtghts-based.
analysis and deslgzz In Gikongoro province in zoo3, GARE Rwanda invested
in a participatory, inclusive analysis of the underlying causes of poverty
and rig'hts deprivation. The objective was to go beyond the extensive data
collection already undertaken for the government's development of its
poverty reduction strategy, which was limited mainry to quantitative infor-
mation and simple community rankings of priority needs. To do this, we
appiied our causal-responsibility anatysis (cRA) tool, adapted from UNICEF
(Jones zooob). In brief, the toor links the analysis of causes of poverty
to a human rights framework by identiffing the rights issues underlying
poverty and exploring the associated responsibilities and capabilities ofkey
duty bearers. such information is then used to design interventions that
can help to bring about more responsible, rights-based action to address
conditions of poverty.

In this case, the analysis uncovered a range of factors driving poverty
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in the province, including sociar discrimi'ation and excrusion, limited
educational and economic opportunities, and ineffectual, unaccountable
governance. It arso helped to shed light on key responsible actors and whv
they are not doing 

''rore 
to address trre underrying issues, ana ttrus gener-

ated ideas for rights-based programming in response. Table 3.r provides
a sense of the results generated in this case,

Application of the CRÁ tool is one tarrgible examp|e of how RBA is
changing our programme analysis and planning process to take into ac_
count and respond more explicitly and deliberately to the rig.hts violations
that create and perpetuate poverty and conÍIict.

so what has GARE Rwanda done to transrate such analysis into actio'?
We are currently looking to integrate this in_depth analysis, as much as
possible, in our Gikongoro programme planning and design processes
through a rights-based programme approach. A rights-based programme
consists of a set of focused and rnutualry reinforcing activities - some
project-based, some non-project_based; some carried out by CARE, many
carried out by others * that are based on strong social analysis of u'derly-
i.g causes of poverty and social injusTice and that, over time, lead towards
the s'stainable achievernent of a commorr rights goar. I(ey ere'ents of the
dcfinit ion are the fol lowing:

activities are focused and mutually reinforcing, not scattered (as projects
in a 'sector' sometimes are)
many activities are projects, but some might not be (e.g. basic govern_
ment programmes, advocacy efforts, rrediation and dialogue efforts)
CARE carries out only some of the activities; others are also impor-
mnt

some activities within a programme may be relatively technical but
these need to be combined with other efforts designed to contribute
towards a more fundamental, rights_based goal
strong social analysis informs the programme goal and its activities
each programme must be custom-made for its own social and poritical
environment

the time-frame is longer than a project
the goal is sustained cha'ge in the form of achieving a rights-based
goal for poor, marginalized, and mlnerable groups (Ambler zooz)s
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CARB Rwanda's Gikongoro programme is heavily focused on HIV/AIDS,
with short-term, essentially emergency, funding behind it. What the CRA
análysis is helping us to do is mairrtain a br<lader focus on social and
political factors that preve't people living \.vith HIV/AID' (pLWHA) and
AIDS widows and orphans frorn improving their conditions and frustrate
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TABLE 3.1 Causal responsibilityanatysis in Gikongoro province

!^1 
4;-1V1nS ttu.n-.n ri ghts- potenrial actions in response

retateo causes of Dovertv

Governance igsues:
i.e. factors affecting the
access to, and sharing of,
power in the public
sphere

Economic opportunities:
i.e. factors affecting
people's ability and
opportunity to generate
lncome

Access to basic education:
i.e. factors preventing or
hindering children from
getting basic education

Social discrimination/
exclusion: i.e. factors
resulting in the
marginalization of certain
segments of the population
from decision-mit ing
processes and the bene-
fits of development and
other resources in the
Drovince

Working-with partners, empower poor and
marginalized p-eople and encourage and support
government efforts to:

. Promote free access to information on decision_
making processes, especially planning and
buctgeting, at all levels, and make them more
participatory and inclusive

. Promote transparerrcy and accountability of
publ ic off ic ials and others in posit ions oÍpo*.,
vis.á-vis the population

. Enhance agricultural production and facilitate
better access to markets (pro_poor and
-marginalized land policy, road and communi-
catrons_ networks, marketing associations/
networks)

. Facilitate better access to credit (savings and
credit associations/societies, favourabíe
regulatory environment)

. Stre.ngthen people's ability to cope with the
environmental constraints affeciing agriculture

. Promote understanding about, and enforcement
oI the government policy on universal primaw
education (addressing cultural values ánd
norms stánding in the way)

. Address the issue ofchild labour

. Pr^omote understanding of family planning and
ettective access for all to family planning
services

. Promote tolerance and accommodation amons
all mernbers o.f the population (addressing
deep-seated discriminatory attitudes ancl
stereotyping of certain groups, raising
awareness on human rights and responsibilities,
promoting equitable access to public resources 

'
and opportunities)

. Promote.transparency and accountabitity (vis.á.
vis marginalized groups) of public officiáli arrd
local leadership

their efforts to live with dignity and serf-worth. Donor funding, not surpris-
ingly, is concentrated on technical interventions to strengthen the heatth
system' provide access to voluntary cou'selling, testing and anti-retroviral
therapy for those PLWHA who quali$r, and provide care and support to
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PLWHA and AIDS widows and orphans to alleviate their suffering. A' of thisis vitalty important' but it does 
'ot 

address deeper societal issues rerated
to ignorance about HIV/AIDS, stigma and discrimination against pLwHA
and AIDS orphans, exploitation and exclusion from governance.

In developing a rights-based prograurme approach, CARE and its part-
ners and allies are beginning to address these issues, even if funding is
directed mainly at short-term health goals. How? CARB,s rights_based
response to HIV/AIDS extends, through community mapping and action
planning6 and the .se of popurar theatre and radio, to community aware-
ness raising and dialogue on the conditions and expressed demands of
PLWHÁ, widows and orphans and, through strengthenirrgparalegal capaci-
ties and outreach, to the provision oflegal aid services for those who have
suffered abuses. such efforts cail for longer-term investments and new
types of partnerships, but they are critical to defending personar security,
engendering community incrusion and soridarity, and-assistin, 

-".rt""r-ized g.roups' participation in public affairs. IÍrportantly, they also can besold to donors on trre basis of their contributio' to the achievement ofrnainly short-term health results.

From top-down to bottom-up accountabilitlt: ights-based monitoring rnGitarama province, GARE Rwanda is e*perimenting with a participalory,
interactive monitoring toor designed to provide a regurar forum for theorphans and vulnerable children (OVC) we serve _ approximately z,z5o
child-headed households (cHH) across seven districts - to critique ou.."o.t
and to suggest new approaches and directions for our interventions. Thepilot tool is designed for the children to hold GARE and others who are,or should be, providing assistance to account. A limited set of questions
is asked every four months, confidentially and in a safe environment, ofselected children involved in CARE's programme. CÁRB and loca| partner
representatives will report back each time on how we have taken into
account OVC feedback from previous gatherings in current approaches andfuture plans, with space made for them to ..itiq.r" the steps we have taken.
What is unique about this appr<lach is its emphasis on accountability;
affording OVC regular opportunities for scrutiny of CARB,s 

".rd 
oth"rsl

actions and comrnitting ourserves to respo'd, directry to the*, is at least
an initial attempt to share power and control over the OVC programme.
The tool is grounded in a child rights perspecrive, which is pushing usto respect more fu'y ch'dre''s right to be heard and, at the same time.
raising our awareness on a broader range of living conditions 

";.;.;;;;wit lr chi ldren's well-being.
In light of the fact that cARE's standard mo'itoring and evaruationI
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system already colrects peri.dic data on basic sociar services and eco_
nomic inclicators' \4/e have focused crata colrection in this comprementary
pilot initiative on other factors pertai.ing to children,s well-being, such as
discrimination' protection a'd participation. That said, the toor-preserves
space for the orphans and vulnerabre chilclren to raise their own, self-
identified priority issues. The first round of testing of this tool _ carried
out in June and July zoo4 - brought out major issues that previously may
have been suspected but never systematically tracked anrl actecl upon.
Table 3.2 illustrates key issues ide'tified by the children themserves anclprovides a sense of how CARE is responding.

This pilot approach to monitoring and accounting for the resurts of our
work with orphans and vulnerabre children has provided direction to our
staff and to local partners and volunteers, and plans are being made to
test such an approach in CÁRE's other programmes across Rwanda.7

Chollenges ond opportunities for rights-bosed progromming
RBA implies a whole new perspective on how international NGOS engage

with national civil society and governments, Traditionaily, cARE,s local civil
society partners served essentiauy as subcontractors and we paid attention
mainly to whether they could carry out the required (by CARE) task and
little else'8 we are now looking more deliberately to get behind civil society
partners that are genuinery representative of and accountable to the poor-
est' most marg'inarized Rwandans and, based on their constituents, p.io.ity
problems and proposed sorutions, are w'ring to speak out and act on their
behalf. we understand this agenda to be centrar to our RBA and believe
poor Rwandans will not be able to lift themselves out of poverty unless
and until they can exercise such rights.

By '.speak out" I do not necessar'y mean pubricly or confrontationalry,
but with convíction and persistence none tlie less. This is a major issue
in Rwanda, where all too often national CSOs are unwilling to express
independent views or positions on public affairs for fear of being perceived
to be 'political''e Many such csos lack a grassroots base anyway and cannot
speak genuinely on behalf of groups they supposedly represent.

An independent CSO has its own constituency and is committed to
responding to and representing that constituency. It does not follow blindlv
what governments are doing but, on the basis oflts constitu.n*'"i"*ll"á
demands, critically examines and engages governments with the ultimate
aim of improving their Rwandan constituents, conditions.

In spite of the Rwandan government's efforts ro encourage citizen par-
ticipation, their appreciation for, indeed tolerance oÍ, critical review is still
limited, which affects the degree to which civ' society asserts itself. on
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the one hand, President Kagame himself has recognized the role of civil
society organizations as constructive critics of the government,lo and, within
certain boundaries, there is space for engaging in public affairs. CSOs
have engaged in the PRSP process and in the development of national
policies relating, for example, to land, education, including civic educa-
tion, HIV/AIDS and orphans and rrrlnerable children. On the other hand,
organizations pushing more aggressivelyll for changes in government poli
cies, practices and plans, risk crossing the line between being,construc-
tive' critics and mere critics. If that line is deemed to be crossed, CSOs
risk being labelled political opposition, or, even worse, ,divisionist'.12 Of
course, to protect the Rwandan people in a society still deeply scarred by
what happened in 1994, the government has an obligation to regulate very
tightly any genocidal forces operating in the country. A central challenge in
Rwandan society is distinguishing between such extremists and Rwandans
in general who, though diverse in their views, want to construct a better
future for themselves and their countťy.

Looking ahead, Rwandans need to transform their largely ethnically-
driven, negative perceptions of each other and the social division that
festers as a result. An essential way forward in this regard is to open space
for honest discussion among Rwandans and between Rwandans and their
government on the state of affairs in the country. To nurture this, CARE
is supporting civic education and promoting public dialogue and debate.
For example, CARE is one of some forty organizations active in Rwanda's
Peaceful Coexistence Network. The Coexistence Network was initiated by
UNHCR, through its Imagine Coexistence Project, in zooo and housed
at CARE from mid-zooz until early zoo4. The Network provides a forum
for national and international NGOs, government officials, donors and
researchers working in the field of peace and reconciliation to exchange
experiences and ideas contributing to the reconstruction and consolidation
of a peaceful.society in Rwanda. Monthly meetings of the Network seek
to create an environment marked by respect for divergent opinions and a
spirit of trust and openness in the pursuit of mutual learning and action
on behalfofpeace and reconciliation, although progress in this direction
has been slow, with some authorities showing little tolerance for criticism
of government policy and practices.

Working with other Network members, CARE'S intention is to foster
such fora at decentralized levels, as a way to contribute to popular par-
ticipation in public affairs, which remains a foreign concept to ordinary
Rwandans and their leaders. The government-backed decentralization
process offers a real opportunity to advance this vision, even as changing
popular attitudes, perceptions and practices, grounded in generations of
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top-down, authoritarian rule will require a long-term, fundarnental change
process.

CARE's RBA does not preclude strong working relations with govern_
ment; in fact' on the contrary, it underscores the importance of building
suclr relations. Even as CARE Rwarrda suppoťts tlre (slowly) errrerging civil
society in the country, particularly groups representing poor, marginalized
Rwandans, it is committed to raising the awareness and strengthening
the capacities of public officials to fulfil their human rights and poverty
reductio.r responsibi l i t ies. Tl-r is translates into more regular, honest en-
gagement on the co'ditio's of poor, rnargi'alizecl Rwandans and what
actio's need to be taken by the government, with assistance from CARE
and others, to advance a culture of human rights and sustained progress
towards rights realization and the reduction of poverty. ultimatery, RBA
holds the potential for deeper, more meaningful, colaboration with gov-
ernment' at times seeking to peTsuade responsible authorities to do the
right thing and, where mutual commitrnent is there, striving together to
achieve shared goals.

GARE recognizes that poor people's realization of trreir human rights is
a monumental, long-term charlenge. RBA calls, necessarily, for a sustained,
collective effort on tbe part of a range of concerned actors. Thus, CARE
seeks to build coalitions and alliances for rights realization, as is being
done currently with like-minded organizations - inclucling government
ministries (for gender and the promotion of the family, education, etc.)
- dedicated to putting in place a rights-based strategy a'd action plan
supporting the hundreds of thousands of orphans and vulnerable children
in Rwanda.

Finol reflections

what lessons can be gleaned fro'r CARE Rwa'da's experience integra-
titrg RBA? Tlre most important overall lesson is tl.rat integrating RBA tákes
tinre, especially in a polarized society stilr struggring to overcome conflict
and construct independe't civic space. Even in a n-lore favourable country
environrnent, RBA integration is not easy. For one, rnajor institutional
funding of develop*rent NGos comes trrrough 'project' windows. NGOs
like CARE impleme't a series of projects for their respective donors.
Each project is a self-contained unit, with its particurar design, budget
and reporting requirements. The project-based system of developme.t aicl
breeds tubulariťy, with little space for synergy and broader, more strategic
thinki'g across interyentions. It also breeds insularity, as different NGos
implement 'their' different projects largely in their own worlds. The re-
sult is that the kind of collective, multidimensional approaches needed
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to attack the roots of povertry, including the denial of rights, are difficult
to piece together in practice. At airother level, donor governments and
their tax-paying constituents increasingly want to see immediate, tangible
pay-offs from their investrnents. The result is pressure for rapid-fire results
that generally discourage reflection and longer-term efforts to cl.range the
more fundamental structures and systerns underlying persistent poverty
and rights deprivation. All of these factors work against a rights-based
progran'lme approach. To place development programmes in a longer_term,
rights framework requires transcending short-term timelines, ,output' (as
opposed to'impact) thinking and project boxes.

Above and beyo'd these broader, systemic issues, the Rwandan context
is particularly resistant to rights-based change, in spite of not insignificant
political will. Even as stated policies and priorities of the Rwandan govern-
ment have changed in pro-rights and pro-poor directions in the last several
years, deeply entrenched social and political systems and practices remain
largely the same. Hierarchical leaclership, passive acceptance of the status
quo, and a culture of silence, rumours and rnistrust, are not conclucive
to pro-rights change. Deep societal divisions colour every Rwandan,s vierv
of the world and choices about with wllom to relate and how politically,
they fuel government suspicion, thereby limiting civic space and at least
the short-term prospects for participatory, rights-based development. Full
adoption and effective implementation of RBA to development will take
tirre, as well as considerable political acumen, diplomacy and personal
conviction and courage in the Rwandan context.

Even while we recognize that change takes tirne and persistence, there
are a few additional lessons to guide CARE and others' approaches. one key
to success is to find and get behind progressive thinkers and change agents,
both on the staff and i' the wider society. The old maxim about strength
in numbers is critical in contexts such as Rwanda, and real rights-based
change can be moved forward only by passionate, bright and courageous
people working together. Thus, efforts to build national staff commit-
ment and coalitions and alliances among like-rninded organizations are
essential.

Another key to success is to exploit windows of opportunity fur'ished
by the government. Rwanda has seen some very positive policy develop-
ment over the past few years, including the pRsp, the democratization
and decentralization policies, most provisions of the new constitution,
and specific legislation covering women's rights and the rights and protec-
tion of children. This pro-rights and pro-poor legal and policy framework
provides a solid basis from which to pursue rights-based development in
Rwanda. One can debate the depth and breadth of governrnent
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ment to such policy developments, many of which came into being with
a strong push and extensive technical assistance from the international
donor communiry. Still, the legal and policy framework is in place to
make real rights and poverty reduction progress. All too often, policies
and laws are passecl without adequate follow-up. Rights-based develop-
ment organizations should help to focus everyone's attention on the
cornmitments made in pro-poor, pro-rights legislation and encourage and
assist, by demonstrating practical approaches that work, their fulfilment.
Of course, one has to appreciate the magnitude of the task in a country
like Rwanda; still, real if incremental progress towards rights realization
should be expected by all involved.

Another key lesson from cARE Rwanda's experience is that lower-profile,
more local-level actions to empower poor, marginalized people to develop
their full potential and stand uprfor and contribute to their development
are less threatening than higher:profile, national-level work on behalf of
human rights and poverty reduction. This is especially true in countries with
politically controlled environments. The point here is not so much that de-
centralized action is further from the radar screen of national governments
but that rnajor progress at national level cannot be constructed without
a foundation - and a foundation can be built only from the bottom up,
through long-term investments in changing social attitudes, perceptions
and practices, and corresponding political institutions. starting small is not
an excuse for avoiding rnajor, underlying causes of poverty. The ultirnate
aim of RBA has to be systemic change, independent of external support,
that achieves lasting gains in human rights and poverty reduction.

Finally, no matter where NGOsiCSOs applying RBA choose to intervene,
risk assessment and management become supremely important. CARE
Rwanda's experience shows that transparency, regular corrmunications
and relationship bui lding with leaders are essential. proactive engagement
helps to minimize misunderstandings, smooth over potential differences
of opinion, and not just avoid trouble but strengthen shared commitment
to rights and poverty reduction goals.

In conclusion, the pilot application of RBA is central to CARE Rwanda's
cha'ge strategy, allowing us to test what works in practice. While the
theory has been clear for some tirne now in CARE Rwanda and the wider
development world, appropriate and workable ways for putting the theory
into practice have been much harder to pinpoint. Experimentation leads
to 'demonstration plots' that cARE staff and otber development actors
can observe and draw inspiration from, refining their thinking and future
actions in the process.
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Notes

r CARE has taken the view that all development actors have an obligation
to Íespect and foster human dignity and rights' Whereas state actors' in.
cluding national governments and multilateral government agencies (i,e. the
\Álorld Bank, European Union), lrave legal obligations to respect' protect and
f.ulfil human rights, CARE'S view is that, as moral beings, we are all obliged to
Íespect each other's rights and to do our utmost to assist their protection and
fulfilment. This reflects CARE'S view that human rights represent more than
just a legal code; rnore fundamentally, they represent an ethical framework for
human relations.

2 It may be helpful to consider two approaches. The first could be termed
a'yiolattons' and the second a' promotional' approach. The former focuses
on denouncing violations of human rights and on enforcement thr.ough
legal remedies. The latter emphasizes positive \,vays to engage governments,
important non-state actors, civil society organizations and poor marginalized
communities themselves in the pursuit of rights through education, dialogue
and aclvocacy. While both of these approaches are necessary, CARE generally
is adopting the latter, promotional approach. In any case, CARE country of-
fices worldwide are grappling, to one degree or another in a range of contexts,
to put these characteristics into practice (Jones zoooa).

3 For many development agencies, a human rights approach has become
central to their policies and plans in recent years, That said, the level of
awareness and (especially) ownership of such approaches in the field varíes
considerably. On the whole, my sense is that official policy pronouncements
from home offices in 'the North' barely filter down to decision-rnakers on the
ground and thus scarcely influence their actions. In other words, changes on
paper, even seemingly radical changes, can all too easily amount to the same
wine in new wineskins.

4 How can I be so sure that emerging leaders are not simply following to
gair"r the favour of senior management? My assertion is necessarily impression-
istic and perhaps somewhat wishful; I have, after all, invested a lot of my time
oveť the past couple years in this! That said, one clevelopment that supports
the assertion is that I have observed arnbassadors challenging CARE's internal
policies and practices and pushing for them to be better aligned with human
rights principles, which is a relatively confrontational and risky business. Such
courage and energy would not be exhibited without heart-felt commitment.

5 For an abbreviated version developed for CARE Rwanda staťf, see Jones
(zooq).

6 Community rnapping refers to a participatory and inclusive process
through whiclr ťepresentatives from all segments of society - including gov.
ernment and especially vulnerable and rnarginalized groups - come together
at local level to analyse the underlying causes oftheir HIV/AIDS-related
vulnerabilities and the responsibilities they all have to address those causes.
Action planning refers to the planning process that follows such analysis,
througll which various actors agree to intervene in complementary ways to
reduce or at least mitigate their communities'vulnerability to the causes and
consequences of HIV/AtDS.
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The potentiar for advocacy basecl on the results of such 

'ronitoringeffclrts is clear and alreacly being realizerl irrforr-rrally. CARE Rwandá also sees
this as an oppoťtunity to pronote moťe systematt'c morritoring of oVC con-
ditions by government at all levels.

8 Tlris, of cottrse, all too often reÍlects ourown tner.e sulrcorrtractual rela.
tionship with donor agencies.

9 Even as an international NGO with member organizations predomin_
antly in much freer, Northern societies, CARE is only slowly evoluing to
assert its independence from donor governments arrd chalienge poíicies and
practices that are detrimental to poor people around tlre worlá. The evolution
in this direction is essential to our ,walking the talk,.

10 See, for example, Maina and I(ibalam (zoo4:7t), citing an g August
zooz speech by president Kagarne.

11 In other words, confrontationally _ in this day and age in Rwa'da, the
government is not receptiverto anythi'g otrrer tlran a low-piofire, colraborative
approach.

1.2 Rwanda's new constitution guarantees free thought, opinion and
speech but, at the same time, forbids ,all propagandu of 

"r., 
.ihrri., regional,

racial or diuisiue character' (see Arts 34-3g. what constitutes ,divisive*propa-
ganda' is left undefined. Rwandan csos alreged to be divisive are at great risk
and inevitably have to curtail their activities. International agencies ftncludingCARE) have been accused ofcontributing to etlrnic divisiorr ás well, for,up- "
porting allegedly divisive Rwandan groups.
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4.lRights in proc-tice --ossessing the impoct of
rlghfs-bosed troining in Ugondo

PAMELA ASHANUT OKILLE

... as we let our own light shine, we unconsciously give other people
permission to do the same. (president Nelson Mandela, inaugural
speech, r994)

There is increasing international attention focused on trre importance of
human rights to development, more specifically, a recognition that pure
service delivery has not resulted in sustainable change, so there is a need
to shift to a more demand-driven and rights-oriented approach.'rhe idea of
addressing human rights and bringing about lasting change in structures
that contribute to the entrenchment of poverty is not new However, there
have bee' a few successful efforts to integrate these ideas into programmes
and activities aimed at poverty reduction. There are some examples, but the
challenge is to articulate and translate these so that they can be understood
and made useful in various contexts.

In Uganda, as in other developing countries, key donors and the govern-
ment have recognized the central role that human rights ptay in relation
to poverty eradication and development. In response, various i'itiatives
are being implemented to promote and generate discussion a'rong civil
society organizations and government agencies, on the relationship be-
tween human rights and development, and what this means in practice.

Between zooz and zoo4, eighty-six women and men attended a course
entitled Applying Human Rights to Governance and Development. Devel-
oped by the Danish International Development Agency (DANIDA), through
its Human Rights and Good Governance programme (HUGGO) in Uganda,
and the International Law Institute, Uganda (ILI-U), this course provides
space for the participants to discuss the dual role of civil society - advocacy
and service delivery - and to explore how these roles can be enhanced
through the application ofthe rights-based approach (RBA) to development.
The course targets civil society organizations (csos) that operate at district
level, within a decentralized system ofgovernance and therefore deals with
realities at the local level. Recipients of this training include national csos,
district-basecl csos and local government officials. The initial training
was carried out in 2oo2, foilowed by a national training course in zoo3
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and distr ict-based trainings in late zoo3 and early zoo4. The course is
arra'ged under four modules that cover hurnan rights (including nationar
and international legar frameworks), civil society, the RBA to development,
and CSO roles under the decentralization framework.

Áfter three years of application, HUGGo ánd ILI.U decided to study the
impact of the course. In addition to exproring the overall irnpact of the
training and *rethodologies appliecr, the study also examines the partici-
pants' understandings of human rights a'd particularlv RBA in practice,
thus contributing to ongoing nationar and internationar discussions and
clebates o' the efficacy of the approach. A study was thus commissioned
in May zoo4 to assist ttre exploration of the aforementioned issues. The
methodology used was adrninistration of a questionnaire and folrowup
discussions/interviews, as welr as a study of available documentation on
the course.

The study and this chapter are á result of conversations and interactions
with forty-nine women and men who work in east, west ancl central Uganda.
The teachers, doctors, lawyers, accountants, NGo workers andjournarists
who experienced this training have given us the opportunity to share their
Iives, their work and to hear stories of their courage, perseverance and
optimism. This chapter reflects these conversations and offers a glimpse of
the irnpact that applying human rights can have, providing encouragement
in a situatio' where rrost perceptions of the viability of rights are rather
negative. It therefore offers i'sights on possibilities and opportunities to
be bui lt upon in future init iat ives, and in so doi 'g wii l  inspire those who
are doing human rights work to let their light shine too.1

Perceptions ond undersfondings of humon rights
In response to a question on specific new topics learnt, 58 per cent ofthe

responses focused on the area of human rights. Of thes e,7z per cent were
exposed to learning in the area of international human rights i'struments,
including the African mechanisms (African charter on Human and peoples,
Rights and its implementing organ the African commission), for the first
time' of much interest were the enforcement mechanisrrs, and how rere-
vant they are to the ugandan context, as well as knowredge of instruments
that the Ugandan government has ratified. Four responses identified new
learning in linking the ugandan constitution to international instruments,
ancl the awareness that csos can appeal against hurnan rights violations
using the constitution and international instruments. one fe'rale partici-
pant expressed awareness and exposure to women's rights for the first time,
as follows: i{s a woman, I did not know that there are rights for me.,

Fifty-two per cent of the respondents indicatec{ trrat their perspectives of
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local government, specifically in the area of accountability, had changed,
and that they now understood that local government officials as duty bear-
ers had a high level ofaccountability. one respondent, specifically referring
to accountability in planning and budgeting processes, stated that, ,[w]e

have the right to participate in budget processesi they ftocal gover'ment]
should not plan for us'. Twenty-five per cent of these responses focused
on a new perspective that local government officials should be considered
as partners of csos, and highlighted the importance of local government
and CSOs working together for development. One respondent stated; ,I

thought that the local government hacl nothing to do with CSOs but now
I know they need to work together for development.' Another 21 per cent
emphasized the need for local governments to be more conscious of rights
and to integrate the RBA to development in their work. Further changes
in perspectives included the recognition of central governÍIent as a duty
bearer and therefore as ultimately responsible for the rights of citizens.

Eiglrteen peÍ cent of the responses mentioned that they had realized
the importance of csos working together in order to attain their common
objective of respect for human rights. Thirteen per cent of the responses
on csos focused on the recognition of the importance of accountability
of CSOs to their constituents.

Ttwelve per cent of the respondents indicated new topics directly re-
lated to the concept of the RBA to developrrent. The distinction between
duty bearers and rights holders was a new area. one response stated that
'[h]uman rights need to be given priority to enhance development', and
another that '[d]evelopment is people-oriented and so people should be
consulted'. In response to questions that sought to explore their under-
standing and perception of RBA, the responses can be divided into seven
main categories: (i) 13 per cent indicated that RBA highlighted the impor-
tance ofparticipation, one respondent stating,'I have understood the need
to avoicl token participation', and in terms of the relationship between rights
and metho<lology for participation, ,[I arn] more sharpened on rights and
how to approach the masses'; (ii) 6 per cent indicated that RBA highlighted
the importance of participation in government development processes;
(iii) z6 per cent responded that RBÁ means and requires increased con.
sciousness ofthe rights ofothers and confidence to challenge rights viola-
tions; (iv) 37 per cent pointed out that RBA means human rights are part
of development, and therefore, as one respondent stated ,[d]evelopment

strategies should not hinder human rights'; (v) 6 per cent linked RBA to the
importance of dealing with political issues; (vi) service delivery was seen as
an obligation, as one respondent commented, 'I come to realize that service
delivery to the country is an obligation and a privilege so much that the
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country doesn't need to merit it, they deserve it by right, and no concritions
should be applied'; (vii) RBA as information flow and advocacy.

The boxes below contain stories that capture some of the different per-
ceptions and understandings.

Box 4.1 Rights ot work

Nasta works with the AIDS Support Organization (TASO) in Mbale. The
Mbale TASO branch is a model office in Uganda in terms of manage-
ment and successful operations, and Nasta is proud to be one of the
team that does so well. She tokl us that before she attended the ILI_U
course she firmly believed, like many in NGOs, that \.vhat mattered was
attainment of targets and outputs within a given time_frame. So, as
the person in charge of the counselling section, she used to demand
results from her staffwithout any co4cern for staffinterests and issues.
As a result, her relationship with her team was characterized by lack
of openness and dialogue. However, after attending the course she has
become more flexible in her approach to dealing with staff. She states:
'I appreciate RBA in relation to management and understand it tl-ris
way, that as organizations run there is a framework within which they
nrust view the people they work with. All the staff have rights, they are
individuals in tl-reir own right - there are some slow performers, fast
ones and others need to be motivated.' Nasta enjoys a better work_
ing relatíonship \,t/ith lrer staff and strives to ensure that staff in all
circumstances have the right to be heard.

Box 4.2 RBA ond progromming

Emmanuel is a member of the Rwenzori Anti-corruption coalition in
western Uganda. In a discussion on his perception ofRBA, he stated: ,I
see the RBA as encompassing everybody and touching on basic rights
such as that to food, shelter and health. The RBA helped me recognize
that one is born with these rights and they are not given., He further
elaborated that ,because of the RBA training, I now know that before
any development programme there is a need to identiff the rights to
be fulfilled and how people will benefit. After assessing rhe develop-
ment programmes against the rights, the beneficiaries can determine
whether the programme will help them or not.'

Whot hos been done difÍerent|y?

All the participants were affected differently by the course and appried
the information gained in their lives and workpraces in accordance with
their designated roles and responsibilities. seventy-two per cent of responcl-
ents indicated that ttrey had done something differently as a result of the
training. ultirnately, the course was able to create shifts in the mind-sets
and attitudes of the participants. These shifts have been manifested in
the way they relate to their families, other people, their colleagues, duty
bearers and their constiruenm.

For instance, Bo per cent of the respondents indicated a change in their
attitudes towards their families, particularly their children and wives, who
are now considered to have equal rights, notably the right to be heard. one
particularly pointed out that'[r]ights and governance should start with the
family', and another stated that he had realize d that ,respect for individual
rights can boost the self-esteem of each member of the family,.

Fourteen per cent mentioned increased confidence a'd capacity to train
others in human rights-related issues, and 20 per cent indicated increased
confidence to take action on natters of rights concern, including in the fol-
lowing instances: demanding a list of tender awards froryr the district admin-
istration; confronting police about corruption; helping people to come out
of police custody without paying a bribe; resolving conflicts among women
voters; and an increasing ability to demand one's own rights. Twenty-two
per cent indicated changes in personal development that had led them into
doing some things differently, such as acquiring email, reading more and
attending more rights-related activities. sixteen percent stated that they had
generally increased interest in government programmes, while zg per cent
of the responses indicated things do'e differently in their organizations,
with healy emphasis on the use of participatory planning.

The examples in the boxes below (pp. ro4-6) overlap with those cited
above to indicate that changes were notjust in perceptions, understandings
and values, but also extended to changes in practice.

Chollenges/obstocles to opptying RBA

since most of the respondents related the application of RBA at district
Ievel to their capacity and ability to influence and engage with local govern-
ment officials, many of them (25 per cent) indicated the lack of commitment
by local gover'ment as a key challenge. This is particularly reflected through
the local g'overnment not having time for them because of a busy schedule
and other commitments. It was specifically mentioned that ,local govern-
ments are too busy attending workshops on the poverty Eradication Action
Plan (PBAP), Local Government Development plans (LGDp), etc.,.
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Box 4.3 lmproved diologue ond listening

Itosemary is the deputy head teacher of ADRA prirnary School in Mbale.
She stated that she has been able to apply the insights and knowledge
from the course to her school situation through having more dialogue
with the pupils, i.e. giving them a rig.ht to be heard. Formerly there
was a communication gap between teachers and pupils. This is what
RosemarT referred to as a .more dictatorial approach to learning, in
which 'you would sit on a teacher and the teacher wourd in turn sit on
the childrenl' However' she has created moťe space and time to meet
and discuss with teachers, who have in turn been rnore open to listening
to their pupils and the result is that the children feel freer to express
themselves' Rosemary understands RBA to be .giving a platťorm to
an individual and thb individual knowing and exercising their rights
towards sustainable development'.

Box 4.4 Applying RBA ro policy ond Iegislorion

Bernard works at the Mirristry of Gender, Labour and Social Develop-
ment and attended the course in zoo3. He has had various opportunities
to use the i'formation gained from the.course since then in his work.
One of his great achievements so far is his work in spearheading and
ensuring the drafting of the proposed Equal Opportunities Bill and
policy that are currently before cabinet. In his words, these documents
are 'fully rights sensitive'. As a result ofthis and other contributions he
has made on RBA, he has been co-opted on various policy task forces,
most recently on the one drafting an adult literacy policy, and he is
specifrcally charged with working on the policy guidelines and the policy
and legal framework, all of which will need to be,rights sensitive,.

Bernard has participated in and facilitated CSO training workshops
on RBA, participated in radio talk shows and workshops on the right
to health, and in a case study on best practices on RBA that assessed
the work of his ministry. In his view, RBA is a tool that empowers
individual and communiries. He thinks the key ingredient to ensuring
the application of RBA is to create paradigm shifts, so that people stop
perceiving others as recipients oť services, but as rights ho|ders who
have a say in what they are provided.
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Box 4.S RBA ond women,s righis

According to Margaret, a member of KALI (Karambi Action for Life
Improvement), a community-based organization in Kabarole, \.vestern
Uganda, 'the RBA opened my eyes to specific rights of women. I came
to realize that rights are free and are Íbr all.' Margaret is a local council-
lor and her efforts have mainly focused on advocating for the rights
of children and women. When local council budgets are being drawn
up, she ensutes that issues of concern to women and children are
included in the budget.,

She asserts: 'I am more confident and know that I should not be
unduly harassed. For example, I have to ride a motorcycle to do my work
and I used to be afraid of traťfic policemen. After tlre training I now
know that if a policeman demands to see my permit I have forty-eight
hours within which to produce it and that I can present it at any police
station. I have also been able to sensitize other motorists ofthis. I can
challenge anyone who infringes on my rights. I have full capacity.,

Margaret also said that ,as a woman I have grown up knowing that
when a man divorces you, all you can do is pack up your belongings
and go. Now I know that women too have rights to property and can
demand a share of the property. I will give you the example of a woman
in my village who was married officially. After several years of marriage
her husband decided to divorce her and send her away with nothing.
I spoke to her about her rights and referred her to the constitution
as well as helped her approach Legal Aid who are now assisting her
present her case in court. I am confident she will win the case and get
compensation from her husband.'

Another respondent mentioned that the leaders felt chailenged by them
and insinuated that they were politicking and interfering with their work.
This was also alluded to by two other respondents who emphasized that
they are perceived as peopre who were stirri'g up troubre as follows: ,some
local leaders are blaming us for opening the people's minds about human
rig'hts.'A female respondent mentioned that 'people complained that these
women would be big-headed'.

Another group of respondents pointed to organizational barriers from
bosses and workmates who do not appreciate RBA. This means that while
they believe in ensuring that hurnan rights are mainstreamed into their
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Box 4.Ó Using rights longuoge

George, also a member of the Rwenzori A'ti-Corruption Coalitio., has
been using .rights |anguage' in his interactioÍls with the authorities
and said that'[w]henever a policeman senses thatyou have some know-
ledge of your rights they wilr treat you with more respect and rvill 

'otintimiclate or harass you. For instance, whenever I ask a policeman,
"Please officer, can I know your number?" he senses that he might
get in trouble later if he is up to anything funny, and usually will not
pursue a request for a bribe.'

George stated that he is also more confident in seeking justice.
Recently, íomeone who dirln't know how to clrive drove into his aunt,s
house. The matter was reported to the police and the car irnpounded.
Flowever, both the car and driver were released ancl the police seemed
to lose interest in the case. He has taken up trr is matter on behalf of
lris aunt and asked the police to ensure the case is followed up and
Itis aunt compensated.

He believes RBA works, and says that ,\.ve are now able to demand
and assert our rights. We who were trained are even sensitizing others.
The RBA should be improved by sensitizing others as well.,

organization's programrnes, this is not a view sharecl by other members
of the organization.

TWenty-three per cent of the respondents mentioned igrrora.rce about
hurnan rights among people at the grassroots as a key challenge. One speci-
fically mentio'ed that 'grassroots partners find it hard to conceptuarize
rights" one participant pointed out that there is a ,not possible' attitude
among the community. This is particularly challenging because members
of the community need to appreciate the var'e of human rights before they
can respect t|rese rights, as weli as denrand tlre fu]Íilment of their rights.

It was also pointed out that it is difficult to get peopre to congregate and
listen to messages on human rights because peopre do not gather unless
they are assured of money for their transport or lunch. It is particularly
challenging for the respo'dents who are keen to share the knowledge they
acquired, and yet they do not have any funci ing for such costs.

Conclusion ond recommendotions

The trai'ing was relevant and has been able to influence attitudes and
mind-sets which are at the centre of human rights work, i.e. the values

1o6

atrd belief systems. People have been able to apply RBÁs in their lives and
work to varying clegrees. The chailenge is to provide support to sustain this
momentum, and work on providing other people with the opportunity to
experience and benefit Íiom the training. Among the specific recommenda-
tions macle for the course were the following:

r. The great interest and appreciation of the module on hurnan rights legis-
latior.r and enforcement mechanisms may indicate that the responde'ts
have observed a way to enforce respect for human rights a*d hold duty
bearers accotíntable for human rights. However, the judicial and social/
political environment may not augur well for the justíciable approach,
the training should trrerefore emphasize the search for alternatives,
'horne-grown' alternative ways of ensuring accountability that can work
within the participants' specific contexts.

z' The training should have a folrow-up module that further explores the
challenges of applying RBA. This module should build upon the partici-
pants' experiences in applying RBA. It should arso include a component
on power relations and how they are manifested, particularly in the
relationship between local government and csos. T'he area of gender
analysis can provide insights on how to analyse and address power
relations.

3. Many of the respondents rerated RBA to participation, ancr more specifi-
cally participation of the grassroots, the most vulnerable and those who
are often discrimi'ated against. This may be an area worth exploring
further through questions such as: who are the poor and l''rnerabre in
given situations? How are they identified? CARE International and the
commu'ity f)evelopment Resource Network, in uganda, have carried
out research in this area.

4. Not all the respondents participated in the action planning session of
the traini.rg and, even then, no mechanism was put i' place for revielv
and follow up of these plans. ILI-U should consíder providing follow.up
suppoÍt to trainees, and encourage participants from tlre same locality
or working on similar issues to provide support to one another.

Notes

r This chapter is an abbreviated version of a report of a study carried out
for DANIDA HUGGO, and the ILU-U, eÍttitled Rights in Practíce: Exploring the
Possibilíti,es and opportunities that Applying RBA Presents (Septernber zoo4).

2 Local conncils consist ofelected representatives and are a structure
within the local government svstem.
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Antunes and Romano [ActionAid Brazil], defining a struggle for the right to
food in terms of a fight for citizenship). They provide a wide-ranging argu-
ment for a holistic interpretation of the indivisibility and interdependence
of human rights, including not only civil-political and economic-social
rights but also process and outcomes; multiple levels from the local to the
global, top-down and bottom-up approaches, and a Northern NGOs focus
on home government policies as well as the international arena (Brouwer
et al., Oxfam; Jones, CARE Rwanda; Jonsson, UNICEF); public and private
actors/spheres (the everyday); and new as well as existing rights extend-
ing to include both individuals and collectives (Antunes and Romano,
ActionAid Brazil; Ensor, consultant). lhe case study chapters demonstrate
the indivisibility of human rights in practice, and as a fundarnental com-
ponent of good development practice. Through concrete examples, such
practice can genuinely inform a theoretical understanding of indivisibiliw
that is coherent and grounded in reality.

Undoubtedly, a broader range of factors than those outlined above
combined to forge a new consensus around rights at the start of the
r99os. Perhaps most significantly, the search for a normative discourse
with which to address an increasingly globalized world with multiple ancl
diverse nodes of power, along with a pre-existing international framework
of rights standards and mechanisms contributed as underlying, rather
than proximate, causes for the emergence of rights (Hamm zooTi 1,ao7;
Mohan and Holland 2oo1: 1Bo). It is atso an oversimplification to suggest
that rights arrived into a world that was remade at the end of the rg8os;
structural adjtstment has since been rebranded and found a new home
in some Poverty Reduction strategy conditionalities, rather than having
been displaced entirely; the broader neo{iberal paradigm lives on through
economic globalization (Hamm zoor: rooT); and the gradual dismantling
of cold war institutions and ideologies has been neitl-rer rapicl nor com-
plete (dernonstrated, for example, by tl.re USA,s ongoing refusal to ratifii
the IcEscR)' Howeveť, without the positive synergies between component
parts of the second human rights revolution, realized to a large extent
through the many faces of indivisibility, it would have remained unlikely
that an idea as potentially challenging as rights would have taken root as
a developmental concept at all.

Despite theoretical and rhetorical convergence, the content of rights-
based development differs with regional and thematic focus and with the
degree of institutional commitment to and particular understanding of the
relationship between rights and development. This diversity is apparent
from the contributions in this volume, but core commonalities can also
be identified. Maxine Molyneux and sian Lazar, in examining the role of

rights in development projects in Latin America, identifu a number of key
elements common to rights-based practice in the region. In particular, they
highlight building 'micro-macro linkages' to transform personal values
and interpersonal relationships as a crucial step in actualizing the content
of otherwise abstract legislation. Similarly, they describe the process of
'changing mentalities' in which those who express their needs move from a
focus on charity and favours to being claimants with rights (Molyneux and
Lazar zoo3:9). These themes are also common to the rigbts-based practice
detailed in this volume and are significant in taking up the challenge
that rights representy' Rather than seeking only technical or quantifiable
outcomes, an engagementwith rights stimulates a political transformation
in which the ideas that rights represent in a particular context are drawn
out and emphasized in ways that are relevant to everyday life, in socio-
political as well as legal processes. Such transformations can challenge
established, often hierarchical structures within society and are therefore
not uncontested. Moser and Norton bring this aspect into sharp focus
by demonstrating how rights may be used as an entry point to challenge
power relationships. Used in this way, rights offer both a tool for analysis
of who owes a duty'to whom and a mechanism for framing the legitimate
claims that are identified (Moser and Norton zoor: 16).'

Molyneux and Lazar's study develops the transformational aspect of
rights by highlighting their use as a mechanisrn for ,strategic action' that
encourages active participation and at best will ,empower the poor to
analyse their own personal situation, attribute responsibility and work out
the means to improve it'. Further, by assisting the poor to ,find their own
voice' and thus define their own development objectives, the projects in the
study are found to be both more effective and more likely to be sustainable
(Molyneux and Lazar 2oo3: 1o). Taking up the importance of voice, Urban
Jonsson, a major contributor to UNICEF's human rights approach and the
author of a chapter in thís volrrme' sees communication as being of central
importance to rights-based practice, with rights realization ,triggered by the
process of communication; that is by an interaction between claim holders
and duty bearers that admits the former into the decision making process'.
Communication of this sort is characterized as an empowering, two-way,
interactive process that enables claim holders to identi$r desired changes,
and is contrasted with'behaviour change strategies' that are designed to
persuade marginalized people to adopt desired practices (Jonsson zoo3:
z7; also see Jonsson's contribution to this volume).

At the level of policy, the Offlce of the High Commissioner for Human
Rights (UNHCHR) in the Asia-Pacific region instituted a study in zooz of
the emerging features of rights-based approaches to development (Nguyen
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2002). Drawing on the documentation of eighteen uN agencies, develop-
ment coopeťation agencies ancl NGos, the study iclentified four .levels,
of integration of rights into the development process.. The poricies sur-
veyed reveal different understandings of the causal relationship between
development and human rights at each level of integration, described
under'the headings: successfur deveropment leads to respect for human
rights; respect for human rights contributes to sustainable development;
realization of human rights as a goal of development; and rearization of ail
human rights as the ultimate goar of development. The range of attitudes
described by the four categories demonstrates that within the fleld of de-
velopment the rore that is afforded to rights remains extremely variable.
In the first category' rights are seen as an outcome of development and
therefore only incidentally related to intervention programming. Illustrative
of this understanding is the world Bank, which takes the view that ,the
advancement of an interconnected set of human rights is impossible uirft-
out deuelopment, (ibid,., p. 3, emphasis in World Bank original). However,
the latter three categories ail see rights as an increasingly integral part
of the development process, with the final poricy group in fact inverting
the relationship and defining deveropment itself as the achievement of
human rights.

The analysis provicled by the uNHCHR study demonstrates that an insti-
tution's understanding of the relationship between rights and its function
(in this case, development) is fundamental in determining the role that
rights play. For some organizations, rights are mentioned onry to locate
their work with respect to what is perceived to be the latest terminology
or trend. Others, however, identi$, rights as instrumental to or even as
the definition of their function and purpose, and set their poricy goars
accordingly. Those organizations that fall into Nguyen,s final category, in
which development is defi)red as the achieveme't of rights, include oxfam
and DFID, whose overarching rights-based principles are summarized as:
'accountability, equity, non-discrimination and participation. situations
are analysed through a human rights analysis framework, which ... poses
questions about power relations within society: poritical, economic, sociar
and cultural'(ibid., p. 6-7).

A review of the policy docurnents of NGos such as ActionAid and GARE
reveals that this integrated role of rights in development practice is repres-
entative of many interpretations (ActionAid r!!9; GARE zooz), including
those Íbund in a study examining Danish rights-based aid policy: .[the
policies studied reveal a focus on protection of individuals and groups
agaínst power exertion '.. a focus on non-discrimination, equal opportuniry
and participation ... a focus on e'abling support that allows individuals

and groups to lead a life in dignity, free of poverty, with access to certain
minimum standards of living, health, water, and education' (Sano zooo:
75L).

These examples point to an interpretation of the rights-based approach
in which the central components of development work, such as participa-
tion and empowerment, are reclaimed and repoliticized from neo-liberal
instrumentalism and mainstream appropriations by powerful institutions
such as the World Bank. Participation, for example, is not a needs-based
consultation for specific projects but becomes a tnore inclusive and demo-
cratic process of popular involvement in decision-making over decisions
that affect people's lives, based on rights and responsibilities (Cornwall
and Nyamu-Musembi zoo4). Moreover, these interpretations point to an
approach that constitutes a challenge to power. Some of the infrastructure
ofthis challenge has been outlined already. Expanding the range ofthose
considered rights holders and duty bearers, in relationships in which the
latter individuals/actors are reframed as accountable, is not a neutral act.
Many contributors to this collection suggest that rights-based approaches
address the root, structural causes ofpoverty and conflict. poverty is under-
stood as a symptom of cleep-rooted inequalities and unequal power rela-
tionships, in short as a state of powerlessness and rightlessness (Akerkar,
ActionAid India; Brouwer et al., Oxfam; Mander, consultant); and human
rights abuses are conceived as symptoms and structural causes of conÍlict
(Galant and Parlevliet, Centre for Conflict Resolution). If rights violations
underpin poverty and conflict, the relevant relationships and situations
need to be transformed by questioning power and resource imbalances,
Interventions focus on the poorest, the marginalized, on discrimination
and inequalities, and seek to mobilize, elnpower and more. Rights-based
approaches problematize policy trade-offs that are harmful to the poorest,
and both help to protect people from the unjust exercise of power and can
be used to challenge power (Jonsson, UNICEF).

The experiences relayed by Antunes and Romano (ActionAid Brazil)
specifically focus on reclaiming power for the poor and marginalized from
social systems that perpetuate inequality, populist, elite politicians who
provide services but prevent the formation of people's organizations and
drug gang bosses who provide public services across their territory in ex-
change for loyalty, are identified as the power holders that have trapped
populations in poverty and dependency. The struggle for sustainable food
and nutrition for the poor is therefore met by developing the agency of and
providing support to community groups and social movements, who in
turn offer an overt challenge to the dominant political authority. Notably,
a key contribution of the international NGO in this work is the provision
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of accurate information, for example on the extent of malnutrition or the
numbers of people migrating due to poverty, highlighting the relationship
between knowledpJe and power (see also Akerkar's description of ActionAid
in Indial.

o'Brien (CARE, Afghanistan), whíle ackrrowleclg:ing that aid has always
been p.litical, makes the useful distinction between capital ,p' ,politicar,
and lower case 'p' 'poritical'. The former is partisan, promotes particular
political actors and non-consensual values, whereas the latter asserts that
aid should be informed by certain core, higher, consensuar or universal
political values and takes sides to the extent that it is pro-poor. o,Brien,s
argument is that the core political values of humanitarianism (neutrality,
impartiality, humanity) have been found wanting in cornplex politicized
scenarios such as the 'war against terror" and need to be supplanted by the
values or principles of human rights. All such values are .political' because
they inform processes through which resources and power are allocated
and used. o'Brien explores how a rights-based approach has enabled
humanitarians to provide a principled response to aicl ,politicization, in
Áfghanistan, addressing specifically the core dilemmas of the militarization
of humanitarian action and funding. o'Brien argues that the rights-based
approach can give NGos the ability to define ancl affirm their own values
when faced with competing political demancls.

The challenging of power can take a wide variety of forms at a concrete
level. Recipients of a human rights training course in uganda spoke of
a new confidence that would help them to raise human rights concerns
and challenge violations, from demanding a rist of tender awards from
the district administration to seeking justice. Again, knowledge is a form
of power:

[w]henever a policenran senses thatyou have sorne knowledge ofyour
rights they wilr treat you with more respect and will not intimidate or
harass you. For instance, *lr"n.uaa I ask a policeman, ,please, officer, can I
know your number', he senses that he might get in troubre later if he is up
to anything funny, a'd usuaily will not pursue a request for a bribe. (okille,
DANIDA/ILI.U)

similarly, Akerkar (ActionAid India) reports that, for severar of those in-
volved in projects set up following the communal viorence in Gujarat, the
engagement with rights was a 'transforming experience" giving them the
confldence to challenge authority and fight forjustice.

Jones (cARE Rwanda) states that the rights-based approach reorien-
tates NGos from purery technicar solutions to socio-poritical acti.n. so,
for example, CARE's programme in Gikongoro province, heavily focused

on HIV/Aids, complements technical interventions such as strengtheni'g
the health system and access to voluntary counsefiing, testing and anti-
retroviral therapy, by attempting to emphasize the deeper societal issues
of ignorance about HIV/AIDS, stigma, discriminatio' ancr exclusion. Jones
also raises the issue ofresistance to the rights-based approach, bothwithin
CARE Rwanda itserf as weil as society and the broader body poritic. In a
polarized and fragile society, recovering from genocide and with little by
way of a culture of public debate ancl participation, there is a political
sensitivity to any'thing perceived to be divisive and limited space for the
critical engagement and chalrenges to the status quo that rights-based
approaches require. okille (DANIDA/ILI-U) and o'Brien (CARE Afghanistan)
concur that assertions ofrights can be seen as a threat or irritant by those
in power. This insight is nuanced by noting that a lack of understanding of
the processes of change can be a centrar probrem; Tomas (uNDp) asks how
rights-based actors can manage change in both the rearization of previousry
repressed rights and in the location of decision-making power in such a
way as to minimize or mitigate the challenge to vested interests.

Various issues are raised by this discussion of rights and power. perhaps
the most important is again Evans's point: does a rights-based approach
attempt to transform radically, or simpry modifu, the prevailing neo-liberar
economic order? This, in truth, is not crear from the contributions to this
book. While rights-based approaches can be top-down and appropriated
from above, they can arso take their prace in a long history - spanning anti-
colonial and anti-apartheid struggles, campaigns for the Right to Develop-
ment and the New International Economic order (NIEO), and the ongoing
activities of social, anti-globalization and anti-war movements * of attempts
to use' construct and appropriate rights from below to challenge power
holders. However, while the rights-based approach identifies structural
concerns, can it transform them? The challenges to power often appear
local and fragmentary (within particular projects or NGO programmes)
rather than systemic, with structural factors often beyond the control of
the relevant actors. Jones (GARE Rwanda) states that ,[t]he ultirnate aim
of RBA has to be systernic change, independent of external support, that
achieves lasting gains in human rights and poverty reduction,, while for
Antunes and Romano (ActionAid Brazil) ,[t]he biggest problem in the fight
for existing or new rights is how to consolidate ... practices and obriga-
tions, in order to not depend on politically favourable governments,. How
structural change might be achieved requires much greater crarification,
both conceptually and practically. A further issue requiring more research
is how NGos combine a strateg] of chailenging power with rerationships
characterized by partnership, collaboration and varying degrees of financial
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dependency. Finally, and as a rerated point, it shourd be noted that the
application of a rights-based approach, and reframing rerationships in
terms of rights holders and duty bearers, does not inevitabry result in
resistance or conflict. As the chapters by Jarman (Institute for conflict
Research) and Galant and parlevliet (centre for conflict Resolution) show,
the successful acceptance and internalization of rights and responsibili
ties, both one's own and those of others, by a range of actors, can defuse
rather than ignite conflict.

The history of the rerationship between rights and deveropment high-
lights the role played by the broader poriticar conrexr in defining the emer-
gence' function and impact of rights. The emergence of the rights-based
approach during the r99os rather than the r98os, for example, had more to
do with the international political reconfigurations that took place during
each period than with changes in appreciation of the need for rights. what,
then, is to be the role of rights in the new millennium? undoubtedly, the
post-9hl context has yierded setbacks through a flexing of muscles by
economic and military power holders against rights. New challenges to
indivisibility have emerged as focus is drawn away from economic and
social and towards civil and poritical rigrrts, both through new attacks on
liberty (internment including át Guantanamo Bay and in the UK; abuse
including at Abu Ghraib; and crackdowns throughout the world under the
guise of the 'war against terror') and through attacks ,for' liberty (Afghan-
istan, Iraq)' Flowever, the experiences described in this volume repeatedly
highlight how rights assume greater relevance wrren attacked or when they
are systematically denied to populations and, moreover, the framework
for action provided by rights becomes even more necessary and rerevant
in places such as Afghanistan and lraq where the space for intervening is
narrowed by the 'war on terror'(o'Brien, cARE Afghanistan). Just as the
history of rights is characterized by advances and setbacks, the contest
over ownership of rights, and their very meanirlg, is now continuing in new
political contexts. current and past challenges to the role of human rights
in development will no doubt be matched by new variants in the future
as local and global political environments evolve; the task for rights-based
practice is not only to respond to the changing environment but also to
play a part in shaping it.

Critiques of rights-bosed opprooches

This section by and rarge summarizes the arguments of key authors
who have critiqued rights-based approaches. It is structured thematically
and each section ends with a set of questions raised by the critiques. The
questions should be seen as challenges to which subsequent chapters

and the Conclusion need to rise. The Conclusion to the volume returns
to the questions posed in the Introduction, and attempts to provide some
provisional answers drawing not on academic or policy literatures, but on
the practice-based contributions in this book. Three critiques are addressed
in some detail: overreach, politicization and false hope.

ouerreach Accusations of NGo overreach have been levelled at facets of
work ranging from moral and political ambition to operational skills and
capacity.

For humanitarianism, Rieff (zooz) argues that overreach has its origins
in frustration at dealing in failure, with a limited, isolated role addressing
short-term needs rather than long-term, systemic, root causes. Haunted by
the mantra that there are'no humanitarian solutions to humanitarian prob-
lems', Rieff argues that humanitarianism invested in the idea of itself as a
force for social transformation, a force to build new societies. overthrowing
the Taliban, for example, appeared to be a much better way of meeting
the humanitarian needs of the Afghan people than trying to work with
an essentially obstructionist regime. This has led humanitarians to look
beyond relief to human rights, but also to intersections with development,
peace-building, conflict resolution, democracy and good governance. Rieff
condemns 'holistic' humanitarianism as ,anything and everything, (zooz:
z7z);'a serious, wonderful, and limited idea has become a catchall for the
thwarted aspirations of our age'(p. agS)., Chandler, citingNicholas Leader's
(1998) classification, makes a similar argument about humanitarianism's
'deepening' (solidarity and advocacy for victims in conflict situations in
terms of protection, security and human rights) and ,broadening' (from
humanitarian relief to longer-term development) (Chandler zooz: z6-4o).
Crucially, for Chandler, this overreach is more interventionist in scale and
duration, requiring NGos to seek the support of states and international
institutions. These developments looked as if they might ally humanitarian
objectives to the power and resources to ensure success.

Overreach required an emphasis on complementarity and coordination,
which Rieff submits to trenchant critique. These processes have operated
across principles, policies and actors. Rieff argues that not all competing
claims -'[t]ruth and justice, peace and justice ... human rights and human-
itarianism' (zooo; zB3) - can be reconciled. For one, rights often conflict
with each other. The question of whether principles clash spans the fields of
human rights, humanitarianism, development and conflict resolution, for
example in relation to the relief-development continuum, the convergence
of human rights and development/humanitarian discourses, and peace
versus justice. In Duffield's view, the complementarity of development
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and humanitaťianism, founded in rights, is claimed by the development
community in orcrer to secure its own future in the face of an almost
continuous history of failure. If humanitarian action suffers or is sacrificed
as a consequence, it ,would appear to be a price worth paying to maintain
the concealtnent and resporrsibility of the cleveloplŤlent profession, (zoor:
93). Duffield is similarly forthright in clenouncing a regime that embraces
conflict resolution and post-war reconstruction: ,one could weil argue [that]
donor governrRents are expecting a child to do thejob ofan adult, (p. gB).
However, for advocates of a rights-based appioach, the binding grue in
these proposed comprernentarities is human rights, seen as the crearest
bearer of shared values, and as a means of addressing abuse of power,
inequality, the root causes of problems and providing sustainabre solu-
tions. Hurnan rights can appear particularly prone to being appropriated
as a source of regitimacy for failed discourses and an answer to everyone,s
problems. There are also questions about whether NGos have the capacity
to undertake the necessary analysis and interventions.

The frequently claimed tension between peace and justice can be de_
picted in the folrowing terms: 'conflict managers, stress a swift end ro
war, which rnay require compromise and amnesties, while the ,democrat-
izers' emphasize human rights, prosecutio's for perpetrators, democratic
institutions and the rule of raw (Baker 1996). These approaches are shot
through with differing emphases on processes and outcomes, pragmatism
and principles, short-term and long'terrn objectives, immediate needs and
structural causes, that lend themselves to claims of incompatibility on the
one hand, but also comprementarity and trre need for coordination on the
other (see Galant and parrevliet, centre for conflict Resolutiron). The call
for greater coordination has been clirected at all revels, from internationar
interventions to local, community programmes. putnam (zooz), for ex_
ample, argues that i'ternational human rights organizations need to show
greater tactical and political flexibility, particularly in the earry stages of
peace implementation, bala'cing the ,enforcement app.roach, to human
rights protection with an emphasis on providing educaiion/training and
building domestíc institutions, such as the police force and judiciary, on
which the former approach depends. Her assertion is that human rights
are best served by coordination, integrating human rights into peace imple-
mentation missions and conaborating with post-settrement governments.
At a national and community level, contributors to a recent issť.e of Human
Rights Dialogue (zooz) indicate that in co.flicts such as those in Northern
Ireland and sri Lanka, which are characterized by inter-group tensions,
splits within and between hu'an rights a'd conflict resolution approaches
can rnirror splits in society. In such contexts these political and politicized

appropriations may in part be overcome by greater coordination. But, as
Rieff reminds us, the price of such coordination can be high.

If humanitarian actors have embraced greater coordination, within and
beyond the humanitarian system, the result has, for Rieff, been confusion,
a blurring of lines between, say, NGC)s, states and militaries. Nco-stare
links are not new - American humanitarianism has a long tradition of
cooperation with government and was deeply implicated in us cold war
foreign policy - but they have expanded and deepened dramatically in the
post-cold war era, in large measure due to a dependency on state funding,
with NGos often becoming, in effect, subcontractors. These interrelated
issues - funding; the subcontracting of previously state functions in wel-
fare, service provision, development and humanitarian relief; resulting
implications for independence and accountability - affect NGOs across
all the issue areas addressed by this book.

what Rieff calls 'state humanitarianisrr' crowds out autonomous
humanitarian space, in part because one way in which its power is exer-
cised is by subordinating humanitarianism to other agendas. Most pro-
vocatively, humanitarian objectives have been used as a rationalization
for war. Other examples, such as the role of the UNHCR as ,lead agency'
and gatekeeper for the humanitarian effort in Bosnia, powerful in relation
to the NGos yet powerless in comparison with the major states, similarly
brought home some of the stark realities of coordination infused with
unequal power relations. Rieff prefers the more modest aims of an inde-
pendent humanitarianism _ of Médecins Sans Frontiěres (MSF) and French
humanitarianism more generally' - over the prevailing ethos of linkages,
coordination and mainstreaming. Thus, for him, the implication of stress-
ing complementarity and coordination is a third c: cooption: ,Historically,

no social movement has ever succeeded for very long in retaining sole
custody of the ideas it has championed or the values it has tried to stand
for. cooptation has been the historic destiny of most if not all large moral
ideas' (Rieff zooz: zBB).

The encounter with state power and institutionalization is fundamen-
tally transforming. Mohan and Holland make a similar point with regard
to human rights and developrne't: ,The emergence of RBD frights,based
developmentl discourse ... has created an operational space for an absorp-
tion of the rights agenda within the neo-liberal policy frameworks' (zoor:
rBz), and 'the neo{iberal establishment has successfully repositioned itself
with respect to the rights-based agenda by championing accountability,
transparency and the role of citizen participation in demanding their rights'
(p.r8e).

The therne of overreach speaks directly to the challenges thatI
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ize the second human rights revolution: complex relationships between
diverse actors; complementarity, coordination and cooption in new regimes
of governance; the chailenge of whether t. work with or against gJu..rr-
ments (see Rieff zooz: zgr); and struggles over the appropriate role for
and meaning of human rights, incruding the search for appropriate duty
bearers and rights indivisibility. u'crer the umbreila of ,overreach,, this
volume will seek to address the following questions:

' Is there evidence for the craimed comprementarity between human
rights and other agendas such as development, humanitarianism and
conflict resolution in the search for more holistic, longer-term soru-
tions?

' Is it possible to say in what circumstances coordination, notabry with
states' leads to negative resurts (incoherent organizational mandates,
blurred divisions of labour, cooption) or positive outcomes (increased
influence and effectiveness, maintenance of space for independe.t
action and effectiveness)?

' Do NGOs and IGos have the capacity to operationarize rights-based
interventions (especially when it involves working outsicle traditional
areas of knowledge and competence' signiflcant retraining' the capacíty
to do necessary research and political analysis, and so on)?

Politicization one of the most frequently articulated chatenges to thegrowing influence of human rights is that it politicizes NGo work that is'often more traditionally thought of in the guise of various combinations
of independence, impartiality, neutrality and so on.

The politicization of humanitarianism for relief agencies, for example,
is a result of the wider role humanitarianism has come to play in global
politics' The humanitarianization of worrd problems represents a form of
depoliticization and poritical disengagement by srates. Hence the bleak
view that in countries of rittre strategic interest, humanitarian assistance
became the paradigm for North-south relations in the post-cold war era(ibid'' p' 87, citing a uN official in eastern congoJ. As Bosnia and Rwanda
exemplified, where states, the media, and to some extent NGos, character-
ize political probrems as humanitarian, humanitarian rerief o*n become
a substitute for real poriticar action, and an alibi for state inaction and a
Iack of political will. states could simultaneousry appear to do something
while substantivery doing nothing. Humanitarianism, so the critique goes,
became an impediment to genuine understanding and appropriate action.
And humanitarian agencies found themselves mired in their powerlessness,
dependencies ancr compricity (here the allegations range from complicity

in ethnic cleansing and helping to stop Bosnians reaving for the west in
the former yugosravia, to assisting the Rwandan genocidaire to regroup
in the refugee camps of eastern zaiercongo). ,It is now commonplace to
read of humanitarian aid prolonging wars, feeding killers, legitimising cor-
rupt regimes, creati'gwar economies and perpetuating genocidar policies,
(Chandler zooz: 43). The primary sickness afflicted the major power_brokers
lstates and, to a lesser degree, the uN), but a secondary ailment affected
the humanitarian NGOs (Rieff zooz: 123_93).

The irony is that at the same time as states and inter-governmental
actors have sought at least rhetoricaily to depoliticize their activities - ar-
though the post 9/11 era of accent'ated aid poriticization has strippecl some
of this mask away - shrouding foreign policy in a mantle of rrumanitarian-
ism and human rights, NGos have embraced human rights as politics.
Aid has been identified by NGos across the deveropment-humanitarian
spectrum as inherentry poritical. And the embrace of human rights was an
acknowledgement of this fact, a means of contesting the depoliticization
of foreign policy and,politicization' of aid and of driving the rubrics of
expanded-/over-reach, confronting power and longer-term sustainability
in complex, compromising poriticar contexts and emergencies, set against
this trend and cutting across the categories of humanitarianism, deverop-
ment and conflict resolution, some practitioners remain wary of human
rights politics to the degree that it is perceived to judge and marginalize
constituencies they feel need to be engaged with in the.humane 

"rra 
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matic pursuit of basic needs and peace. The deporiticization/poriticization
nexus is thus a nuanced one, dividing NGos and other actors internallv
and from one another.

The engagement with politics and human rights means many things:
advocacy and the lobbying of governments to live up to their responsibili_
ties; forms of political analysis and carculatio'; a framing of development,
humanitarian and conflict resorution work in terms of rights and responsi-
bilities; a preparedness to withhold aid and assistance, and 

"uer, 
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from particular situations, if it is carculated that they will prolong conflict
and undennine human rights; and more.

There are a range of critiques of the various forms in which politicization
and human rights have begun to influence international politics. Dufflerd
differs from many in condemning what he sees as an illusion of politicar
engagement, despite the frequent reference to politics from within the
NGo community. For him, 'the new humanitarianism fails to make a
radical break with the technicist and (despite the adoption of the term
political) apolitical nature of development discourse, (zoor:92).The failure
of humanitarian actors to be poritical in the sense of being ,capabre of
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altering outcomes' is at the heart of Duffield's critique (p. g6). A genuine
political engagement would address the complex reality that surrounds
humanitarian disasters and design programlnes accordingly. The politics of
the new humanitarians, however, is merely 'politics as policy', amounting
to an admitting of and transparency in the compromises that humanitarian
actors are forced to make in the course of their work - that is, their policy
decisions - rather than the design of nvertly political programmes that aim
to impact on the prevailing socio-political environment. This represents,
in effect, a call for more politics (overreach, ambition), not less.

Another set ofcritiques questions the subordination ofsovereignty and
democracy to human rights, development and hurnanitarian intenentions,
Chandler denounces what he sees as an era characterized less by the demise
of state sovereignty in the service of individual human rights than by the
end of sovereign equality between states - a radical construction that lay
at the heart of the UN and the international legal system it created - in
which powerful states have come to be seen to have a moral right, uni-
Iaterally or collectively, to uphold human rights even if their actions are
legally questionable. On the one I'rand sovereignty is increasingly porous
for weak states, while on the otl-rer hancl for strong states it is increasingly
free from international legal constraints. When state sovereignty is seen
simply as a cover for human rights abuse and, as a result, sovereignty is
trumped by human rights, this, Chandler argues, is the unpalatable out-
come (zooz: rzo-56). He asserts, further, that a human rights-driven world
of external interventions (such as aid conditionality and UN protectorates),
discredited UN consensus politics, nerv hierarchical international relations
governed by power, and policy and political arenas colonized by lawyers
and NGOs, constitute an attack on popular democracy and democratic
accountability, and a 'retreat from political equality', at both the domestic
and international levels (pp. tgz-zt .

Many critics concur that turning aid on and off on the basis of how
it might contribute to the protection and promotion of human rights
undermines sovereignty, and deepens interventions, through new forms
of conditionality. Chandler identifies as a key differentiating attribute of
rights-based humanitarianism 'the end of the strict separation between
strategic ends.based state assistance, wlrich was oÍten highly selective and
conditional on certain economic and political policy lhoices, and needs-
based NGO humanitarian activism, which was based on unconditional
need'(zooz: z6-7). This blurs the difference between'Politics'and'politics'.
Such conditionality can subordinate people's needs to the imperatives of
human rights, holding people hostage to the good behaviour of states. It
undermines the humanitarian principles of universalism, neutrality and

impartiality, and clearly increases the political nature of development and
humanitarian assistance. Some are appalled at the ethics of such calcula-
tions and conditionality in the interests of wider interests, or the long term
- by the instrumentalization of aid - and, indeed, of the couching of strategic
and policy choices in ethical rather than rnore honestly political terms:

The politicization of humanitarian aid has led to even greater leverage over
non-Western societies as NGOs and international institutions increasingly
assume the right to make judgements about what is right and just, about
whose capacities are built and which local groups are favoured. Where
humanitarian aid started out as an expression of eurpathy with common
humanity it has been transformed through the discourse of 'human rights
and human wrongs' into a lever for strategic aims drawn up and acted
upon by external agencies. (ibid., p. 47)

A further set of political critiques question the nexus between the twin
universalisms of neo{iberalism and human rights, asking whether it side-
Iines non-market alternatives to development while privileging individual
rights at the expense of structural change: 'At the root of RBD is a liberal
belief that development is a matter of personal choice and effort, but that
this is tempered by the prevailing social and political conditions,' state
Mohan and Holland (zoor: rB3), followed later by this judgement: 'we do not
believe that the rights-based development agenda, as currently constructed,
will challenge the structures which create underdevelopment' (p. rSS).

Critics also argue that the politicization of aid set in motion a susceptibif
iry to the ultimate logic of taking sides and pursuing strategic, political ends
under a rnoral banner, humanitarian war: 'no version of the intermingling
of humanitarianism and human rights makes sense except in the context
of a world order in which humanitarian military intervention, or at least its
credible threat, is one standard response (it need not, however, be frequent)
to a so-called humanitarian crisis' (Rieff zoo2: 32o). The central issue, link-
ing back to concerns about cooption, can be stated simply: can, or should,
war be used to secure hurnan rights or humanitarian ends?

The argument that linking humanitarianism to human rights has milit-
arized humanitarianism is made by Rieff and Chandler. From having been
'used' by states in the interests of doing too little in Bosnia and Rwanda,
arguably humanitarianism opened itself up to be 'used' to do too much
in Kosovo, Afghanistan and lraq. Concepts such as humanitarianism and
human rights have such wide appeal, in part, because they sugar-coat the
unpalatable (an argurnent that could also be applied to increased aid condi-
tionalities): 'It was as if war had become impossible for a modern Western
country to wage without describing it to some extent in humanitarian
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ternrs' (ibid., p. z4o). Unsurprisingly, this set of li.kages and outcomes,
this redefinition and depoliticization of war and claiming of a higher moral
agenda, has proved highly controversial. In Rieff s view .a humanitarianism
that supports the idea of war carried out in its name is unworthy of that
name' (p. z5B)' while chandler states even more provocatively: ,Through
human rights discourse, humanitarian action has become transformed
frorn relying on empathy with suffering victims, in support of emergency
aid, to mobilising misanthropy to legitimise the politics of international
condemnation, sanctions and bombings' (chandler zoozt sL). Rieff is not
anti-war, per se, but disputes the humanitarian pretext and cover, arguing
that the use of a moral argument seeks to put war beyond debate. Again,
the reality of power relations in such collaborations means interventions
will be more military and less humanitarian. NATO in Kosovo, for example,
was a belligerent in the conflict, but sought to contror both military and
humanitarian agendas.

As a result of militarization and forcefur interventions, particularly in
the post-9/r.1 era, humanitarianism and human rights have become bound
up in the 'war against terror', and agendas and accusations of empire. In
Ignatiefťs nation-building as .empire lite' - the new imperial project of
'consolidating zones of stabil ity in areas of vital national interest' * he
argues that there are some problems (state failure/collapse) for which
there are only forceful, imperial solutions. some nations cannot heal their
own wounds, imperialism has become a precondition of democratic self-
government (Ignatieff 2c'u.3i 24, re5). chandler arg-ues that the pursuit
of human rights and 'international justice', with the framework of inter-
national law either overridden or selectively applied, institutionalizes global
political inequalities and heralds a return to the power politics, interven-
tions and motives of an earlier imperiar age (chandle r zoozi rzo-56). while
such dynamics arguably have a long history - Rieff also traces to European
colonialism the long association between charity (initially missionaries,
faith-based), intervention/invasion and empire, between the alleviation of
suffering and the agendas of power (Rieff zooz: 57_89) _ these are none
the less challenging associations.

It is important to stress that the militarization of humanitarianism
does not solely mean war. It can involve, for ex)mpre, military protection,
by actors as diverse as NATo and armed militias, for the distribution of
relief; negotiations over access; and interactions in the context of uN peace-
keeping or the policing of peace agreements. one price of this increased
protection for humanitarian agencies is, perversely, increased insecurity
through association. rn this volume, o'Brien (CARE Afghanistan) provides
an interesting discussion of the civil-military dilemma, in the form of the

mingling of military and humanitarianl reconstruction agendas in the pro-
vincial Reconstmction Teams (pRTs) in Afghanistan. It is also important to
tease out the role of NGos in bringing about militarization, and especially
war in humanitarianism's name. Rieff and chandler paint a picture of
general NGo support for and acquiescence to militarized humanitarianisrn.
There are important distinctions to be made between particular agencies
(human rights and humanitarian) and conflicts, and on the continuum
between directly calling for or supporting, overtly or tacitly, armed interven-
tion, creating the climate for or seeming to invite such acts of aggression
(Riefťs argument that a transformed humanitarianism .readily |ent itself
to this official interpretation ... [i]t had all but begged for the chance to
be used as a moral warrant for warfare' f2ooz zo, emphasis in original]),
and taking no position on or opposing intervention. There is also the issue
of the use of human rights reporting to justi$r military interventions and
questions about NGo responsibility and accountability that this raises.

Á more nuanced analysis of this issue is provided in an International
council on Human Rights policy report entitle d Human Rights crises: NGo
Responses to Military Interuentions (zooz). This report ellgages with many
of the challenges detailed above, including the strong disagreements and
lively debate within NGos and the NGo community. It also recognizes
that calls for action take many forms, e.g. prevention; the need to engage
with international and national NGos as well as perspectives in countries
where intervention has occurred and those in which it has not; and the
difficulties of developing a coherent, unified position on the issue.

A lack of genuine political engagement by states with solving global
problems, preferring the extremes of neglect, neo-liberalism anil war,
provides the backdrop to the politicization of NGo work in development,
humanitarian and conflict scenarios, and the introduction of human rights
to dírect this process. This backdrop lras generated contested new govern-
ance and rights regimes. Hence, a second series of questions:

. In what ways do human rights politicize NGO work, and is such work
too political or not political enough?

. As a dimension of both overreach and politicization, are human rights
a new form of imperialisrn, used to provide an increasingly intrusive
attack on sovereignty, democracy and political debate/processes?

. Does the rights-based approach seek a radical transformation of the
prevailing economic and political order, a mere seizure of power within
the existing order, to provide alternatives (to neo-liberalism, empire),
or is it hopelessly compromised by complicity and cooption?

' To what extent is 'force' - in forms ranging from aid conditionality toiln
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r war - a characteristic of the rights-based approach? Is this use of,force,
legitimate?

False hope A finar chalrenge is the charge that human rights constitute
an 'offer of false hope' (Rieff zooz: 

'.z). 
Like many critics of human rights,

Rieff takes an exclusively regalistic view of rights. The ,judiciarization of the
world' (p. ro) view of human rights is not the vision of human rights that
informs this book. Rieffls assumptions read him to argue that basic rights
require a legally administered cosmopolitan society, thereby confining their
achievements and immediate potential to the west, and an international
community, the existence of which he repeatedly denies. He slams the
human rights norms culture as a utopianism adrift from reality.

[T]o me it remains not just an open question, but a question that desper-
ately needs to be asked, what [an improvement in human rig.hts norms]
has actually accomplished for people in need ofjustice, or aid, or mercy,
or bread, a'd whether it rras actuauy kept a si'gle jackboot out of a singre
hurnan face ... every state paid lip service to the new norms, but when those
who had the power to kill thought it rvas time to start k'ring, these laws
and conventions saved not a single l ife. (ibid., pp, :..5, 7t_z)

Affirming this point, Chandler, under the heading of ,rhetoric with-
out responsibility', argues that the success of human rights resides in its
capacity to provide 'legitimacy witrrout accountability, (2.,.,2t 69). In the
international arena this potentialry appties to all rerevant actors - states,
militaries' international institutions, NGos - raising critical questions
about who is accountable to whom, the chalenge of serectivity, and the
gap between rhetoric and reality. chandler champions what he sees as
real political rights secured within the state, formal democracy, and by
the empowered, equal, self-governing subject/citizen, contrasting thern
unfavourably to the díminished, disempowerecl subject/victim of universal
human rights, dependent on externar assistance/intervention and liberal
elites, offered rights without adequate means/appents of implementation,
enforcement and accountability (pp. B9_rr9).

While this world-view smacks of a bygone age, and of a rather naive
faith in states and democracy, it also articrrtates a very different vision of
human rights from that contained in this volurne. chandler sees human
rights as a legal and moral/ethical discourse that constitutes an attack on
the traditional sphere of politics and the agency of the human subiect.
Rights are predominantly a top-down stick with which to beat non-wes'tern
governments and a means of ethicalry sanctioning eritist, external interven-
tions and regulation. There is rittre sense here of non{egal manifestations

of rights, southern people and organizations claiming their own rights, or
ofagencies using rights in collaborative and constructive relationships with
power holders. Even within a top-down paradigm, Cornwall and Nyamy-
Musembi's comments about the uneven and contradictory nature of the
colonial project are pertinent: 'The paradox of the ways instrumentalist
intervention was actively transformed by people into something that they
could make use of in securing freedoms has considerable contemporary
resonance' (zoo4: t,4zt).

More persuasively, uvin (zooz) looks at the implications of incorporating
human rights into the development enterprise for relations of power and
inequalitÍes, internally and externally. In short, do human rights really
change anything, and if so, what? Uvin, in a manner reminiscent of Nguyen
(zooz), takes us through three levels of integration. Át one end of the
continuum is 'rhetorical, feel-good change'(p. r), 'little more than thinly
disguised repackaging of old wine in new bottles' (p. z), which alters ter-
minolory, but rather than challenging traditional development discourse
simply elevates it to a higher moral ground. A re-description of develop-
ment as, always or in a new guise, promoting human rights, in reality
rationalizes the status quo. Duffield concurs with this view: ,fr]ather than
actually changingwhat aid agencies do, the rights based approach appears
linked to the need to reinvent a new identity periodically in an increasingly
competitive and sceptical world' (zoor: z4). At the second level, human
rights objectives are added to the goals and criteria for agencies, allow-
ing for new programmes with specific hurnan rights aims, e.g. the World
Bank focus on good governance. This level can also constitute a form of
appropriation, as in the case of good governance which is used to blame
Southern governments for their own underdevelopment,

The third and most radical level redefines the rnandate of development,
in part at least, in human rights terms, with a potential for bringing about a
fundamental rethinking of the developrnent paradig.m. The two approaches
becorne linked agents of social change. Uvin cites sen,s Deuelopment as
Freedom (1999) ťavourably, as tlre bible of this new paradigm, but critiques
sen for providing 'no politically grounded analysis of what stands in the
way' of what is an approach with a considerable history (Uvin zooz: g).
Secondly, he argues that Sen does not go beyond 'broad paradigmatic
insight' (ibid.), meaning that agencies which convert 'remain committed to
little more than improved discourse' (ibid.). And so we are back to levels i
and ii, characterized by the search for the high moral ground, competition
for donor funds, blaming others, visions and conceptual formulations,
'but zero practical guidelines or obligations ... adopting [sen's thinking]
costs nothing' (ibid.).
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Duffield advocates grearer engagement with rights. Building

,E on his ca' for a rear poritical engage'rent, he decries 
" 

u..rion of rights-I basecr work that focuses onry on ."o.,o*i" 
"na ,;*iliJ*T"". 

"""r0, ,n.
L more complex problems found in the 'sensitive, civil and political sphere

E ,,.t.o;,.:::]. 
This^restricted applicario' of rights is in effect business asusual fbr the NGO community: 'it is the aid. agency rejbrming its cottcept ofhuman rights to bring it into rine with the work that it arready does, (p. zzz,emphasis in original). while agencies may work with the aim of socialtransformation, it is argued that unless political and regar issues are ad_dressed directly through demands for civiiand political rights, that aim willnot only fail to be met, the dominant social structures will be reinforced(pp' z4B, z5o), Thus, the rights-based approach in its current form,holdsout Iittle hope' of impacti'g on the p"wasiu" violence of abusive regimesg' zz$' Duffield ultimatery presents another version of the calr for rightsto be understood as indivisible and interdepenclent.

Mohan and Holland argue trrat 'the barance sheet in favour of rights-based deveropment' as it is currentry conceived, is reratively empty, (2001:rg3)' while a recent IDS policy Briefi'g states: ,The fut implications ofputting a rights-based approach into practice remain to be tested, (IDs2oo3: t)' The challenge, and one engaged with cJirectly by this book and thequestions below, is whether there carrbe, and indeed has been, movementalong uvin's continuum; whether ideals, discourse and poricy formula-tions can be and are being transrated into effective political strategy, realobligations, and concrete social and political change.

' Is the adoption of rights-based approaches more than rhetoric and re_packaging? If so, what are the obligations and value added?. Iťsocial contracts are creatingnewcircuits ofrights ancl responsibilities,andreinterpreting riShts indivisibirity, how are these rights being rnade

' Is the barance sheet in favour of rights-based deveropment st'r rerativelyempry?

' From the practicar experience of applying rights-based approaches sofar, what lessons can be learnt anJwhat challenges remain?

Notes

f'he authors would rike to express their sincere thanks to olivia Ba'forher invaruabre comrnents and editing assistance with this volume, and to theswiss Agency for Deveropment 
""a 

c-oof"oiio'ro. ttr"i, nnancial assistancetowards the writing and disseminatio" of rir. loof..
r Contributors to this edited collection are cited ín the Introduction inthis manner (name, organizationat afntiationl. th. Iatt". refers to affiliations
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at the time of writing, or to the organizational experiences written about.

- 
2 see the sphere project: Humanitarian charter and Minimum standards

in Disaster Response at <www.sphereproject.org> (Geneva zoo4).
3 See Humanitarian Accountability partnership International <www.

hapinternationai.org/en> (Geneva zoo4).

,4 
It can also be argued, however, that macro social contracts such as

s-phere will remain largely unenforced and unenforceable unless and until
they are politicized. Rights ideally need to be secured through normative/regal
and political/economic processes with failure exacting a price on both counts.
The need for political contracts is particularly urgent when, as across the
humanitarian system' the normative/legal frámeivork is weak/uneven. This
ratio'ale can apply to all relevant actors within this system, including NCOs(Gready zoo4).

5 There is healthy disagreement about the coherence, appropriateness
and effectiveness of Sphere - see for example a recent special issue of
Disasters,2oo4, 28 (z) - and there are a range ofother, related Ínitiatives in
the humanitarian field. It should also be náted that some of those who have
signed up to sphere have embraced its technicar standards and sidelined its
rights-based dimensio'. The main point being made here is that initiatives
like this provide vitar fora for debate and the riorking through of issues at rhe
heart of the second human rights revolution.

6 The development organizations surveyed are: UNDp, UNICEF, UNIFEM,
WHO, World Bank, UNAIDS, AusAid, CIDA, DANIDA, DFID, European Commis-
SiON,JICA, NORAD, SIDA, CARE, CRS, OXfAM GB, SAVC thc ChiIdrCN SWCdCN.

7 Rieff (zooz: 9r-rzo) argues that humanitarianism became a ,saving
idea', the 'reigning utopia', in the western imagination as the twentieth cen.
tury drelv to a close. Its rise coincided with the rise of neo-liberalism and the
decline of communism, development and liberation poritics/Third worldism.
Humanitarianism was at once an anti-politicar bort-hole for the Left and more
generally provided a form of sentimental engagement for the socially con_
cerned, enabring people to feeling better while leaving the status qu; intact.
Exemplifuing this context were humanitarianism,s fixation with market share
and media coverage. This contradicts the idea of humanitarianism as a force
for significant change.

- 
B Critics of human rights-based humanitarianism do not agtee in their

classification of MsF. In contrast to Rieff, crrandler describes tvtsp as ,the
leading advocate of the new human rights_based humanitarianism, (zooz: 43).
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I t A humon rights-bqsed opprooch to
progrommrng

URBAN JONSSON

rtp until the early r99os there was very limited contact and exchange
between people working with human development and people working
with human rights. The development people focused on effective and goal-
oriented transfers ofresources and increased social well-being, The aim was
to meet people's basic needs in a sustainable and sustained manner. They
worked primarily in the area of social and economic development. people

working with human rights, on the other hand, worked on strengthening
international human rights norms and institutions and protecting recog-
nized human rights. Most of them focused on civil and political rights and
targeted governments (Nelson and Dorsay zoo3ffWo trends in the r99os
contributed to a giadual convergence of the two approaches (Sano zooo):
(i) developing countries increasingly demanded international assistance as
an entitlement. Development assistance was increasingly seen as a right
rather than an instrument of solidarity. And (ii) developed countries increas-
ingly demanded good governance and the democratization of developing
countries as a condition for assistancq,,r.

Thq Víenna Declaration states that' 'development exists within a human
rights framework ... Development should rightly be seen as an integral part
of human rights.'1 In other words, human development is a necessary but
not sufficient condition for human rights realization. The Social Develop-
ment Summit in Copenhagen states that human rights are an ,integral

element of the development agenda'.'zThe rule of law, access to justice and
so on are necessary conditions for human development. In other words,
the realization of human rights is a necessary but not sufficient condition
for human development,

A similar convergence took place between human rights groups and
human development groups. This was very much the result of human
ťights NGos becoming increasingly interested in social, economic and
cultural rights (for example, Amnesty International and Human Rights
Watch). At the same time the development NGOs became more interested
in the links between development and the protection of civil and political
rights. The cooperation between the two types of NGOs has increased
tremendously during the last decade. Many of them are now struggling to
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operationalize a human rights-based approach to programming or a humandeveropment approach to human rights. on a rarger scare some of the newsocial movements (e'g' the women's movement, the green movement andthe indigenous peoples' movement) combine human development andhuman rights (Stammers 19991.
In spite of the fact that huma' rights constitute the very foundation ofthe united Nations, through the uN cr-rarter and universar Declaration ofHuman Rights, the organization did not take a read in promoting humanrights during the first forty years of its existence. The major reason for thiswas the very different positions herd by member states during trre cold war.Immediately after the end of the cold war a dramatic change took prace,to a large extent because of the commitment and work of uN secretaryGeneral Kofi Annan. Iaclearemphasis"'nlf;íffi ::1*t[:1T.'in:'""ffi''"'Til:l

Human Rights two years later he explained: As the secretary-General of theunited Nations I have made human rights a priority i' every programmethe united Nations raunches and in eu"ery mission we embark on. I 
'ave

done so because the promotion and defense oťhuman riglrts is at the heartof every aspect of our work and every article ofour Charter.,3
In Septernber 200., the largest-ever number of heads of state and gov-ernment gathered at a summit in New york, which ."0"0 ,r.....trtt,with the adoption of the Millennium Declaration,a a powerful documentoutlining the crucial aspects of a desirable future world. unfortunately,most organizations have reduced the Milrennium Decraradon to the two(out of thirty) paragraphs identi$ri'g a ser of Millenniu* o"u"tof..r..rtGoals (MDGs). fhis is very problematic, because the MDGs must be seenin the broader context ofthe Decraration. And the broader context includesthe fundamental role of human rights. The respect for all internationaryrecognized human rights and fundamental freedoms, including the rightto development,?orms the normative basis for the Declaration.

A humqn rights.bosed opprooch Ío progromming {HRBAP)
A definition of human rights Development requires the satisfaction ofat least two conditions: the achievement or a desirable outeome and theestablishment of an adequate process to achieve and sustain that out-come. Most of the health, education ancl nutrition goals i' ,lr" Mil;;;;_Declaration, for example, represent specific, desirable outcomes. Effec-tive hun:ran deveropment demands u rriglr-qu"riry process to achieve suchoutcomes' participation, local ownership, empowerment and sustainabilityare essential characteristics of a ligh-quality process. In an HRBAp therequired process qualities are set by human iiitrts principtes.

4B

Outcome

Process

FrcuRE 1.1 Outcome and process

(level of outcome and quality of process define a two-dimensional space
for social action, bs illustrated in Figure r.r. Most development starts at
A, and the ideal, final stage is D. Unfortunately, many development pro-
grammes move into one of the two areas represented by B or c. The former
represents a good outcome at the expense of, for example, sustainability (an
aspect of a good process), and is as ineffective as c, a good process without
a significant outcome. some unicef-supported immunization programmes
in the r99os had rapidty moved into B but proved unsustainable, while
some Nco-supported community-oriented programmes had moved into
C but proved impossible to move to scale (Jonsson a9g7il.

while rnonitoring of the achievement of human development outcomes
has improved considerably during the past ten years, far less progress has
been achieved in monitoring the quality of processes - rargely because
good process has seldom been defined.
./'H.troan rights standards define benchmarks for desirable outcomes,

while human rights principles represent conditions for the process. There
is some confusion about the difference between standards and principles.
Basically, a human rights standarcl defines the minimum acceptable level
of an outcome or results, while a human rÍghts principle specifies tlre
criteria for an acceptable process to achieve an outcome (minimum level
of conduct, values). A list of the most important human rights principles
has been proposed by UNDp (zoo3a) as shown below:

universality and indivisibility
equality and non-discrimination
participation and inclusion
accountability and rule of law

A human rights approach requires equal attention to outcome and pro-
cess. This has been particularly ernphasized in the discussion on the right
to development (Sengupta zoq). y

An easy way to define human rights wourd be to say that human rights

'Good'
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a ctefinirion, however, is tno clogmaric and nor very useful for

E an HRBA.' It wourd arso miss the point that human rights are 
'uman

8 constťucts' which mearrs that rrew riglrts will be constructed, graduallycodified in conventions and accepted-by ratification.
'rThe relationship between rights holders and duty bearers also consti-tutes a core component of a human rights approach, but most schorars inthe area of international huma' rigrrts taw recognize obligations onry onthe part of the state. There is 

" 
,r."J,o extend the claim-duty retationshipsto incrude all rerevant subjects a'd objects at subnational, community andhousehorcr levels.rrt is interesting ,o .ro," that the preambles of botrr theInternaÚorral Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (I.CPR) and the Inter-national covenant on Economic, sociar and cultural Rights (ICEscR) sup-port such an interpretation, stating: ,Rearising that the individual, havingduties to other individ*als and to trre community to which he berongs, isunder a responsibility to strive for the promotion and observance of therights recognized in the present covenant., similarly, Articre zg of theuniversal Declaration on Human Rights states that human rights are notIimited to the relations between citizens and the state (ICHRp r999J:,,'craim holders and duty bearers are not rabers applied to speciflc in-dividua|s, but roles that individuals nray perÍbrm. It is important to rec.ognize that most i 'dividuals enter into th" .ol.u of both claim horderand duty bearer at the san:re time, but in relatio' to actors at differentlevers of society. It is equa'y important to realize trrat an individual veryoften cannot meet his/her duties, because he/she has some of his/herown rights vioratecr' parents' for exampre, have a dury to provide roodfor their children, but rnay fail to do so due to lack of a job or cultivabreland' I. such cases parents cannot be herd accountabre for not providingfood for their children./

This system or crlim-$utr relationships is ca'ed the patrern of righrs.This pattern must be unděrstood in an Hnsap.

Toutards a common 
.und.erstand.ing Ma'y UN agencies have made seri_ous efforts to operationarize an HRBA.. uNDp and unicef have been inthe forefront' A uN inforrnal working group has been active during thelast few years on this issue. ueetings w"er" *.urg.d in princeton in zooz(UNDP zoor) and in Stamford in zoo3 (UNDP zoo3b). At the stamÍbrdmeeting an agreement was reached by most participating agencies on aCommon Understanding of a HRBAp, which contains the following threeprinciples:

All program'res of developrnent cooperation, policies ancl technicar
assistance should further the realization of human rights as laicl down
in the universal Declaration of Hu*ra' Rights and other human rights
instruments.
Human rights standards contained in, and principles derived from, the
universal Declaration of Human Rights and other international human
rights instruments guide all development cooperation ancl program_
ming in all sectors and in all phases of the programming process.
Develop'rent cooperation contributes to the deveropment of capacities
of duty bearers to meet their obligations and/or of right holders to claim
their rights.

Based on these three principles the meeting agreed on the following unique
and specific characteristics for a programme adopting HRBAp:

r' Assessment and anarysis in order to identift the human rigrrts claims of
rights holders and the corresponding human rights obligations of duty
bearers as well as the immediate, underlying and structural causes of
the non-realization of rights.

z Programmes assess the capacity of rights holders to claim their rightst' 
and of duty bearers to furfil their obligations. They then develop strat-
egies to build these capacities.

3 Programmes monitor and evaruate both outcomes and processes guided
by human rights standards and principles.

4 Programming is informed by the recommendations of international
human rights bodies and mechanisms.

During the developrnent of HRBAP (both in theory and practice) it be-
came increasingly clear that the number of good programming practices
from years of learning become obligatory rather than optionar in HRBAp.s
It is important, however, to recognize that the applicatio* of good program-
ming practices does not by itself constitute an HRBAP. They are necessarv.
but not sufficient, conditions.

Implications of the common understanding for programming Internal
reviews and country case studies of the adoption and use of a human
rights-based approach to programming in Unicef country programmes
of cooperation has clearry shown that tl-rere have been a wide variety of
interpretations of the meaning of HRBAp. The situation almost reflects
the philosophy of anarchy that 'anything goes'. Many country offices refer
to one or several of the foilowing in reporting on the adoption of HRBAp:
(i) the convention on the Rights. of the child (cRC) and the convention on
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the Blimination oť all Forms of Discrirrrinal

E :* 
explicitly r"cognized as the foundarrortton 

Against women (CEDAW)

š 9,'i- T. "' č""oi::,:n; (ii) goals ;. ";;J.x'j:; j:.'J.lfi ffi iliffi'"Ti rights ranguage; (iii)iuma.,".igrr,, 
;il;;;". are expricitly referred to asguiding plannins a:d impleme'ntatii''iíí,'oo"rt 

is given to the develop.ment of human rights institutions; 
"nJrul 

o,o.., en8age irr advocacy Íbrand informart", *1,:::", uUo.r, fru..,lrr'.rrn,, None of these, however,would quali$, for HRBAp acco.airrg to tfr. 
".i;meedng. 

ru L't cntena proposed bythe Stamford
Similarly, in orhes1llom*ii",'.J,,lffi ;:nT"":i';i1.$;:Í"TiT["".ffi J,;.1

'::fi 
:J,ffi : ťfji:i::.1."""o*"".i.i.og.u*,"i,,g in a lruman rights

hunran rights lens,. 
jEDAw programming' 

"no 
.p.ogá**'l..i'.'-' 

"u' d e rs ta n d i n* ",,.T'i Ti :iT j l,ff iilm* ;;i1"".' **;
:.J:Í:::::;T:::'.' 

therefore, ; 
";;;' 

;.;" clearer about criteria that
provides sucrr criterii 

quali$z for an HRIIAP' The common u.ra"..t^lair.,g
The first "riteuor] i: lTj':::fiT'ť;:"

programmes ,toula 
".,,rr.i;;,; 

;':l:' 
unoerstanding requires that a'

is a necessary, ilil::j#::,,:.::il;:11i,t", ", r,,** ."n;; ;,,
fii'Tff l ::1 .;:,;::. i n the p a s t n*" .. ",,.'1"",i J;. :ff i:l'"' ff lí':;
relevant outcomes. 

"]'t 

ristttr by achieving clesirable 
"no 

t u*.n 
'.ight.

projectso"o*.n."iiJJi,ll'JltrJ#"ffi ..':lruÍ.:mx*j*prog.ramming is done as usual.
The second criterion

il.:.:T::ilTJrffi jťi:J':'i::ff !i:::"}Til".TffTH;re.n,suide,n"....un.lT,l"".;il1,:ili?iiJllTi;Iiil"l",f 
l**

L:::1:'n]"r. 
rte simpre fact is rhat 0.";;;;;by standards and principles, because thes" 

".. 
no,tng 

cannot just be guided
concretery trre operations. or program_,"r- 

"r, 

tJ.irlLTffT:T:TT
sisted by recognizing that hu*"n ,igh,, .,"i'ola, determine rhe outcomeswhile human rights principles define ,n" 

"."0,,third criterion spe"ines or" 
"1"*.-1" 

:::j:l:tot"s 
of the process. The

m irrg s h o u,| d ."" o, o "i.,T;:*:ffi;j;il'ÍT"*''t 
s tates that p'"g,"*-

to craim trreir rishts ar,rd or dury bearers ro meet ;:i::y.:::aim 
horders

In conclusion, each of the ih.ee 
""roir,",lr'r,f icient in isolation. Suffi, .

ar rhe same rime. 
ciency requires that a';:."J::.,fi,lij;..J;T
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A method for opplying HRBAP

Based on the first rwo principles of HRBA. detailed above, a method hasbeen developed on how to appry an HRBAp in practice. This method hasbeen adopted by Unicef and is being applied in a large number of CountryProgrammes of cooperation. The method consists of five consecutive stepslogically linked and with some new tools to manage information.

step z: causarity anarysi*The first step is to identiff the immediatc,
underlying and basic causes of the probrem. without a reasonabre consen-sus on causality, there is not likely to be consensus on solutions, Identifica_
tion and analysis of the causes of a problem is faciritated by the use of anexplicit conceptual framework (Jonsson rygzb).In this causality anarysisthe problems identified are understood to reflect human rights violations(disease, malnutrition, lack of basic education, exploitation, discrimina_
tion). This is an example of a situation in which human development
analysis assists and adds varue to human rights anarysis. The causalityanalysis will result in a list of rights that are áther being uiolatetl or are atrisk of being viorated, together with the major causes of these violations
and the key actors involved.

step z: Pattern anarysis pattern a.arysis aims to identi key eraim-duty
relationships in a particular societal context. First, key 

"ilr'_;;;;;;are likery to enter the roles of craim horders and duty bearers in rela-tion to a specific right - should be identified. This w'l be based on thecausality anarysis' As already mentioned, the same individuar or group ofindividuars often may enter the roles of both claim holder and duty bearer.A teacher may have a duty to parents to provide good teaching, but mayat the same time have a claim against the government to receive a salary.Teachers, however, do notjust have duties to parents. They may also havevalid claims on parents, for example, that parents bring girls to school.This is ilrustrated in Table r.r, which includes exampres of craim-duty
relationships in relation to the right to basic education. Most oťten thekey claim-duty rerationships cluster around the diagonal of the matrix,i'e' the parents/teachers, teachers/district and district/nationar government
relationships, reflecting a bottom-up chain of claims at the lower lever,create claims at higher levels. In reverse, a top-down chain reflects thefact that higher-rever duties create duties at lower levels.

step 3: capacity gap anarysis After the key claim-duty rerationships for aspecific right have been identified, the next step is to anaryse why the rightis nÓt realized. A basic assumption underlying the approach proposed here
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TABLE 1.2 Capacity gaps of teachers to meet their duties to parents

Responsibility

Authority

Resources

Decision-making
capability

Communication

is that rights are not realized because claim horders lack the capacity to
claim the right and/or duty bearers rack the capacity to meer trreir auiies.
The analysis of capacity gaps is called capacity analysis.

Capacity is defined in a broader sense, including the following five
components;

' Responsibility/motivation/commitment/readership: referring to the
acknowledgement by an individual that he/she shourd. do something
about a specific probrem. It means acceptance and internalization of
a duty, and is often justified in legal or moral terms.

' Authority: this refers to the regitimacy of an action, when an individual
or group feers or knows that they may take action, that it is permissibre
to take action' Laws, formal and informal norms and rules, tradition and
culture largely determine what is or is not permissibre. The structure
of authority in a society reflects its power relations.

' Access and control of resources: if an individual accepts that heishe
should do something and may do it, it may still be impossible to act
because the person racks resources. capacity must therefore arso mean
that the person is in a position to act, or can act. The resources avail-
able to i'dividuals, households, organizations and society as a whole
may generally be classifiecl into the following three types: (i) human
resources' (ii) econorric resources and (iii) organizational resources.
communicatio. capability: the ability to communicate and to access
informatio' and communication systems is crucial for individuals and
groups of individuals irr their efťorts to clairrr tlreir rights or rneet tlreir
duties. Communication is also important in connecting various key
actors in the social fabric into functionar networks able to address criti-
cal development issués.
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Do not feel that parent-teacher associations íPTAs.}
are of any impot'tance; teachers know wlrat is-best ior
the school

Establishrnent ofa pTA requires approval from the
district authorities

Lack of funds to make pTA meetings attractive for
participants

Do not feel that the vierl/s ofparents are useful for the
management of the school

Do not speak the local language well
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' capability for rationar decision-making and learnirrg: rational decision-
making requires evidence-based assessment and a logical anarysis of the
causes of a problem. Actions should be based on decisions informed by
the analysis. After action has been taken, a reassessment of the result
and impact will lead to improved analysis and better action in the next
round. such interacrive learning-by-doi'g reries heavily on the ability to
communicate (Jonsson r993).

Each dual claim-duty relatiorrship generates Íive ]ists of capacity gaps.
An example is illustrated in Table r.z.

step 4: Identification ofcandid.ate acttonsThese are not the finalry serected
actions, just candidates for them. To summarize the method so far, causal_
ity analysis resurts in the identification of a set of rights that are being
violated or at risk of being violated. Role/pattern analysis identifies key
claim holder-duty bearer relationships for each specific right. capacity
analysis defines the capacity gaps of crairn holders to claim ,lr"i. .iglr,,
and of duty bearers to meet their duties. A programmatic response aimed
at the realization of rights must contribute to narrowing or crosing these
capacity gaps.

candidate actions are those actions rikery to contribute to reducing or
closing the capacity gaps of claim holders and duty bearers. such actions
should aim to increase responsibility, authority, resources and the decision-
making and communication capabilities of craim horders and duty bearers.
An example of candidate actions to crose the capacity gaps of teachers to
be able to meet their duties to parents is iilustrated in Table r.3. A similar
process is required to show the cantidate action for cl0sing the capacity
gaps of teachers to claim their own rights.

TABLE 1'3 Candidate actions to close the capacitygaps ofteachers to meettheir duties to parents

Step 5: Programme design The priority actions or activities selected
should be aggregated into projects and programmes. This is the reverse
of most current programming practices, which disaggregate programmes
into projects, and projects into activities. Activities can be clustered, or
aggregated, according to the level of society in which craim holders and
dutv bearers operate. At each lever some activities w'l aim at developing
the capacities of inctividuars as claim holcrers, while others wilr aim at
develop!ng the capacities of individuars as duty bearers. some activities will
do both, sometimes even in relation to more than one right. For example,
the development of teachers' communícation skills will strengthen teachers
both to meet their duties to children and to craim their rights in relation
to the Ministry of Education.

The selection of priority activities and the division of labour among
UN agencies should take place within the uN Deveropment Assistance
Framework (UNDÁF) of a given country and the ongoing preparation of
Poverry Red*ction strategy papers (pRsps). A clear division of labour for
supporting the government should be agreed upon, including UN agencies,
bilateral agencies and NcOs.

Prqcficq| experiences with the odopÍion of HRBAP
In January 1996, the unicef Executive Board adopted a first-ever Mission

statement in which the human rights of children and women, as enshrined
in the CRC and CEDAW, were recognized as the foundation of Unicef,s
cooperation. In April rggg unicefissued an Executive Directive to au field-
offices, Guidelines for Human Rights-based programming Approach, in
order to reorient country{evel programming towards HRBAp (Unicef rgg8).
The principles contained in the May 2oo3 common understanding had
been promoted in Unicef Eastern and Southern Africa region since 1998.6 It
was therefore possible to evaluate some of the unicef countryprogrammes
of Cooperation by zoo3. The experience from Mozambique and Uganda will
be briefly discussed, followed by some Éndings in a recent global review
of the adoption of HRBAp by Unicef in the field.

Mozambique An external evaluation of the Mozambique programme
(zooz-o4) was undertaken in zoo4 to ,identi$r lessons learned about both
successes and constraints in the process of applying HRBAP, in the im-
plementation of the cross.cutting Htv/AIDs programme (Háusermann
2oo4.

The evaluation fou'd that the preparation of the programme had met
all four unique characteristics defined in the common understanding. The
adoption of an HRBAP had significantly changed the desígn and strategies

Responsibi l i ty

Autl'lority

Resources

Decision-making
capability

Communication

L::l:h a campaign among teachers about rhe imponance
of PTAs

Convince the district authorities that teachers may decideonPTAs 
t}

Use community funds for providing tea at every pTA
meeuns

Arrange meetings between teachers, parents and children
to discuss the management of the school
Provide training of teachers in the local language
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in the Country programme. A strategic focus was given to capacity de-
velopment, particularly of communities. The design of the programme
was influenced by the strong participation of children and young people.
In a survey, about 60 per cent of rights holders were satisfled with their
involvement in the causarity analysis, arthough many of them admitted
that they lacked basic knowledge about human rights. Most rights holders
also thought that they had developed their capacity to claim their rights.
There was a strong agreement that HRBA. had developed capacities at all
levels of society to respect, protect ancl fulfil rights.

The adoption of HRBAp had meant that most good programming prin_
ciples had been adopted, including t l-re recognit ion of poor people as key
actors in tlreir own development, a focus olt empo\.verment, Iocal owner_
ship, reducing inequalities and more clear accountabilities. Insufficient
attention, however, had bee' paid to gender analysis and the economic
and socio-cultural causes of HIV infection.

A common complaint among duty bearers \.vas that they rvanted to know
nrore about their own rights in order to be able to claim these rights and
as a result be more abre to meet their duties as duty bearers. This reflects a
serious problem in the programme, where rights holders and duty bearers
are labelš attached to certain people, rather than roles that most people
may perform. An interesting flnding was that most participants agreed
that unicef project staff should be accountabre to rights holders. This is,
indeed, a significant change from past practice.

In conclusion, the Mozambique programme successfully adopted
HRBAP, but much more training is required, together with better moni_
toring of the process. .

Uganda The adoption of HRBAp in the Uganda Country programme of
cooperation (zoor-o5) was reviewed as a part of the mici-term review in
zooz (unicef zoo3). similarly to Mozambique, the adoption of HRBAp re-
quired significant changes in programme content and practice.

The use of HRBAp had increased the ability to address exclusion and
disparit ies. For example, Bo per cent immunization coverage, praised just a
few years ago' was no longer acceftable. The zo per cent excluded must be
reached. Children and young people participated much more than before
at both stratesic and operationar levels. Adults started to recog'ize their
roles as duty bearers and appreciated the contributions of young people
to the programme. Throughout the irnplementation a deliberate effort hacl
been made to address both outcome and process. The Early childhood
Development (ECD) project had been most successful in finding the right
balance.T

i
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HRBAP led to a district-focused approach, aiming at the development
of the capacities of duty bearers, the development of partnerships and
strengthening communities to address issues that affected them. The
programme had been successful in the few areas selected for implertren-
tation' but it had been difficult to expand the programme due to resource
constraints (both economic and human resources).

Similar to the case of Mozambique, it was found that most duq/ bearers
were not aware of their own rights and clid not have sufficient capacity to
claim their rights. Again, a more complete pattern analysis would have
avoided this problem.

Local government District Implemerrtation teams play a crucial role in
rural development in Uganda. A major challenge for successful implemen-
tation is the fact that the strength ofthe team depends on a few individuals.
Poor delegation and weak supewision by district heads of departments
are additional challenges that must be overcorne in order to expand the
adoption of HRBAP to larger areas of the country.

Global reuiew rn zoo4 an organization-wide review was made to fi.d out
the experiences with the adoption of HRBAp in unicef (Raphael 2oo4)" rt
was found that about 20 per cent had used HRBAP to guide programme im_
plementation and that about the same percentage of staff had understood
the approach. The adoption of HRBAp, however, is very uneven among the
regions, with countries in the Latin An:rerican and Eastern and southern
African regions representing more than 70 per cent of those countries that
had adopted .IRBAP.

The review concluded that much more training is required, both of
Unicef staff and partners. Á special effort should be nrade to engage
UN Country Teams to promote HRBAP in the preparation of the Common
Country Assessment (CCA)/UNDAF and pRSps. There is also a need for
more clear guidance from headquarters.

Conclusions

There is an emerging consensus that HRBAp has significant advantages
compared to basic needs and human development approaches to program-
rning. The most important are summarized below:

r. Increased accountabilíty as a result of explicitly clefined claim-duty re.
lationships. These are different from entitlernents which do not identi$r
any specific duty bearer. A duty is also different from a promise or an
interest.

2. HRBAP makes most good programming practice obligatory, and not
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just optional. Human rights-basecl programmes are therefore effective
even when measured by traditional development criteria.

3. HRBAP offers better protection of peopre lvrro are poor by ruli'g out
tracle-offs that are harrnful to them. The most common trade-offs pro-
moted in development work are: (i) the needs trade-off: relatively high
levels of poverty should be accepted in order to maximize investment
and future economic growth; (ii) the equality trade-off: initially economic
growth will create inequalities that should be accepted; and (iií) the
liberty trade-off: civil and politicar rights must be temporarily suspended
in order to allow for economic growth (Donnelly r9B9: 164_5). HRBAP,
therefore, pays more attention to exclusion, discrimination, disparities
and injustice, and emphasizes basic causes.

4. HRBAP focuses on legal and institutional reform, and promotes the
rule of law. When applying HRBAP, access to.justice means the people,s
ability to seek and obtain remedy for grievances, through formar and in-
formal justice mechanisms, and in conformi.ty with basic human rights
principles and standards. currently, access to justice is most of the time
limited to people's abirity to use public and private justice services. In
I{RBAP, justice is seen as a social process, not just a legal one.

5. A human rights approach better protects people from power exertion
and can be used to challenge power. HRBAp stimulates social move_
ments and mobilizes civil society.

6. In a human rights approach to development,.development assistance
can no longer be based on charity or golidarity only; it will be a resurt
of national and international obligations (including obrigations on
Unicef).

The united Nations has an obrigation to respect, protect, facilitate and
fulfil human rights in all development and humanitarian work. There is
therefore a need for an operational HRBAP, uN agencies have moved fast in
the process of agreeing on criteria for an HRBAP, maniÍ.estecl in the Stam.
ford Inter-agency consurtation's Relommendation Towards a common
Understanding. There is, however, a significant gap between agreements
at the uN agency headquarters lever and the reality at the country lever,
Very few agencies, and in very few countries, have mainstreamed human
rights in their work. Therefore, training of uN country Teams should be
a top prioriry for all agencies.

The current UN reform promotes stronger cooperation among UN agen-
cies. HRBAP is new to all uN agencies and courd therefore become an
effective catalyst in the efforts to move towards a real uN team approach,
including joint programming. Finally, the current strong focus on the

achievement of the MDGs must be balanced with a greater attention to
the overall implementation of the Millennium Declaration, which provides
the context in which the MDGs should be addressed.

Notes

r Vienna Declaration and programme of Action (para. 25-26), United
Nations World Conference on Human Rights, 1992.

z The copenhagen Declaration and programme of Action, united Nations
World Summit for Social Development, 1993.

3 Secretary General to the Commission on Human Rights;, ,I Have Made
Human Rights a priority in Every United Nations programme,, 7 April 1999.

4 General Assembly Resolution 5512, united Nations Millennium Declara-
tion, 18 September zooo; General Asseinbly Resolution SSlr6z,Follow-up to
the Outcome of the Millennium Summit, rg September zooo.

5 At the Stamford meeting the following good programming practices
were identífied:

' people are recognized as key actors in their own development, rather than
as passive recipients of commodities and services

. participation is both a means and a goal

. strategies are empowering, not disempowering

. both outcomes and processes are monitored and evaluated

. analysis includes all stakeholders

. programmes focus on marginalized, disadvantaged and excluded groups

. the development process is locally owned

. programmes aim to reduce poverty

. top-down and bottom-up approaches are used in synergy

. situation analysis is used to identi$' immediate, underlying and basic
causes of development problems

. measurable goals and targets are important in programming

. strategíc partrrerships are developed and sustaitled

6 During 1998-2ooo a number of draft proposals and guidelines on a
Hurnan Rights Approach to programming/CommunityCapacity Development
were prepared by the unicef Regional office for Eastern and southern Africa
(ESARO).

7 The ECD project in Uganda is a community-based project implemented
in three districts so far. The project was planned through a community
dialogue and is multidisciprinary in addressing all the important causes of
inadequate ECD for children below five years of age. positive results have been
achieved' increasing child survival and improving care and protection of the
children at the critical early age. plans are underway to expand the project to
other distlicts.
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2lThe experiences of Oxfom Internotionol qnd
its offiliotes in rights-bqsed progromming qnd
compqigning

MARJOLEIN BROUWER, HEATHER GRADY,
VALERIE TRAORE AND DBREJE WORDOFA

oxfam International (oI) was created in 1995 as a confederation oftwelve
independent non-government organizations dedicated to fig-hting poverty
and injustice around the world. The affiliates share a global strategic
plan and pursue joint efforts in campaigning and programming (both
development and humanitarian), aiming to achieve greater itrpact through
their collective efforts,l They support more than 3,ooo counterparts in
approximately roo countries, committingtheir moral, human and financial
resources to work with partners and allies as part of a global movement
to promote economic and social justice.

Oxfam2 starts from the premise that poverty is a state of powerlessness
in which people are denied their human rights and the ability to control
crucial aspects of their lives. In the experience of Oxfam's partners, poverty
is a symptom of cleeply rooted inequities and unequal power relationships,
institutionalized through policies and practices at the levels ofstate, society
and household. Moreover, although some forms of unequal power relation-
ships are rooted in age-old injustices, new forms are being generated by
economic globalization and by imbalances in negotiating power between
rich and poor countries.

Faced with this changing context, and recognizing that its traditional
ways of thinking and working were becoming less effective, Oxfam took
the formal decision in late zooo to adopt a rights-based approach (RBA) to
the alleviation of poverty and the ending of exclusion and social injustice.j
For Oxfam and many other agencies, embracing an RBA was a response
to the limited success of previous approaches, which aimed to respond to
basic needs or promote sustainable livelihoods, by giving greater emphasis
to the impact of power inequalities in the development process. Decades
of entrenched and chronic poverty around the world, compounded by
conflict and insecurity, had left huge numbers of people unable to achieve
the basic requirerrents for human development and a life of dignity. Their
situation was exacerbated by increasing inequalities within and between
societies, and the appropriation by elite groups of the resources required
for development.
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For a development and humanitarian agency such as Oxfam, the underly_
lng purpose of a rights-based approach is to iclenti$r ways of transform-
ing the self-perpetuating vicious cycle of poverq/, disernpowerment and
conflicta into a virtuous cycle in which all people, as rights holders, can
demand accountability frorn duty bearers, and where duty bearers have
both the willingness and capacity to fulfil, protect and promote people,s
human rights. oxfam implernents universal standards in a practicar and
action-oriented way,s using a rights-based planning framework to chal_
lenge states and others to be accountable to their citizens and to promote
hon-discrimination and equarity in orcler to redistribute resources and
opportunities within and between societies. oxfam's ability to reach global
institutions such as the world Bank, IMF, the worrd Trade organization
(wro) and multinationar corporations enables it to promote links between
local comnrunities and global decisiorr.makers in the struggle to achíeve
human rights. Furthermore' a rights-based approach enables oxfam to
target the two main factors seen to prevent the realization of human devel-
opment and human rights: rack of politicar wiil, and insufficient capacities
to claim and fulfil rights.

In addition, rejecting the notion that people living in poverb/ can meet
their basic needs only as passive recipients of charity, oxfam works with
people around the world who are the aíiue subjects of their own devel-
opment' in their efforts to realize their rights,6 This of course compels
oxťam and other r ights-based agencies to .raise the bar, on their owrr
accountability, because civil society organizatior.ts (CSOs) themselves mav
u'witt inglv perpetuate outmoded notions of charity, ovcrlook discri 'r ina_
tion and exclusion, and even reinforce existing imbalances of power.

Rights, oims ond,strotegic chonge obiectives,
For Oxfam, a key aspect of its rights_based approach is support for the

fulf i lment and protec{on of al l  human rights, i 'c lu. ing economic, social
ano culrural rights, civir aud poritical rights, and rights in internationar
humanitarian law. Just as human rights principles enshrine the indivis_
ibility of rights, so oxfam felt it important to incorporate this spectrum of
human rights in the five 'aims' contained in the planning framework that
was formalized in zooo. Thus, Oxfam programmes are designed to work
with others to ensure that all peopre have the foilowing entitlements:
. the right to a sustainable livelihood
. the right to basic services (in particular education, healthcare and

water)
. the right to life and security

' the right to be heard (an aim which incrudes the promotion of civil and
political rights, institutional accountability and globar citizenship)

' the right to an identity (an aim including the promotion of gender
equality and social and cultural diversity).

The general human rights documents that underpin this approach are
the charter of the united Nations and the universar Declaration of Human
Rights of 1948, which laid the framework for trre promotion of the dignig,
and wortll of all human beings, as well as conditions for justice, respect
and social progress.T In addition, many treaties, conventions and declara-
tions reflect the five rights-based aims of oxfam. uncler each of the flve
aims, Oxfam targets the achievement of specific ,strategic change objec_
tives' (scos), identifuing them jointry at the international and regional
levels.s These scos explicitly state the rights to be exercised, supported by
Oxfam programmes over an agreed time-frame. To achieve them, Oxfam
delineates desired 'policy and practice changes' associated with each ofthe
scos. In its recently developed 'toolbox' (wilson-Grau zoo3), Novib oxfam
Netherlands has begun to assess, together with partner organizations, which
of their outcomes courd contribute to achieving the policy and practice
changes, and ultimately the scos and aims that oxfam has identified.

Table z.r gives examples, airn by aim, of rights-based changes in policy
and practice, both in the domain of laws and regulations and in ,beliefs'
or public opinion (Wilson-Grau zoo4: g).

oxfam has attracted some criticism for generating its own list of rights,
which was viewed by some as a repackaging of the standard international
framework. In its defence, oxfamwourd craim to have pioneered awayto use
international norms and standards to reinforce its existing programmes and
campaigns, and to have implemented a rights-based approach in an innova-
tive and organic way (because the new formulation was built on what arready
made sense to staff and partner organizations around the world). Others
have appreciated oxfam's genuine efforts to embed its .own rights'within
the existing international instruments (see for example Marks zoo3).

while arguably the oxfams have not gone far enough in helpi'g all staff
to understand human rights instruments and principres, the use of practi-
cal rights-based aims was an important move towards giving programmes
an intrinsic focus on rights which both recognizes international norms
and standards and translates them to related national constitutions and
legislation. It is at the national and sub-national levels that oxfam - and
indeed many other internationar NGos - can best support csos and the
public at large to hold relevant duty bearers accountable for fulfilling,
protecting and respecting human rights.
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Roising oworéness of rights ol home ond oround the world

Most of the Oxfams devote significant efforts in their home countries
to raisirrg public awareness of the relationships between poverty and the
denial of rights, for example through 'global citizenship' programmes.e
Much of the campaigning work of Oxfams to Make Trade Fair, to Control
Arms, and to Make Poverty Historylo is designed to spur their home-country
citizens to hold their own governments accountable for economic, political
and social policies that will reduce disparities between rich and poor, and
curtail the self-interest of richer nations. Implicit in this is Oxfam's belief
that all ofthe world's people bear responsibility for securing notjust their
own rights, but also the rights of others. Building an active citizenry and
strengthening the relationship between citizens and the state is essential
to this process,'l as is working through collective, participatory action.
Other key messages are the need to ensure that social justice is accorded
at least equal priority with economic growth, and insistence on the fact
that the prosperity of some must not be allowed to perpetuate the poverty
of others. In all of this, alliance building, good partnership and working
effectively with others in coalitions are crucial for the legitimacy of the
process and to ensure good outcomes.

Different oxÍoms . tr rqnge of opprooches

Different Oxfams may accord different emphases or priorities to the
five rights-related aims, depending upon their national context and other
factors, such as history and experience. Yet the principles that underlie the
campaign for the realization of rights - equality, non-discrimination, parti-
cipation and accountability - are at the heart of all of Oxfam's programmes
and strategies.l2 The next section provides examples of how Oxfam puts a
rights-based approach into practice. A number of Oxfams have programmes
in each of'the countries concerned, but each case study is written from
the perspective of one affiliate.

Responding to the impact of globalization on Sahelian cotton farmers
Creating more space for the representatives of Southern NGOs in inter-
national fora, in order to link local activists and global decision-makers
more effectively, is one of the strategies pursued in the Oxfam International
Campaign to Make Trade Fair. Often a long-term process of building capa-
city and ffust precedes such linking. The case of Sahelian cotton farmers,
who together with Oxfam International succeeded in voicing their views
effectively at the WTO meeting in Canc n in zoo3, is a good illustration
of this process.
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Hundreds of village-based farmers' assnciations were fbunded in the
r98os and r99os irr the Sahelian countries of West AÍiica. A number of
oxfams supported poverty-alleviation prograrnmes, in addition to invest-
ing in work to build the organizational capacities of viilage associations
through intermecliary NGOs. The next step was to move from develop_
ing organizations to supporting lobbying and aclvocacy by and on behalf
of people líving in poverty. Realizing that local solutions are not alwavs
enough, the village-based organizations started creating regionar organ-
izations that were in a better position to influence polícies. Tlre NGos
adjusted their capacity-building programmes and adopted an approach
of 'linking and learning' between vilrage associations in various parts of
the Sahel to support this process. As a result, farmers, cattle owners and
fishermen and women in several areas formed national federations and
regional unions.

Globalization has negative effects on weak economies and ultimatelv orr
rural households. The saherian farmers' organizations recognized gtorrul-
ization as a new challenge. The m'rions of farmers in the saher who pro-
duce cotton for export are directly affected by subsidies paid to domestic
cotton farmers by the governments of the usA and other countries. The
income of African producers dropped as the price of cotton felt on the
world market. They responded by setting up ROppA, a regional farmers,
organization, in zooo.

At the WTO ministerial conference in Canc n in zoo3, ROppA suc,
cessfully called attention toÍhe plight of Sahelian cotton farmers. Oxfam
contributed to research on the issues, provided advice to governments
and farmers' representatives, and sponsored a media tour in the northern
hemisphere for representatives of the groups affected. But such efforts on
the global stage bring neither immediate nor permanent positive impacts,
and csos rnust remain vigilant in the strugg{e for justice. rortrrrrutety,
following a subsequent complaint by Brazil in a similar case, a WTO
dispute-settlement panel fou'd that us cotton subsidies are contrary to
wro rules'l3 This decision was a major step forward in the fight against
tl# dumping of subsidized products on world markets, and oxfam is con-
fident that the decision wiil strengtrren the i'itiative taken by west African
governmeÍlts to end t|re European and American subsidies.

Tl.ris case shows rrow an RBA requires consistent capacity buildi'gwithi'
tlre oxfatrrs and witlr partner organizations. Apart Íiorrr tlre need for in-
creased investment in education in citizenship and human rights,la there
is an enormous need to continue to strengthen the capacity of-peopte who
want to claim their rights. Changes in policy and practice can be achieved
only if the people whose rights are viorated are able to express their views

about what should be changed. As one staff member of oxfam observes:
'we recognize that lone social actors rarely can achieve policy and practice
changes. work is required on a significant scale in alliances with social
actors lvorking at all levels. we consider that in any country, it is local
citizens, organized as civil-society actors, who know best what policy and
practice changes are achievable and how to achieve them' (wilson-Grau
zoo4: 3). In this context, the Oxfams play an important role by helping to
influence the policies and practices of multilateral institutions and multi
national corporations, in addition to funding local developlnent actors
working towards policy and practice changes of their choice.

The right to sustainable liuelihoods: the Ethiopia coffee crisis one of
oxfam's aims is to support poor people to claim their right to sustainable
livelihoods, but it goes further than typical development programmes that
aim to increase income and productivity. oxfam's work in support of this
aim includes support for food and income security, natural-resource man-
agement and promotion of labour rights for those in waged employment.
within the context of social justice and the realization of human rights,
promoting sustainable livelihoods is not concerned merely with access to
resources, but also with increasing the capacity to secure one's livelihood.
This takes into account the reality of poor communities: a livelihood that
has sustainable human development as its outcome depends on otheť
human rights, such as the right to be heard (addressing ,voice poverty').
oxfam's rights-based approach also takes into account the imperative need
to hold duty holders accountable for their responsibilities to marginalized
communities.

Since the beginning of the coffee crisis in Ethiopia, Oxfam has sup_
ported Ethiopian coffee producers to overcome the disastrous blow to
their country's economy and their livelihoocls. sixty per cent of Ethiopia's
national earnings comes from cofÍ.ee' so when world coffee prices fell to
an unprecedented level a few years ago, the national economy, the coffee
industry and coffee producers had to absorb the shock. coupled with the
international coffee crisis were Ethiopia's problematic domestic trade rules,
which denied farmers and cooperatives access to international buyers,
leaving farmers dependent on unfair prices and exploitation by exporters.
In addition, coffee farmers were unaware of international coffee prices and
of their role in the coffee mar.ket.

Oxfam played a key role in three ways: first, in developing relation-
ships with all stakeholders, including producers, government officials and
corporations; second, in strengthening the voice of producers through
providing information, building capacity and promoting'etworking; andil
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third, bringing all stakeholders around the same table to find appropriate
solutions to the crisis.

Given the fact that national policies were largely to blame for the pro-
ducers' failure to recover frorn the damage done to their livelihoods, a
large element of Oxfam's strates/ was to hold the government of Ethiopia
accountable for protecting producers frorn further marginalization. Lobby-
ing of the government by Oxfam partners and staff eventually led to an
official agreement to lift the restrictions on farmers and cooperatives, al-
lowing them to sell coffee directly to international buyers. Although sceptics
doubted the likely effectiveness of the government's decision, and the
capacity of the cooperatives to take advantage of it, the reform represented
a huge step towards reform of the coffee industry in Ethiopia,

What followed was active and extensive work to develop the tradingJ
capacity of the coffee cooperatives and ensure the highest quality of coffee,
to match global qualiry standards for speciality coffee. Oxfam organized
a national conference to address concerns about the deteriorating quality
of Ethiopian coffee.

The achievements of one Oxfam partner, the Oromia Cooperative Union,
speak for themselves. In 2oo1, one container of coffee was exported. In
the next year, with the addition of volunteer stafť, the cooperative sold
ten containers. In 2oo3, sixty containers of coffee were sold on the inter-
national market. By May 2oo4, the Oromia Union had sold all of its rzo
containers.

The changes in Ethiopia's cďfee industry go beyond the increased sales
to a full government endorsement of policies more favourable to farmers
and cooperatives. Since 2oor, when the campaign for reform began, the
following results have been achieved:

. Coffee farmers who could not sell directly to international markets now
have direct access to international buyers, with no intermediary, thus
increasing their profits,

. Coffee farmers and cooperatives are now exempt from paying tax.

. National banks have begun giving farmers and cooperatives credits and
loans which used to be restr icted to exporters,

. Taxes on travel frorr coffee-producing regions to other regions have
been lifted.

Co<lperatives have stabilized the coffee market, and the removal of
restrictions hts eliminated the middlemen. In adclition, the steady restora-
tion of the cofÍ.ee-based economy has meant tlrat not only coffee farmers,
but the chain ofother industries and people that depend on coffee exports,
are heading for financial stability.
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Promoting sustainable liuelihood.s in Malawi and Zambia through ad-
vacacy on ínstitutional accountability The following case study demon.
strates work aligned between country, regional and global levels that
pursues two of Oxfam's aims: the right to a sustainable livelihood and
the right to be heard. This is a joint programme, managed by Oxfam GB
with the support of several Oxfam affiliates"

In August zooz, Oxfam International produced a briefing paper en-
titled 'Qeath on the Doorstep of the Summit' for the World Sumrrit on
Sustainable Development in Johannesburg. The paper sought to link the
food crisis in Southern Africa to the agricultural liberalization policies
imposed on Zarnbia and Malawi at the behest of the World Bank and IMF.
It demonstrated that by requiring these countries rapidly to dismantle state
support for agriculture, the Bauk and the Fund had gravely compromised
the food security of poor women and men in the region, making them
even more vulnerable to destitution.

The paper was accompanied by significant media work in Zambia,
including a televised interview with the Minister of Agriculture, in which
he questioned the policies of the World Bank and the IMF. This footage
was compiled in collaboration with Oxfam staff and partners in Zambia,
and was used both at the Johannesburg summit and in Zambia itself. In
Malawi, further country-specific research was conducted, which contributed
to the creation of a broad campaign involving civil society, media and
parliamentarians. The campaign succeeded in getting assurances from
donors and government ministers that they would not privatize the state
marketing board ADMARC, given that it hacl a clear social role to play as
the source ofcheap agricultural inputs and farm produce for poor people
in rural areas.

The immediate outcome of this work was to highlight the link between
agricultural liberalization and increased food insecurity in the region, and
the role of the World Bank and IMF in promoting liberalization policies.
The campaign's longer-term impact on poor people has been twofold, in
terms of livelihood and in terms of increased accountability. In Malawi
and Zambia it contributed to a reversal of donors' policy on agriculture.
In Zambia, the governnrent has ťeintroduced a certain level of subsidy
on maize, with the tacit support of the IMF. In Malawi, the World Bank
recognized that ADMARC has a key social role to play in keeping open
unprofitable markets in distant rural areas, which on pure economic
criteriawere losing the government support that was key to the survival
of poor communitíes. In both countries there has been or wilt be a direct
effect on the lives of poor women and men, as evidence developed by the
World Bank itself shows that per capita consumption by poor families in
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rural areas with access to the state ADMARC markets is as much as 20 Der
cent higher than the average.

In terms of the right to be heard, in Malawi poor rural women and
men actively engaged in a series of radio debates, broadcast nationallv
from villages in Mulanje where oxfam works. The debates focused on the
role of ADMARC in supporting the livelihoods of the poor. In Malawi and
Zambia, Oxfam's campaign and policy work stimulated national debates
about agricultural policy, engaging civil society and parliamentarians, and
incregsing public discussion of poverty-related issues. There has also been
a shiÍt in donor policy on this issue in Zambia and Malawi, although it is
st i l l  necessary to maintain pressure on the pol icy-makers.

Other rights-related topics were opened up; for example, women be-
came involved in radio debates about gender equity; discussions included
gender-related aspects of food security, for example the frequently ignored
situation of fernale-headed househords. A'd civil s.ciety partners active in
both countries became more activery engaged in advocacy a'd strengtrr-
ened their advocacy capacity. This experience of campaigning and lobbying
helped to build a broad alliance for change, arrcl the base for u lo,'g.te.Á
movement of civil socieqr actors around this issue.

As is the case with other policy work, the gains made could easily be
reversed; for this reason csos must continue to monitor privatization
conditions on world Bank roans in Malawi, for exampre. Nevertheress, this
case study illustrates the effe/tiveness of joined-up programming by the
oxfams for advocacy at nationar, regionar and global levers, This instance
was prompted by a reaction to a region-wide crisis, but it has clear national
and global implications.

capacity buitding in a stateless societl: somalia oxfam believes that
promoting responsible citizenship, through supporting the work of rocal
autonomous partner organizations, is a crucial step towards improving the
capacity of people to clairn their r igrrts and towards seeking the account-
abi l i ty of those in power.

somalia is a war-torn countly that has not had a functioning govern-
ment for twelve years. Its social fabric has been all but destroyed. warlords
have ruled through fear and the sile'cing of peopre. In response to their
worsening plight, some courageous individuals began implernenting de-
velopment projects. A number of oxfams work in somaria and this case
sttllr is based on an experience of Novib oxfam Netherlands who began
ro support trrese initiatives in rgg5. what began as development work has
slowly expanded into an engagement in pubric clebates and advocacy for
peace and human rights. In zooz, Novib oxfam Netherlands was invited by
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the European commission to launch a project calred ,strengthening somali
civil society'. At the start, somali researchers mapped civit society through-
out the country (identi$'ing NGOs, religious leaders, elders, community-
based orga'izations, the media, professionar organizations, and artists)
and studied donors' policies to understand why they were not investing in
somalia and somaliland. This led to the civil society symposium in the
city of Hargeisa in February zoo3, where 4oo representatives of civil society
came together to review the findings. They irnpressed upon the attendant
donors the need to invest in education, but also to start thinking in terms
of partnerships with local organizations.

Meanwhile, a code of conduct was deveroped by somali civil society,
prescribing standards to which civil society aspires to adhere. somali net-
works have subscribed to the cocre and set up a monitoring mechanism.
Furthermore, ten human rights organizations were trained in investigation,
documentation, monitoring and advocacy, with the aim of systematicaly
documenting abuses of human rights and addressing violations that are
not visible to the international community. cases were presented to the
UN Human Rights Commission in Geneva, and the support of Ámnesty
International was obtained to protect defenders of human rights. Finally,
a newsletter and a website were developed to promote the work of somali
groups. somalis can now communicate with fellow somalis, both within the
country and in the diaspora. The work and the debates have rnade it pos_
sible for civil society actors to contribute to reconciliation. T\"o campaigns
in particular, civil society in Action and the Hadrawi peace March, have
raised hopes that people can regain power over their own lives.

oxfoms . the odvonÍoges of difference

Each of the oxfam affiliates is working on the commitments made in
the strategic plan of zooo, including the incorporation of a rights-based
approach. Yet differences remain, not surprisingly in view of the fact that
the confederation was formally established ress than ten years ago. For
oxfam International, narrowing some differences, and accepting others,
is an ongoing process, informed by a livety debate among partners, allies,
and critics i' other institutions. while consistency is important, the dif-
ferences provide comparative analysis of effectiveness and impact among
peers, and give sufficient ,room for manoeuvre' for innovation.

TWo examples illustrate the breadth of this ,room for manoeuvre'. one
concerns the efforts of oxfam GB to build capacity on both sides of the
human rights equation. while much of oxfam GB's support for civil society
is similar to that of other oxfam affiliates, it is distinctive in that it explicitly
seeks to improve the capacity of duty bearers to respond to the demands of
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citizens ancl civil society organizations. This is d'e primarily to its history of
operational programmes, whereby Oxfam GB teams in country programmes
work in direct collaboration with government, as well as with civil society,
While this area of work is clearly important (Tornás zoo3: rr-16), oxfam
is mindful that where governments are not genuinely interested in justice
and promoting rights, a commitment to capacity building must not provide
a fagade to deflect criticism and action.

By contrast, Novib oxfam Netrrerlands rras co'rsistentry worked to
strengthen the capacity of autonomous partner orga'izations ancl NGos
in particular, both at an internal/micro level (organizational development)
and at an external/macro level (institutional development). Over time, this
ínstitutional development has deepened into álliance-buitding, lobbying
and advocacy, and building citizenship, which is well illustrated in the
Somali case study.presented above. In a recent policy paper (Novib zoo4),
this standing policy has been reaffirmed: a strong civil society is crucial
in order to create a system of checks and balances between the agency,
the government and the private sector.

A common longuoge ond o coordinoted opprooch

As this chapter hás demonstrated, a variety of methods to promote the
fulfilment of human rights has emerged from the adoption of a rights-
based approach across the oxfams and in different national contexts.
Although the emphasis and mod.us operandi of particular oxfams may
differ, common to arl are the shrfts that occurred when they redefined
their work according to five rights-based aims and related strategic change
objectives, and when programme and campaigning work focused on well_
defined taréiets for holding institutions accountable for their policies and
practices. Despite some differences in theirways of working, the oxfams
have demonstrated how a rights-based approach can be implemented in
programmes and campaigns to transform a spiral of poverty and human
rights abuses into a virtuous circle, in which rights holders benefit, and
duty bearers fulfil human rights. This can take prace at regional, nationar
and international levels, or indeed - and most powerfuily - at murtiple
levels combined.

The examples presented here ilustrate efforts by one or more oxfams
to develop their rights-based approach ftrrther. one way is to assess the
outcomes of partner organizations' work against rights-based aims and
strategic change objectives. Another is to improve the awareness and capa-
city of duty bearers, either the state or multinationar corporations, to meet
their obligations to respect human rights. A third is to strengthen the
voice of local actors through capacity building and multi-level advocacy
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and media work. A fourth is to ensure that the full continuum of rights
is addressed, whether by Oxfam or others.

While the implementation of a rights-based approach in terms of in-
stitutional accountability has become a significant feature across the
work of the Oxfams, there has been less discussion and collaboration
on an equally irnportant component of the RBA: that of incorporating
human rights principles throughout Oxfam's practice. These principles
are of pourse enshrined in Oxfam's stated intent; but ensuring that they
are consistently put into practice, not merely enshríned in institutional
rhetoric, is a continuing challenge,

The extent to which Oxfam staffpractise these principles in their day-to-
daywork depends on a whole host of factors, including levels of awareness,
capacity and willingness to uphold the standards through programme and
campaign cycles. It also depends on how well staff and their counterparts
are supported to uphold these standarcls in the face of other organizational
demands.ls Arguably, Oxfam struggles with translating theory and good
intent into good practice no more or less than the typical international
NGO. But because of its increasingly high profile, it is particularly important
for oxfam to be mindful of its responsibilities when it describes itself
as an agency with a rights-based approach at its core. A focus on global-
level campaigning must not lead oxfam to overlook the real situation of
local communities, and Oxfam must meaningfully evaluate whether global
successes are being translated into improvements for the world's most
marginalized people. Rights such as the freedom of information, expres-
sion and assembly must be exercised everywhere, or short-term gains will
be lost. Indeed, the requirements of broad-based campaigning and the
increasing demands on CSOs for sophisticated planning and reporting
mechanisms are in some ways competingwith this imperative for attention
and resources. Nevertheless, it is evident that mainstrearning the principles
of human rights will be an increasing aspect of Oxfam discussions, both
internally and externally with counterparts and other stakeholders, in the
coming years.

Oxfam faces other challenges in implementing a rights-based approach.
Many people are not aware of their rights, so awareness-raising will be a
lengthy process. Some governments are not committed to protecting and
promoting rights; even in cases where they express commitment, they may.
lack the necessary resources. And at times, Oxfam refrains from pressuring
governments about specific violations, for fear of risking legitimacy or of
creating future risks to staff and progranrmes.

Despite these challenges, the universal language of rights has helped
the Oxfam affiliates and their partners to speak a common language, and
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to express in autlroritative and internationďly accepted terminology the
essential elements for achieving human deveropment and global justice.
The unequal power relations that constrain human development can be
confronted more forcefully when internationar principles and instruments
of human rights can be brought to bear on national legislation, and in turn
citizens can draw on both levels to demand their rights. Rights-based devel-
opr'ent programmes and ca*paigns are an important complement to the
longer-establ ished activit ies oforganizations dedicated to the protection of
human rights. working on these issues from the locar lever upwards, build-
ing the awareness and capacity to promote human rights, and joining forces
and linking different actors and different levels are strategies that, when
done well, give expression to Oxfam,s quest for global equity.

Notes

1 For more information, see Oxfam International (zooo); available at
<www.oxfam.org/eng/about_strat.htm> Hereinafter, references to programme
or campaigns encompass both development and humanitarian goď, á.,a
activities.

2 In this chapter, ,Oxfam'is used when it is applicable to the twelve affili_
ates of Oxfam International, rather than 

"ny 
,p..ifi. affiliate.

3 When adopting the OI Strategic plan ,Towards Globat Equity, (zooo), the
RBA was one feature of the oI profile, the otler three being ,humanitarian
response and developrnent action'; ,action, advocacy and learning,; and ,work.
ing with autonomous, local partners,

4 For more on this vicious circle, see Williams (1995).
5 For an excelrent overview ofhow an anarysis ofrights holders versus duty

bearers is intrinsically rinked to the action-oriented character of rights, and
human rights in particurar, see the contribution of Bas de Gaay Foitman in
Boerefi jn et al. (zoor: 49).

- 
6, Through claiming respect for and protection and fulfihnent ofrights.

The legiti'racv of development actors to contribure to fulfilli'g rights Is
described in an analysis of Henry shue's work on the trinity of obiigations
(Brouwer zoor: r8).

7 The Millennium Declaration, adopted by the uN General Assembly in
zooo, which has E;enerated the Millennium Development coals as specific
targets for 2015, can be seen as a reaffirmation of the IJN Charter.

B The t\i/elve Oxfams have organized their work globally into twelve
'regions' that form units for coordination andjoint action.

9 For example, Oxfam GB's Global Citizenship programme has had a
significant impact on the development of grobal ciiizenstrip stuclies within the
UK National Curriculum.

ro Make Poverty History replesents a shift in Oxfam,s Education Now
campaign towards a broader alliance and the goal of persuading governments
and donors to achieve the Millennium Development Goals.
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1t For more on this relational character of rights, see Lund-Madsen
2Oo1: 3-4.

12 Interestingly, these are classified as elements of 'the human rights
approach', 'the responsibilities approach' and, to a lesser extent, 'the human
rights education approach' (Marks zoo3: 5-6, 16-22 and z3-6).

13 The WTO panel found that $3.2 billion in US cotton subsidies and $r.6
billion in exports credits (for cotton and other commodities) contravene WTO
rules. This represents almost all cotton subsidies and close to 5o per cent of
all exporlcredits used by the USA in zooz.

14 This emerged as a key priority during consultations conducted among
the staff by Oxfam America and Novib Oxfam Netherlands on implementing
an RBA. A comparison of the outcomes of those consultations may be
obtained from the OI secretariat (Brouwer zoo3).

15 For example, by taking advantage of opportunities for policy dialogue
that do not permit thorough consultation with affected communities.
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